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FOREWORD
Welcome,
Lexion® is a flexible computer program that allows you to adjust the training of
reading, spelling and linguistic ability in connection with dyslexia, aphasia and other
language related learning disabilities.
Install the CD according to the directions in the Installation folder. Then start the
program with a Lexion shortcut on the desktop or in the Start menu.
If you have not used Lexion before, read the chapter Introduction, page 9, or
alternatively the chapter Getting started, page 22. This way you can learn the most
fundamental principles of how to use the program.
If you are a parent or relative, go to Contents in the Help menu and then click the help
topic If you are a parent.
In the beginning the numerous exercises and the variety of functions may seem
difficult to grasp. Therefore, spend some time on your own working with the
program, maybe at home in peace and quiet, so that you can become familiar with
all the features of the program (see Licence agreement, page 4)
You may participate in courses on Lexion. See our homepage to find a course
coming soon near you.
There is one condition for a successful use of Lexion, which is that you as a
professional user familiarize yourself with all the features of Lexion and use them.
It is not appropriate to allow anyone to use Lexion without the necessary
adaptations first having been made.
We hope that Lexion will be of use to your pupils or patients and that the computer
will be a pleasant supplement to traditional training and teaching.
We will be grateful for your comments regarding the program.
Olof Gunnilstam and Martti Mårtens

This manual is not intended for pupils or patients. It should only be read by the
person who is administering the training; e.g, a teacher or a speech therapist.
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Licence agreement
As a buyer you own the right to use the program, but you do not own the actual software. The
program is covered under the international copyright legislation for computer programs.
Licence for the program entitles you to install it on a certain number of computers within one
institution at a definite street address. The number of computers is specified in your licence agreement. For instance, if you have purchased a main licence, and two additional licences, the program
can be used on three computers. Only when a site licence is purchased, the program may be used on
all computers or on the computer network of one specific institution at a specific street adress.
A professional user at an institution with a licence is granted the right without further licence to
install the software on a private desktop computer at home or on one private portable computer in
order to make preparations or such related to the professional use. The same licence number has to
be used in the home as at the institution.
A non-profit association licence at a reduced price entitles you to install the software on a
limited number of computers, specified in the licence agreement, in one place at one street address
and must not in general be administered professionally by persons with speech pathology
qualifications or equivalent. Examples of these are Aphasia associations and Dyslexia associations.
A private licence entitles you as a private person to install the software program on one
computer in your home and on not more than one private portable computer.
Mini-Lexion may be installed without any restrictions in an optional number of places of
your choice within the professional user’s control. The program does not work without adapted
exercises sent by e-mail, diskette, USB memory, or on a self-made CD. The licencee can order
additional Mini-Lexion CD-s.
By acknowledging receipt of this material you commit yourself
to follow the stipulations associated with the licence,
to prevent unauthorized copying and distribution of the material in whole or in
parts or any form,
not to translate, rename, decompile, or in any other way transform the program into
another medium, that allows covert distribution of the material,
to remove the program from the hard disk of a computer when it is being
disposed of or is no longer in use (see Installation folder),
not to copy or transmit the documentation in any form without permission (you may,
however, print the online-manual of the program for your own use),
We do not commit ourselves
to keep customer records or to provide free updating of the program,
to notify corrections or new editions of the program and the manual.
We do not assume responsibility for
the quality of the CD-s,
the loss of data as a direct or indirect consequence of the use of the program.
Should you report within six months from the delivery date an important defect of the software,
having an impact on its proper use, and the defect cannot be repaired by correction or by instruction
how to bypass the problem, you have the right to cancel the purchase.
Should you not accept the outlined conditions, all the CD-s and the documentation must immediately
be returned to the reseller, whereupon the sum of the actual purchase price will be reimbursed.

Lexion®
Copyright © Olof Gunnilstam & Martti Mårtens 2009
Lexion AB/Ltd. Sweden
Distributed by Frölunda Data AB/Ltd. and EuroGuide AB/Ltd.
Tel: +46 42 134135 Fax: +46 42 145875

www.lexion.co.uk
v. 4.32 23 March 2009
Lexion is a registered trademark. Pentium is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Sound Blaster is a registered trademark of Creative Labs Inc. Infovox is a registered
trademark of Acapela/Babel /Infovox Ltd. WiViK is a registered trademark of Rehabmodul AB. Other product names mentioned
herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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2
INTRODUCTION
This is Lexion
Lexion is based on recent research on dyslexia and its effects on reading,
spelling and language learning. The program makes it possible to adapt
training to the individual pupil’s learning needs. It can also be used with
small groups and whole classes. Lexion is widely used by support teachers,
class teachers, Speech and Language Therapists, home tutors and parents.
Lexion is also used with adults with dyslexia, and as part of rehabilitation
programmes for adults with aphasia.
The program assesses fundamental reading and spelling skills and provides
pupils with comprehensive individualised programmes for developing their
awareness and skills in core areas of reading and spelling, as well as
associated difficulties such as language development, arithmetic and telling
the time.
Lexion is developed by Olof Gunnilstam and Martti Mårtens, both Speech
Therapists from Sweden. The program has been standardised for use
throughout the UK.
There are 94 exercises that train knowledge and understanding of
fundamental aspects of the reading and spelling process, and associated
skills and abilities. These include phonological awareness, phoneme reading,
syllable reading, word reading, sentence reading, denomination, word
finding, letter sequence, word sequence, spelling at different levels, sentence
structure, auditory ability, phoneme discrimination, spatial skills, clock/time,
mathematics, and so on.
Lexion has a set of predefined profiles, based on the English ‘Literacy
Strategy’, that allow the class teacher to use the program with the whole
class, working on aspects of reading, spelling and language appropriate for
any level from Years 1 to 9. Another set of predefined profiles is called
‘Beginning to read’, which is intended for the youngest pupils who are in the
process of understanding the alphabetic system.
Individual pupils can be assessed using Lexion Assessment. Lexion can also
be used for screening, to identify potential reading, spelling and language
needs. The assessment examines a pupil’s knowledge and skills in areas that
are fundamental to the reading and spelling process, and provides a detailed
profile of strengths and areas for development.
Immediately following the assessment, the program creates a series of
exercises that are designed to target the areas of knowledge and skill that the
pupil needs to work on. These can be used with adult support, or
independently through regular practice. Lexion automatically logs a wide
range of information about the pupils’ progress. This allows pupils to
monitor their own progress, and teachers can build up detailed data for
analysis, and to provide ongoing information, including the amount of time
spent practicing, and areas of success, or where further investigation and
support may be needed.
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A pupil’s exercises can be adapted at any time, to meet individual needs.
This includes making up individualised word lists to be used in exercises.
Teachers and pupils can also customize the training programme to provide
additional motivation; e.g. by selecting different sounds to signify success or
mistakes in exercises. Images can also be downloaded from the Internet or
scanned into the program, to stimulate interest and develop specific areas of
learning; e.g. word categories or spelling of particular words, such as
friends’ names, football teams, etc.
A unique feature of Lexion is the ability to develop independent learning by
sending exercises by email, disk or USB. The pupil and his family can send
back results to the teacher via the same links.
Lexion is designed to create a flexible learning program for individuals and
groups of learners.

Background
Dyslexia is a common condition. Some people have more difficulty in decoding
letters into words than others. The difficulty in decoding is thought to originate from
too weak a phonological awareness, and this in turn means that there is an
undeveloped linguistic experience that children normally acquire before attending
school. The inability to decode causes an impairment in the individual’s reading.
Automatised reading will only be obtained by 90% of the population, while the rest,
i.e. approximately 10% have weak reading and spelling ability. 5%, or almost three
million UK residents, are considered to have serious difficulties. School performance
is affected considerably which too often leads to a choice of occupation that does not
correspond to a person’s overall intellectual development and capacity.
Aphasia is a language disorder that is usually caused by infarction or haemorrhage
in the brain, or through head injury. It usually entails a great deal of work in order to
accomplish improvement of linguistic ability. In order to make rehabilitation more
efficient and also to enable self-training, the computer has become a natural
complement to speech therapy.

History
Lexion is computer software developed in Sweden since 1988. About 70%
of Swedish schools use Lexion, mostly on a daily basis.
One of the reasons for introducing an English version of Lexion is our
experience that many pupils in the UK need structured training in basic
cognitive language processes before and during the acquisition of reading and
writing skills. There are numerous reasons for these skills not developing in
the expected manner. One important observation is that there may be a good
development of elementary phonological abilities, but this does not
necessarily mean that the deeper phonological awareness, needed for normal
reading and writing skills, will improve automatically. Many pupils will
acquire a logographic type of reading and use it for a long period. The
complex English orthography and the variation of dialects may be among the
reasons for this, and many English children need a longer period of education
in phonological reasoning before letters are introduced. There is a high risk of
confusing phonemes and letter names, which affects the acquisition of
decoding and spelling, resulting in fragmentary reading habits.
Lexion is designed in accordance with the recent knowledge and research in
the development of the reading and spelling processes, and research in
developmental and acquired dyslexia and aphasia. The program focuses on the
most critical processes that affect the pupil’s weak reading and spelling. The
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program makes it possible to adapt the training to the individual’s reading
development stage
The purpose of the Lexion computer program is to attain an increase the
pupil’s/patient’s time of treatment and to make the training/rehabilitation more
efficient. The program should suit anybody suffering from dyslexia, language
related learning disability, or aphasia, regardless of age.
Since the DOS version of 1988 Lexion has been used and tried out by
countless speech therapists and special education teachers in many countries
in the areas of aphasia and reading and writing difficulties. There are versions
adapted to Finnish, Norwegian, Danish and Spanish. The latest adaptation of
Lexion, the (British) English version, is based on the fourth Swedish version.
Lexion has over the years proven to be a very dependable method in assisting
individuals with language deficits.

The structure of the system
To make it easy to navigate through the range of exercises, they are sorted into
groups according to linguistic level. The groups are (Linguistic/Phonological)
awareness, Sound (phoneme level), Non-words (affixes, syllables, and nonsense),
Words (morpheme level), Concept (word meaning) Sentence, Text, Space (spatial
ability), Time (Clock), and Mathematics. The additional group ‘Other’
(Miscellaneous) contains word processing, games, and various non-linguistic
activities.
You have a user archive of your own, ‘-L-’ (short for ‘Lexion’), where the main
window will show all the exercises. Here you can explore the exercises. Your users
are each assigned their own archive where their settings are stored separately from
the other users. A user’s archive may be copied onto a diskette or sent by e-mail so
that a user may perform the exercises on another computer. If you wish, Lexion can
ask for a password before allowing entrance to an archive.
A user’s set of exercises are created in any of the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

You test the user with the Assessment, and Lexion proposes a set of exercises
based on the result of the assessment.
You search the List database for exercises based on some educational factor.
You assign exercises based on one of the predefined profiles.
You let the user inherit another user’s exercises.
You set up the exercises manually by selecting them, setting their properties, etc.

You may change exercises or change their properties whenever you want during
the course of training.
You have access to functions that the user cannot get to, for example to go to
different users, change the exercise selection, set the properties (level of difficulty,
etc.), select word lists with linguistic material, edit lists, and so on. When you set
the properties of an exercise, you will answer various questions such as the
number of answer alternatives, type of speech, and so on.
You also decide what linguistic material, which list, the user will have for each
exercise. In general there are many lists to choose from. You may write your own
lists. In connection with the editing you may draw your own pictures and make
your own recordings to the lists. In some instances you may decide that Lexion
should use a built in word base for the exercise.
The most convenient and precise way of creating exercises for a user is to use the
Lexion Assessment. When a test has been performed, Lexion creates exercises
based on the results of the test. There are several tests to choose from for different
ages.
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If you use the List database, you may specify a particular topic and age, and all
the exercises and lists will automatically be created accordingly, with the right
degree of difficulty.
The user starts Lexion with the personal shortcut in the Start menu and then will
get to the personal exercise archive, which contains only the exercise titles of that
user. (In network systems you start Lexion with other methods.) The user
arbitrarily selects among these exercises.
During an exercise chance will select the various exercise tasks or the tasks will
be shown in the prescribed manner of the list, depending upon what you have
decided.
The user responds in different ways in the various exercises. In multiple choice
tasks it will be to press the numeric key corresponding to the desired alternative, or
just click on the right alternative with the mouse. This type of exercise can also be
manoeuvred by touch controls; one touch is Space (selecting the alternative) the
other touch is Enter (apply). In tasks where you are supposed to answer without
seeing several alternatives, you must create the answer and often tell (with a click
on OK) when your answer is ready. The Reveal button may be used when the user
is unsure of the correct answer.
Many of the exercises offer, if needed, the solution in multiple steps of each task.
For example, after having chosen the right answer alternative the user will also
write the answer with the keyboard.
When a task has been answered correctly or incorrectly a response sound will be
heard according to the current settings. The screen will show if the response was
correct or incorrect and plus or minus points will be given. There will be another
try if the answer was incorrect. After the task has been answered correctly the next
one will come up automatically after a pause, also depending upon your settings.
The points are shown graphically in a couple of indicators in the left part of the
control panel. There the accumulated points for the current session are shown as
well as the current record for the exercise. Guided by this information the user
should try to improve the record. The graphical score bars symbolize the
percentage of correct responses in relation to the total number of responses during
the exercise. If the answer is correct the bar will grow longer, if incorrect the bar
will get shorter.
On the panel there is also a timekeeper showing the time that has been spent on the
exercise. When the time is up the exercise is automatically interrupted. You may also
decide the maximum exercise quantity instead of maximum time. To intentionally
interrupt an exercise, you press the Esc key or click on the Exit button.
When an exercise is discontinued after at least five tasks have been answered
correctly the result is saved in the computer. With fewer tasks than five, the
percentage will be misguiding and of little interest. After a result has been saved,
the control returns to the menu where you select another exercise or end the Lexion
session.
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Typical example
If your pupil does not seem to benefit from the normal reading and
spelling education at school, you would do this:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Select a test that is appropriate to the user’s age and difficulty.
Perform the test.
It will take about
15 minutes.
Analyse the result;
Lexion explains the
basic problem.
Let Lexion create
exercises according
to the results of the
assessment.
The pupil does the
exercises for a
period of time at
school, or at home
if you mail the exercises to the family’s home computer.
When improvements have been made, retest the pupil.

Lexion Assessment
Using Lexion Assessment means a
standardized testing situation. The same
instructions are given by the same
‘administrator’ each time. The first two
test items in each test are introductory
tasks that do not give any scores. The
results are compiled and appropriate
measures are proposed.
The animated Lex
Testor gives the user
instructions during the testing procedure, so you as an observer may
make notes about the qualitative aspects of the individual’s performance.
The test results are displayed in figures and charts. The findings are also
summarized in ordinary text format.
Lexion automatically creates appropriate exercises
according to the test results.
At a later time the individual may be reassessed with the same or other tests.
The assessments are firstly a tool for deciding if a certain child will have
difficulties in reading and spelling during the first years in school. Secondly, the
assessments may be used as a screening tool at any age when a new stage in
reading and spelling education is to begin, or when you think that a certain level of
ability should have been achieved.
The assessment contains several parts. Each age group from six years and upward
has its own set of tests. There are 5-10 test areas depending upon age group.
The test results are compared to norms collected from normal children of the
same age throughout the UK.
Our experience so far proves that children enjoy being tested with Lexion Assessment.
The special approach awakens curiosity and the children concentrate surprisingly well
for long periods.
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Testing areas
The assessments cover the following areas (described in detail on page 61):
Phonological awareness 6-16 years

This test involves manipulating elements at the word, syllable, and sound levels, without
seeing any text in writing. Elements will be added, removed, or exchanged. Examples:
Words ” If you have the word letter, and then you
add the word box, what word do you get?” The
correct answer would be the picture of the letterbox.
Syllables ”If you have the word car, and then you
add pet, what word do you get?” The picture of a
carpet is the right answer.
Sounds ”If you have the word grain, and then you
replace g with t, what word do you get?” Train is the
correct answer.
Spoonerisms 10-16 years

Spoonerisms replaces Phonological awareness as the principal test from the age of 10. The
latter was found too easy for this age even if the test items were made more difficult. To
create a more demanding challenge for these pupils, the test Spoonerisms was constructed,
which also tests phonological ability. Word parts are manipulated. The target words are
compound words. The test subject will hear, for example, colicepar, and should find out the
real word policecar by letting the ‘hard c’ and p sounds change places. Such operations put
high demands on phonological ability. The challenge is even greater if the false word parts
look like real words, e.g., wallhay is more tricky than ningerfail.

Here the test waits for the subject to
speak the word policecar.

The following task is to find the
corresponding picture out of four.

Before this particular test, it is important that the test subject gets hands-on instruction about
the principles of the test. Empty paper strips are used, serving as markers for the word parts.
With bootfall/football as an example, two wide strips for oot and all are made, then two
narrower ones for b and f. With these labels the principles of spoonerisms are explained to
the test subject prior to testing.
Arrange sounded words 6-16 years

You will hear a sequence of sounds that make up a word. On
the screen there are white boxes. If you click on a box you
will hear a sound. You should build a word with the boxes.
This test examines the child’s ability to identify phonemes in
a phoneme sequence, and to blend these into a word. The
child should say the word, and then build the words on the
screen with white boxes, each corresponding to a phoneme.
This puts demands on synthesis at a phonological-phonemic
level of awareness. The ability to segment and blend is based
on active segmentation, which is essential in reading and
spelling.
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Find picture for sounded word 6-9 years

You will hear a sequence of sounds and you should say
what word they make up. Then you will see pictures and
you should point to the picture that best fits the word that
you have come up with. This test is used when the child
does not manage to say the words of the test Arrange
sounded words after presentation of the phonemic
sequence, or if the child does not manage to build the word
with the labels. In this test the child gets guidance through
the support of pictures.
Arrange sounded letters 7-9 years

The test works in the same way as Arrange sounded words. The stimulus word is segmented
into sounds, but here the child is asked to build words with letters. The child does not have to
segment the words, but only make a synthesis of the word, and relate that synthesis to letters.
Some children tend to use letters as a support without being enough phonologically aware.
This may help for simple words, but is not sufficient for words with complex or irregular
spelling. By comparing the results of these two tests,
children who use this deceptive strategy can be identified.
Arrange letters 7-9 years

This test in turn works in the same way as the previous one,
but now the words are spoken normally. Here we test the
child’s ability to build words with letters. The child will
hear the word as a whole word, and needs to be able to
segment the word in order to build the word with the letter
labels. Those who master the test Arrange sounded words,
show that the phonological-phonemic awareness is working and also demonstrates that they
can manage to blend phonemes into words and to segment words from its own blending.
This indicates that the child has a functioning short-term memory at this level. But what will
happen if we engage letters? Many experts suggest that the first steps into phonologicallybased letter management starts by written spelling. The child’s phonological-phonemic
analysis of words evolves through the child’s own production of consecutive letters. At this
stage it may observes that children often mix letter names and sounds when talking about
their writing.
Arrange syllables 10-16 years

The test has two series. In the first one you build a word
from a number of syllables represented by empty labels
that sound when you click on them. In the second series
there will be superfluous boxes that sound similar to the
correct ones. Both series test the phonological ability; the
latter also tests discrimination. The test reveals the ability
to segment words into syllables and to rearrange syllables
into a word. The distracting labels of the second series
contain syllables similar in vowel quality or other
distinctive features. A test subject with weak phonological
ability may repeat the word correctly but still be unable to find the right pieces. The
phonological ‘effort’ may also tire the test subject as the test is progressing.
Reading 7-16 years

The purpose is to test the child’s reading, or decoding, capability. The child will hear
a word, and has to match it with the corresponding word written on the screen. There
are four types of presentations:
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logotypes

short simple words

words with gaps

non-word alternatives

The reading of logotypes shows if the child has reached the logographic-visual stage. The
reading of short simple words reveals if logographic decoding of regular words has begun.
Reading words with gaps and non-words reveals if the child has begun phonological
decoding.
The progress of the child in this test reveals which developmental state the child has reached.
If the first two steps are managed but not the latter two, the child may be using logographic
reading. If the test items with gaps and non-words are solved, the child has begun
establishing phonologically based decoding.
At the age of 10-16 years, the steps in the reading test are:

simple words

words with gaps

words with non-word alternatives

sentences with distracting
options

texts with jumbled letters…

…and multiple choice questions

When testing Reading at this age, there are texts with jumbled letters inside the word (the
first and last letter being intact). These texts are surprisingly easy to read, but due to the
disordered letters the reader is forced to use phonological decoding, or perhaps make a
comparison with a possible whole-word representation that already exists in the reader’s
mind.
Reading comprehension 8-16 years

In order to interpret how a child comprehends text one needs to consider several
elements that are involved when a text is understood. The child must have attained a
certain level of automatised decoding, which means that attention can be set free in
favour of interpretation of the meaning of words, i.e. demands are put on vocabulary.
The child should also possess the necessary grammatical ability to interpret the words
that are chosen, and how the words have different meaning according to inflection, etc.
In the comprehension tasks we test the basic competence in decoding and
comprehension of:
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simple and complex words with picture options

shorter and longer sentences

…with picture options

general knowledge sentences

words with explanation options

stories

…with multiple choice options

…or multiple choice options

The test items for 10-16 years are adjusted to the comprehension skills and types of texts
that children of this age are expected to master. As children have their individual approaches
to decoding and comprehension, it is interesting to find out where the difficulty lies. From a
teacher’s point of view it is important to distinguish these causes, to be able to provide the
adequate training, as well as the appropriate exercises in Lexion.
Spelling 7-16 years

The child has to write from dictation. He will hear a whole word, and needs to segment it
into sounds, and then find letters on the keyboard corresponding to the sounds of the word.
The complexity of the words gradually increases.
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The tests for 10-16 years have more difficult tasks, especially towards the end. Some have
irregular spelling, some are nonsense words. Some words have swapped sounds and must
intentionally be written with swapped spelling. The purpose is to decide if the test subject
manages to analyse the word phonologically although there is a swap in it, and reproduce the
word without being distracted by the picture shown on the screen.

Remember picture/number/pattern sequence 6-16 years

A problem with short-term memory may manifest itself, among other things, in difficulties
remembering a phoneme sequence when reading and spelling, or remembering a sentence
that has been decoded, where the memory of the first words disappears concurrently with the
decoding of the final words in the sentence.

The purpose of Remember picture sequence is to measure the child’s ability to keep a series
of nouns in the short-term memory. Lex Testor says a few words, and these words are
presented as pictures on the screen, and should be arranged in the same order as they were
spoken. Remember number sequence is a memory test that implies a lesser amount of
semantic support. The child has to memorize a series of numbers. After every other test item
the number of figures to be memorized increases. Remember pattern sequence examines the
child’s visual memory and contains as little semantic information as possible. The pictures
show formations of semi-circles that in combination with each other create patterns that the
child should remember. These three tests assess the ability to handle elements by means of
different memory strategies. These strategies are needed in segmentation and synthesis of the
sound elements of a word, the word elements of a sentence, as well as the sentence elements
of a story.

Analysing the results
The results chart shows all the answers in detail. There is information showing if the test
subject wanted to listen to the instruction once more, as well as the response time. Points are
summarized in a results index.
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The same results are also displayed in a profile diagram where comparisons can be made.
Every test part has its own bar, scaled from 0 to 5. The average range is shown within light
blue markers.

Exercises are created automatically
When the test is completed Lexion may
automatically create the appropriate
exercises according to the results! For some
examples of the exercises, see the next
page. The total amount of time needed from
starting the test, until Lexion has created
the appropriate exercises, will be 15 to 25
minutes for each test.

Predefined profiles
It is also possible to create exercises by using a predefined profile. Lexion contains profiles for
every term from ReceptionYear to Year 9, resulting in exercises following the recommendations
of the Primary National Strategy. Also, there is an excellent series of 68 profiles called
‘Beginning to read’, which is intended for the youngest pupils who are in the process of
understanding the alphabetic system. When you want one of these profiles for your user, see
page 97 for how to assign exercises to the user. There are also a few example archives
demonstrating these profiles.

Some key exercises
The following examples illustrate some of the typical steps used with the various
Lexion execises.
Phonology (1). The pupil begins working at the phonological awareness level. This
training leads to an awareness of phonemes (phoneme positioning, segmentation, and
blending) which are the fundamentals of speech.

Phonology (2). Having reached the goals of the first stage, the
pupil continues with tasks on phoneme-grapheme correspondence.
The initial exercise on the letter/sound level shows two pictures and
the task may be ‘which one begins with [h]?’ (pronounced as a
phoneme, not as a letter name). At a later step the pictures are
accompanied by a visible letter. In this way the child learns that the
phoneme is the sound of the letter.
Phonology (3). When the child has
understood the concept of phonemes as
opposed to letter names, it continues with
the ‘Sound memory’ exercise. When
finding two identical sounds in sequence
the cards turn ‘face up’.
Phonology (4). Now exercises on phonemic awareness are introduced. The crucial exercise is
called ‘Sound split’, which trains the segmentation of words into phonemes, as well as the
reassembly of phonemes into words, with the help of letters. This is useful for children with
mainly logographic strategies. The exercise integrates phonemic and phonological skills, thus
facilitating the development of phonological processing.
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There are four steps involved in the exercise itself:

1

2
3
4
1. Visual segmentation. Splitting the letters apart into phonemes/graphemes.
The child learns about the visual segments of the word.
2. Visual segmentation and reassembly into original word. Rearranging
letters back into a word. Strengthens the phonological link between
phoneme and grapheme.
3. Visual segmentation, reassembly into original word, and writing on
paper. Also writing the word on a piece of paper while pronouncing the
letter sounds aloud.
4. Auditory segmentation (decide the number of sounds) and visual
segmentation, reassembly into original word, and writing on paper. This
completes the integration of visual and auditory processes.
Phonology (Spelling) (5). After having worked sufficiently with segmenting and
blending, the child is ready to deal with various spelling problems. Spelling variants are
trained from a phonological aspect. Common spelling rules are also introduced.

Syllables (1). More exercises follow, focusing on syllables. First,
syllables are identified by finding one of the syllables of a word,
and dragging it into a box.
Syllables (2) Later, syllables are
segmented and assembled visually
and auditorily in various exercises.
Words (1). The exercise ‘Write the word’ offers
a great variety of word lists and settings. It is especially intended for pupils who
need to develop phonological strategies. One of the settings allows the copying
of a given spoken word accompanied by a picture.

At a later step the written word is visible only a short while, so it has to be
copied from memory. When the pupil writes the word on the keyboard, another
setting may be used allowing for an immediate response after each letter. Yet
another setting uses alternative letters to choose from when writing the word.
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Words (2). Various exercises offer training in letter sequencing with the help of phonological
analysis at the word level.

Words (3). The exercise ‘Read with speed’ is designed for pupils
who struggle with phonological decoding. The exercise shows
words or phrases for a limited period of time and the word has to
be matched to a source word or a picture – or a recording. The
target alternatives are shown consecutively and the pupil has to
react by clicking the mouse or hitting the space bar when the right
alternative appears.
Concepts. Although decoding may still be difficult, training should also focus on
comprehension. It is not advisable to postpone reading comprehension tasks till after
decoding is mastered. Comprehension tasks are available in several exercises.

Sentences and texts. At sentence and text level there are exercises in grammar, syntax,
and comprehension. Segmentation and assembly of sentences may be trained. You may
write your own stories.
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3
GETTING STARTED
In order to get acquainted with the program we will make a guided tour.
are meant for those who want step
All the chapters in the manual that have an
by step instructions on how to proceed in practice.
First we will look at the tools and a few details. Then we will try a couple of
exercises. Finally, we will assume that we have a pupil or patient for whom we want
to make an adaptation.

Start Lexion
Find the shortcut with the label ‘Lexion -L-’ or ‘Lexion Archives’ in the Windows’ Start
menu or on the desktop and start the program. The shortcuts in the Start menu are found in
the group Lexion. If Lexion is installed in a network, the shortcuts may have other labels,
see page 87.
Go to your archive which is called -L-. When the Welcome screen asks you what you want
to do, answer that you want to explore exercises.

The main menu
When you enter the program the main menu will look a certain way. When a pupil or
patient enters the program it will look different. Users do not have access to the tools you
need to make adaptations.

Exercises
All the exercises in Lexion are found in the main menu. Each of the 94 exercises has its
own icon and title.

Group buttons
The exercises are divided into eleven groups. Each group has its own button on the
left-hand side. If you depress such a button the focus will be placed on the first
exercise of that group. This kind of shortcut can be useful when all the exercises do not
fit on the screen at the same time. Otherwise the buttons are meant only to show what
group you are in. If you keep the mouse over the buttons you will see the names of the
groups.
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Toolbar buttons

User
Lexion Select
archive Assess exer-ment cises

Personal
properties

ExerLists
cise
properties

Logbook

Appearance

These tools are for you, as the administrator. Your users will not see these buttons
(nor will they be able to use the menu bar) when practising.
User archive: As a teacher/speech therapist you have to be able to get to your
different user archives to make the changes or to monitor progress. Everyone has his
own private area in the program.
Lexion Assessment: You go to the Assessment section of the program.
Select exercises: You select the exercises to be shown. Here you may also use the
predefined profiles or the list database to create a set of tailor-made exercises.
Personal properties: You set the parameters that are shared by all exercises, for
example the type of response at a correct or incorrect answer.
Exercise properties: You decide the level of difficulty for every exercise separately.
Lists: If you need to add any material in Lexion, you may create your own texts here.
Logbook: When turned on, every user’s exercise response will be logged in detail.
Appearance: You set colours and font of the main menu for the current user.
You might call these tool buttons the “administrator buttons” as they are only visible
when the administrator (you) works with Lexion. When the pupil or patient is
working with Lexion, only the ‘user’ buttons are visible in the top panel.

User buttons
They are found on the right hand side of the panel and are visible to whoever is working with
the program.

Start
exercise

View
results

Help

Exit

Go...: The exercise starts. The arrow keys and Enter may also be used for selecting and
starting exercises. The simplest way is to double-click on the exercise icon to accomplish
the same. You may set Lexion so that the exercise will start with a single click on the
exercise icon. Then the Go button will never be needed.
View results: After a while you will want to view the user’s progress. Single-click on an
exercise to select it. Then click on the Results button to view the results of that exercise.
Another comfortable way is to right-click on an exercise and select Results from the popup
menu.
Help: There is a help button in all the Lexion windows. You will get help with what is on
the screen at any given moment. If you click on Help here in the main menu you will get to
Lexion’s help, where at the beginning you will see the index of the different help topics. If
you would like to get information about any of the exercises you right-click the exercise
and click Help On….
Exit: Lexion is closed.

Menus
There is a menu bar at the very top of the Lexion window. In the menu bar you may drop down
the menu commands, which in some cases are equivalent to the buttons that are found in the
toolbar. Functions that are seldom needed exist only as menu commands. During this tour we do
not need any menu commands. When a pupil/patient is practising the menu bar is disabled.
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Let’s try an exercise
(An owl in the margin indicates that the chapter contains step by step instructions. You may find
all owls in the Table of contents, page 5.)

Start the exercise Arrange words by double-clicking on it, or by selecting it and then
clicking the Go button.
The exercise window will appear.
Words are scattered around. They
should be arranged in the right
sequence. The words are arranged by
dragging the word labels with the
mouse and dropping them onto the
target field in the right order. Rightclicking the labels in the right sequence
will also move the labels to the target
field.

The Control panel
At the top of the screen you will always see a panel with buttons during an exercise. The buttons
are there for managing the exercise. There you say when you have finished the task, that you
want to listen again to what the speaker said, that you want to get Help, that you want to exit the
exercise, and so on.
The control panel should be easy to understand. It should not be difficult for users with various
degrees of learning disability to learn to manage the exercise. The buttons on the panel may
vary somewhat in the different exercises and according to the settings made for the particular
exercise.
The parts of the control panel may look as follows.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The score up to now in the exercise (green, above), and the personal top score (brown, below).
The number of tasks that have been carried out during this session.
Time left. If the clock is not shown, a figure will show how many exercise tasks there are
left until the exercise is interrupted.
You click OK (or press the Enter key) every time you have solved a task.
Listen once more to what the speaker said (F9).
Listen to the next letter that is in turn to be written (Ctrl+F9).
Look at the right solution. The ‘Reveal’ button (F8).
View the earlier results of this exercise (F10).
Help. You will be informed, in writing or orally, about how the exercise should be carried out (F1).
Exit the exercise (Esc).

If, for example, the sound is turned off no speech bubble will be visible; if the Reveal button
is turned off it will be invisible, and so on.
Solve a few tasks in the exercise Arrange words and see how it works. Each time you have
finished with a sentence, you click OK.
End the exercise with the Exit button. If you completed at least five tasks your result will be
registered in the Results window.
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Set Properties
Make sure that the exercise Arrange words is still the selected one.

Go with the
button to Properties. Go to the second tab labelled Properties. Drop down
the first list box labelled Preview duration.

Change into ‘2 seconds preview’. Click OK.
Start the exercise Arrange words again. Now it becomes easier to solve the tasks as a preview
of the solution is seen for two seconds.
Go to Properties several times and change some of the other settings and see what happens to
the exercise.

Results
If you completed at least five exercise tasks your exercise score will be stored.

Click on
in the main menu at the same time as the exercise Arrange words is selected,
and watch the chart of your progress in this exercise. Click on the Exit button of the Results
window, when you are ready.

Shortcut keys
Some people feel that it is easier to press the function keys or shortcut key combinations instead
of aiming and clicking with the mouse.
With the key F6 you will get to Properties just as well. You press F10 for Results. Help is (as in
all Windows programs) F1; the Exit button is Esc in an exercises as well as in the main menu
and in order to exit any Lexion window. Within an exercise F9 is the same as the speech
bubble. In the Functions chapter on page 87 we will explain each function separately and then
you will get to know all the shortcut keys.

Making an adaptation
It is not usually appropriate for
anyone working with Lexion to
have 94 exercises to choose from.
Let us assume that we have a user
who needs to practise with Year 2
exercises. Now we need to adapt
Lexion for that purpose.

Create a new user
Before we can make an
adaptation the new user
must first be created in the
user archive. Click the
button or the key F2 to get to the archive. Here you usually select the user
you want to go to. At the bottom there is a button to
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Create a new user… Click on it.
A window will appear that allows you to specify the details in seven steps
(at the very bottom the names of all the steps are shown).

The name of the new user
You start by
specifying the name
of the new user. Then
click Next.

Settings
The next stage is Settings.
There are several ways to
decide what the settings
should be for the new user.
The best thing to do with a
child 6-12 years of age would
be to perform a test with the
Lexion Assessment.
Otherwise, you can search the
List database. Or you may
choose the settings of one of
the predefined profiles or the
settings from another existing
user. This time we choose to check the third option, i.e. we want to use a Predefined profile to
make the adaptation of Lexion to the user. From the profiles, select ‘Year 2 Term 1’, for
instance.
There are a few steps left to fill in. Click Next.

Password
If there are several users in
the same Lexion, a password is needed for each
user so that the users will
not be able to enter each
other’s archives. The user
must not forget the
password. Go on with the
button Next.

Shortcut name in the Start menu
For the user to be able to
start Lexion and find his
own archive, the user is
assigned his own entrance
to Lexion in the Windows
Start menu (see the picture
on page 28).
That is what will soon
happen with this new user.
Lexion wants to know what
icon to associate with the shortcut in the start menu. The shortcut name in the start menu will
be the name of the user that you just registered. The simplest method is to select the default
icon, the middle option in the picture; therefore you may check that one. Then click Next.
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Shortcut group in the Start menu
The Windows Start menu is
opened with the Windows
Start button. Then you select
Programs, then a Group and
then you start a program. The
shortcuts may be extended
further but you need only to
go this far to start Lexion or
to start a new user’s Lexion.
Now you have to decide the
name of the Group.
The default suggestion will be Lexion - Users, so you may be satisfied with that and click Next.

User description
If you wish, you may write in
this section a general
description about the user.
The description can deal with
your educational purpose,
personal information, a
diagnostic note, etc. If you do
not want to make a note you
can skip to the Next stage.

Network
This stage is not important
unless you work in a network
setting. But if you do and
have agreed with the person
in charge of the network
where to store the user’s
results during practice, then
you must enter the target path
for storing the results. (If the
network administrator has set
a fixed path this step will not be shown.) We’ll assume that you can skip this step just now.
Now the button says OK, as this is the last step. Click on OK.
That’s it!
The main menu now contains new exercises and they are adapted to your user.
Everything is now ready, unless
you want to make some manual
adjustments as well.
Now exit Lexion by clicking the
Exit button in the main window.
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The user starts Lexion
Look in the Windows Start
menu and find the group
Lexion - Users. In this group,
go to the name you invente,
e.g. Jennifer. You created this
shortcut when you created the
user in Lexion. Start Lexion
by using this shortcut. When
Lexion is started with the
user’s shortcut in this way,
you will get directly to that
archive. You will be asked for
the password, if there is one.
Fill in the password to enter
Lexion. In this way your user
starts Lexion herself. No tool
buttons will be seen in the top
panel. No menus are enabled.
The user may only practise,
view results, and practise again. It is not possible to get to your archive or to bring out the tool
buttons without stating your password. (How to give yourself a password, see page 89.)
When you want to make changes to the user’s settings, you start ‘your’ Lexion. There you
have access to all the tools to customise. If you want to interrupt your user in the middle of his
work to make an adjustment, press the keys Alt+M, (or right-click on the top panel in the
Lexion main window) and the tool buttons will appear (but you must first state your password
to go on). Test this! Remove the tool buttons again with the same keyboard combination,
Alt+M (or right-click on the top panel).

Lexion Assessment
We continue our tour with
a visit to the Assessment
part of Lexion. Bring
forward the toolbar buttons
with Alt+M if they are not
visible.
or press F3 to
Click
see the Assessment
window. The assessment is
firstly a tool for deciding if
a certain child will have
difficulties in reading and
spelling during the first years in school. Secondly, the assessment may be used as a screening
tool at any age when a new stage in reading and writing education is to begin, or when you
think that a child should have achieved a certain level of ability. The assessment contains
several parts. Each age from 6 years up to 16 years has its own series of tests. There are 5-10
test areas depending upon age group.
The test results are compared to norms collected from normal children of the same age. When
the test is completed and the results show that the child will need support, Lexion automatically
creates the appropriate exercises according to the results!
See page 53 at a later time to learn about Lexion Assessment in more detail. Now, click Exit to
return to the Lexion main window.
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Select exercises
There are still some tools that we haven’t
looked at yet. Bring forward the tool
buttons with Alt+M, if they are not visible.
Suppose, for example, the profile assigned
to the child does not contain the exercise
‘Hangman’, but both you and the child
agree that it would be useful to include it.

or press F4. The window is
Click
called Select Exercises. Here you may turn
on or off any exercise in the main menu for
this specific user (whose name is seen in the
title bar). Here you can also change to
another Predefined profile or get to the
List database.
Somewhere in the middle of the list it will say Hangman; scroll down until you find it. Click
in the narrow middle column next to the word Hangman. Then you turn the icon on or off.
When the icon is on, the exercise will be visible in the user’s main menu and the user has
access to the exercise. Make sure the icon is visible and click OK. Then you will return to the
main menu. Test the exercise.

Change list
When you tested the Hangman exercise,
you noticed that it was about European
countries and that you would prefer other
contents. You need to go to the Properties
of the exercise to change the list.

button to get to the
Use the
Properties window. Here you set
everything that has an influence on the
contents and style of the exercise and the
level of difficulty.
In the first tab you change text material,
the list, for the exercise. Here you will
now select the list NAMECH.LST, The most
common names of English boys and girls.
Look through the listing until you find the
title.
While selecting lists you will see detailed information about every list. The information
comes from the List database.
Go to the second tab (see picture on page 102) where you change some of the properties
for this particular exercise. Fold down Maximum number of guesses, and select 9 guesses.
This will make the exercise somewhat easier.
Go to the third tab (see picture on page 102) that contains a few other properties, and
check As in the list because you don’t want the boys’ and girls’ names written in capitals
on the screen.
When everything is done, click OK to save the settings. Test the exercise to see the effect
of your changes.
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Personal properties
Your next wish is that adequate response signals are used when the user has found the correct
answers in her exercises. Response signals are chosen by both of you for all exercises for the
person in question. Go to Personal properties.
or press F5 to get there.
Click
Check the option
Sound file. Then
click the Select
sound button. The
sound files will
appear to the right.
There you can
choose a sound file
that will suit as a
response signal.
Note that positive
and negative files
and opening tunes
are mixed. Click on
a sound file and Listen to check what your choice sounds like.
When you have made up your mind about a sound file, double-click on it to bring it into the
text box Current sound file.
When you have finished with the positive sound file, go to the next tab and do the same with a
negative sound file as response for a wrong answer. There are more details in the other tabs
that you can look at if you wish. Click OK when you have finished. Test the exercise again.
If you are satisfied with all the settings, let the user start working with Lexion.
or press F2. Select your own archive, called -L-, and click OK.
Click
Now you are home.
The purpose of this tour was to give you a view of the most important functions in Lexion in
order for you to see all the features available to customise exercises for anybody in need of
reading, spelling and language training.
If you extend Lexion with your own pictures, recordings, and write your own text material, the
possibilities will be even greater. This, however, takes time and effort. Even if you are
satisfied with the material that comes with the program you will most likely find the
possibilities endless. If you want to try writing a simple list right now, go to page 108 where
you will find an owl.
Lexion’s main purpose is to be flexible enough to be
adapted to meet any user’s unique individual reading and
spelling needs. It can be used without adaptation, though
this would limit it’s enormous potential.
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4
EXERCISES
In this section we describe all the exercises, and their main characteristics when their
standard lists are selected. Changing a list for an exercise may alter its purpose
significantly. Here the exercises have their standard titles as in the archive -L-.

Awareness
Rhyming words
For phonological awareness
Three pictures are shown. You will have to listen and think of
which two of the three words rhyme. The two correct pictures
should be dragged down to the empty boxes. You double-click
to listen to the actual word. Can also be done with text.

Longest word
For phonological awareness
You will hear two words and you should choose the word that
is longer (i.e.has the most syllables). You click on the correct
picture.

Onset rime
For phonological awareness
You will see three pictures or words, and should choose
which two pictures start with the same phoneme or phoneme
sequence. The two correct pictures should be dragged down to
the empty boxes. You double-click on a picture to listen to the
word.

Belong together
For semantic awareness
You will see three pictures and should choose which two
pictures belong together semantically. The two right pictures
should be dragged down to the empty boxes.
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Arrange pictures
For morphological awareness, temporal sequential
awareness.
You will see three pictures but they are read aloud in a
different order. The pictures have to be arranged in the order
they are spoken. Drag them to the three empty boxes below in
the right order. The exercise also contains material for
mathematics and time sequence.

First middle last
For phonological awareness, sequential awareness
You will see three pictures and must find out which word
starts with for example a K, which word has a K in the middle
and which word ends with a K. Then you drag the pictures
down to the empty boxes and put them in the right order. You
double-click on a picture to listen to each individual word.

Build words
For phonological, sequential awareness
You should build a compound word by placing the pictures in
the right sequence.

Build sentences
For morphological-, sequential awareness
You should build a correct sentence with the pictures by
placing them in the right order, for example: The girl – is
writing – a letter. The exercise also contains material for
mathematics.

First letter
For phonological awareness
You will see a few pictures. You should place the pictures in
such an order that the first letter in each word makes a new
word, for example table+apple+parcel=tap.

Noises
For non-language auditory discrimination, severe bilateral
or non-dominant temporal lobe damage
You will see a few pictures and should select the picture that
belongs to the sound (‘noise’) that you hear.
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Sound
Sound and picture
For phonological awareness, auditory phoneme analysis
You hear an initial sound and select the corresponding
picture.

Minimal pairs
For phonological ability, auditory analysis/discrimination,
acoustico-gnostic aphasia
You should choose the picture that matches the word. The
words are minimally phonematic pairs (only one phoneme
distinguishes between them); e.g. pig – wig.

Long-short vowel
For auditory phoneme analysis, spelling
You should choose the word that was spoken. Both
alternatives are possible words.

J and NG
For spelling
On the panel there is a word with a part missing. Outside the
panel a few pieces are scattered. Drag the correct piece to the
place on the panel where a part is missing. In this exercise
there are J or NG words. To train both J and NG at the same
time, use also the exercise What consonant, as all lists of this
exercise are also available there.

SH and CH

For spelling
On the panel there is a word with a part is missing. Outside the
panel some pieces are scattered. Drag the correct piece to the
place on the panel where a part is missing. In this exercise you
will find SH or CH words. To practise both SH and CH at the
same time, use also the exercise What consonant, as all lists of
this exercise are also available there.
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What consonant?
For spelling
On the panel there is a word with a part is missing. Outside
the panel a few pieces are scattered. Drag the correct piece to
the place on the panel where a part is missing. In this exercise
you will work with consonants.

What vowel?
For spelling
On the panel there is a word with a part is missing. Outside
the panel a few pieces are scattered. Drag the correct piece to
the place on the panel where a part is missing. In this exercise
you will work with vowels.

Letter swap

For spelling, auditory phoneme discrimination (analysis),
sequential awareness
On the panel there is a word with a part is missing. Outside the
panel a few pieces are scattered. Drag the right piece to the
place where a part is missing. There are letter swaps in this
exercise. To train two different letter swaps at the same time,
use also the exercise What consonant, as all lists of this
exercise are also available there.

Sound memory
For auditory memory, auditory ability, acousticognostic/mnestic aphasia
Click on a card to hear a speech sound. When you find two of
the same sounds, the cards are turned face up. When all the
pairs have been found new cards will appear. You can set the
number of cards.

Sound split
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For phonological decoding, auditory analysis, sequential
awareness
You should divide the letters of the word into groups where
each group corresponds to a phoneme. Ship becomes Sh - i - p,
and so on. First you may only hear the word and should say
how many sounds there are by selecting a number. Afterwards
arrange the words in the right order in a separate panel where
the phonemes are scattered. There you can listen to each
individual phoneme.
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Nonwords
Listen to syllables
For auditory analysis, phonological decoding
You will hear a syllable and should point to the correct one
among the alternatives. You can make related alternatives
(the false alternatives are distractors that somehow resemble
the correct answer as in the picture) by deciding letter change
in position 2 or by using a list with related alternatives (see
page 105).

Arrange syllables
For auditory analysis, phonological decoding, sequential
awareness
You will see a few syllables, maybe a picture. You should
arrange the syllables to make a word. Then you might have to
write the word.

Copy
For phonological decoding, auditory analysis, spelling,
motor aphasia
You will see a word presented in steps syllable by syllable
and perhaps being spoken aloud. Then you should copy the
word.

Word pieces
For phonological decoding, auditory analysis, phonological
awareness/analysis
“What is left of the word broomstick if you take away stick?”
Choose the correct alternative.

Listen and arrange
For sequential awareness, auditory memory/analysis
You will hear the syllables in the wrong order. You should
work out the right order and write the word. You might get a
clue to read. Then you may arrange the syllables in the same
way as in Arrange syllables.
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Write nonsense
For phonological decoding, auditory analysis
You will hear or see a nonsense word and should write the
word. If sound is not being used you will need get a preview
before writing the word.

Syllable split
For phonological decoding, auditory analysis, sequential
awareness
You should divide the word into syllables. Macaroni
becomes ma-ca-ro-ni. First you might only hear the word and
must tell how many syllables there are by choosing a number.
You might also be asked to arrange the syllables in the right
sequence in a separate panel where the syllables are scattered.

Drag syllables
For phonological decoding and auditory analysis
You will hear a word that consists of a number of syllables.
One of the syllables is written inside the box. You should
work out the location of this syllable in the word and drag the
syllable down into the box underneath.

Words
Write the word

For spelling, motor and acoustico-mnestic aphasia
You will see a picture and should write the word. The letters
are written either with support lines (so that you can
distinguish the number of letters) or in a blank field. You can
get a preview, if needed You may be given free letters at the
beginning of the word. Multiple choices may also be given for
each letter. You can say the word into a microphone to
compare it with the model.

Find the picture
For word reading, acoustico-mnestic aphasia.
You will see a few pictures and a word. You should point to
the picture that matches the word.
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Dictation

For spelling, motor aphasia, acoustico-mnestic aphasia
You will hear a word and should write the word. The
letters are written either with support lines (so that you will
know the number of letters) or in a blank field. You can
get a preview, if needed. You may also be given a few free
letters at the beginning of the word. Multiple choices may
also be given for each letter. You can repeat the word in
the microphone to compare it with the model.

Word and picture
For word reading, acoustico-mnestic aphasia
You will see a picture (and hear a word) and should find the
right word alternative. You may have to write the word
afterwards. The alternatives may or may not be related (the
false alternatives are distractors that somehow resemble the
correct answer, see page 105).

Listen to words
For auditory analysis, acoustico-gnostic/mnestic aphasia
You will hear a word and should point to the correct one
among the alternatives.

Fill in the letter
For spelling, motor aphasia, acoustico-mnestic aphasia
You will see a word with a few letters missing. Fill in the
right letters. You may get a preview and letter
suggestions. With the internal word base the exercise can
be made more challenging for older people. By putting
brackets around the letter in the list you can stipulate
what is to be filled in.

Arrange letters
For spelling, word finding, sequential awareness, dynamic,
motor, acoustico-mnestic aphasia
Arrange letters to make a word. All letters must be used.
You might be asked to write the word afterwards. A clue
can be shown.

Read with speed
For speed-reading, orthographic reading, phonological
decoding and auditory analysis.
You will see a word. Then multiple choices appear one by
one on the display or through the loudspeaker. When the
right word comes up you click the Stop button or hit the
space bar.
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Hangman Europe
For word finding, semantic/dynamic aphasia
The computer is thinking of a word. You must guess the
letters of the word. If the letter is part of the word it will be
entered in all the places where it belongs. You can only
make a certain number of wrong guesses or you will be
hanged. The standard list contains European countries.

Word chase
For word finding, semantic/dynamic aphasia
You will get a few scattered letters. Out of these you should
make the longest word possible. It is not necessary for all
the letters to be used. To score the word must be found in
the word base of 220 000 words.

Concept
Synonyms
For vocabulary, text reading
You will see text or a question and should choose the
alternative that fits into the text or question. There is
material for word competence, vocabulary, and synonyms.
Pictures may be used.

Opposites
For vocabulary
You will see a text or a question and should choose the
alternative that fits into the text or question. There is
material for opposites. Pictures may be used.

Compound words
For vocabulary
You will see a text or a question and should choose the
alternative that fits into the text or the question. There is
material for compound words as well as word pairs.
Pictures may be used.
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Grammar
For grammar etc., motor/semantic aphasia
On the panel you will see a sentence with a word missing.
A few words are scattered outside the panel. Drag the right
word to the place on the panel where the part is missing. In
this exercise there are numerous varieties of grammatical
lists.

Proverbs
For text reading, vocabulary, acoustico-mnestic aphasia
You will see a text or a question and should select the
alternative that fits the text or question. There is material
for proverbs and common phrases.

What answer?
For text reading, general knowledge, aphasia.
You will see a text or a question and should choose the
alternative that fits into the picture or question. There is
material for a great many areas. Pictures may be used.

Category
For categorizing words and concepts
You will see a word, maybe with a picture, and should
associate it with the right category by dragging it down into
the box. There is material for a great number of categories.
The boxes may always be the same or vary each time.

Match
For vocabulary, general knowledge, aphasia
You will see a column with source words and should match
each of them with a target word. You draw a line with the
mouse from a label on the left hand side to a label on the
right hand side. There is material for a great number of
areas.

Odd one out
For semantic awareness, vocabulary
You will see four pictures and should find the one that does
not belong with the three.
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Insert the word
For grammar, vocabulary etc, motor/semantic aphasia
On the panel there is a sentence with a word missing. A few
pieces are scattered outside the panel. Drag the right word
to the place on the panel where a word is missing. In this
exercise there are several tasks for concept and text
comprehension.

Sentence
Listen to sentences
For auditory analysis, acoustico-gnostic/mnestic aphasia
You will hear a sentence and should select the right one.
Picture may be used.

Sentence dictation

For auditory memory, spelling, mild aphasia
You will hear a sentence and should write it. The letters are
written either with support lines (so that you will know the
number of letters) or in a blank field. You can get a preview,
if needed You may also be given a few free letters in the
beginning of a sentence. You may get multiple choices for
each letter. You can repeat the sentence into the microphone
to compare it with the model.

Fill in the word
For word finding, semantic/dynamic aphasia
You will see a sentence where a few words are missing.
You should fill them in. You may get a preview and letter
suggestions. Putting brackets around the word in the list
allows you control what word is to be filled in.

Arrange words
For sequential awareness, dynamic/motor aphasia
Arrange the scattered words into a sentence. You might be
asked to write the sentence afterwards.
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Sentence and picture
For text reading, aphasia
You will see a picture and maybe hear a sentence and
should find the right sentence among the alternatives.
You may write the sentence afterwards.

Fix the sentence
For text reading and mild aphasia
You fill in the gaps or correct the text to make it right.
You click in the gap or on the letter to be corrected.
Then you fill in the right letter.

The doctor
For word finding, syntax, sentence structure,
dynamic/motor aphasia, or entertainment
You talk to the doctor. If you write simple complete
sentences that the doctor understands, you will score.
The conversation is stored in the logbook.

Word split
For phonological decoding, text reading
You should split apart the words joined together so that all
the word boundaries will be in the right places. You might
just hear the sentence before and indicate with a number
how many words there are. Afterwards you might be asked
to rearrange the words in the right order.

Clause elements
For grammar and sentence structure
You will see a box with a clause name written in it. Above
there is a sentence. Drag the right word down into the box.
If it says noun in the box you should drag the noun there.
There is material for both clause elements and word classes.

Answer in microphone
For free speech, general knowledge etc.
You will see and hear a question or a request. You should
give your answer in the microphone or in writing. Then you
can compare your answer with the model that can be copied
orally or in writing.
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Text
Fix the text
For text reading, mild aphasia
You fill in the blanks or adjust the text so that it is correct.
You click in the gap or on the letter to be corrected. Then
type the right letter.

Text and questions
For text reading, memory, mild aphasia
First you will read a story. The time limits may be adjusted.
Then you should answer questions on the contents. You can
go back and look at the story once again, if needs be.

Lost words
For text reading, syntax structure, mild aphasia
There are words missing in the text. You can select words
from a list and place the words in the text. If you doubleclick on a word it will be entered into the selected area of
the text. You may get a preview of the correct text. If you
want, you can put brackets around the words in the list to
decide which words should be omitted.

Moving text

For text reading, speed-reading, whole-word/orthographic
reading, mild aphasia
A text will be moving on the screen. When you notice that
a letter is missing or that the text needs to be changed, you
stop the motion with the space bar. You fill in or correct the
letter in the text. You click on the letter to be corrected or
you go to it with the arrow keys. With the space bar the text
will move again.

Write a story
For composition, syntax structure, mild aphasia
You will see a picture or picture sequence and you shall
write a story based on them. You may work during several
sessions with the same story. When it is finished it will be
evaluated and stored in the logbook. Next time you will get
a new story.
Sometimes you will have to arrange the pictures before
writing the story.
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Arrange sentences
For logical ability, sequential awareness, syntax structure,
mild aphasia
You should arrange the scattered sentences into a logical
sequence.

Space
Direction
For spatial ability
Find the correct statement that accurately describes the
orientation of the shapes or colours.

Find on the map
For spatial ability, general knowledge
You will see a place name and select the correct place on
the map, choosing from several alternatives.

Find in the picture
For spatial ability, general knowledge
You will see a word, and should choose from several
alternatives to find the right place in the picture where the
object is found.

Mirrored letters
For spatial ability, grapheme recognition
In the panel you will see a word with a part missing.
Outside the panel a few pieces are scattered. Drag the
right part to the place where the part is missing. This
exercise is about choosing the letter that is correctly
orientated.
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Arrange things
For spatial ability, logical-grammatical ability
Follow the instructions and use the mouse to place the
objects in the correct order. The objects may vary. There is
a setting for two or three objects.

Out of sight
For grapheme recognition
You should wait until you think you know the word that is
appearing, and then choose the desired alternative. The
appearance can be set in several ways.
This requires a computer with rapid screen updating or the screen will
flicker and you might see the obscured word beforehand (very old
laptops are not recommended).

Shirts
For spatial, logical-grammatical/visuognostic ability,
apraxia
You will see shirts and should select those having the
pocket on the left side. You select and deselect shirts by
clicking them.

Jigsaw
For spatial, visuognostic ability, apraxia
You will do a jigsaw puzzle. A picture, word or letter is cut
into pieces and you should put the pieces together correctly.
When you have finished one jigsaw puzzle a new one will
appear.

Clock
What time is it?
For spatial ability, time awareness
You will see a clock and should select the right time from
among the suggested alternatives. The clock face may be
adjusted.
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Find the clock
For spatial ability, time awareness
You will see or hear a time specification and need to find
the corresponding clock face. The clock face may be
adjusted. The time may be written or spoken, or both.

Set the clock
For spatial ability, time awareness
You will see or hear a time specification and should set the
clock correspondingly. You turn the hands of the clock with
button controls or arrow keys. Or you drag the small hand
with the mouse. The time may be written or spoken or both.

Mathematics
Find the result
For spatial ability, arithmetical ability
You will see a mathematical expression and should choose
the right answer from the alternatives. The exercise can be
set for the different rules of arithmetic and levels of
difficulty.

Write the result
For spatial ability, arithmetic ability
You will see a mathematical expression and should fill in
the answer. May be set for the different rules of arithmetic
and levels of difficulty.

Word problems
For text reading, spatial/logical/grammatical ability,
arithmetic ability
Read about a mathematical problem and select or write the
right answer. Can be set for various levels of difficulty.
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Counting things
For visuognostic ability, reduced field of vision, number
comprehension
Count the number of objects on the panel and give the
answer with one of the suggested numbers. The objects
may appear gradually, or all at once. The objects may be
squares or circles, filled or empty, chained or unchained.

Match sums
For spatial ability, arithmetical ability
You will see a row of expressions and should match each of
them with an answer. Draw a line with the mouse from a
label on the left to a label on the right.

Add
For arithmetical awareness, spatial ability
Trains the principles of addition in three different
educational steps. First you drag the right number of blocks
to the first panel. Next you arrange the elements in the right
order. You then write the numbers with the keyboard.

Times
For arithmetical awareness, spatial ability
Trains the principles of multiplication in three different
educational steps. First you paint the required amount of
squares. Then you arrange the elements in the right order.
Finally you write the numbers with the keyboard.

Take away
For arithmetical awareness, spatial ability
Trains the principles of subtraction in three different
educational steps. First you remove the right number of
blocks. Next you arrange the elements in the right order.
Then you write the numbers with the keyboard.

Share
For arithmetical awareness, spatial ability
Trains the principles of division in three different
educational steps. First you drag the right number of faces
into each house. Next you arrange the elements in the right
order. Then you write the numbers with the keyboard.
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Equal sums
For arithmetical awareness, spatial ability
On the panel there is a mathematical expression with a part
missing. A few pieces are scattered outside the panel. Drag
the correct piece to the place on the panel where the piece is
missing.

Miscellaneous
Notepad
For independent writing
Free word processing with Notepad.

WordPad
For independent writing
Free word processing with WordPad.

Word
For independent writing
Free word processing with an advanced word processor that
you appoint to the user. Select the exercise and press F6 to
select a word processor present on your system. You may
also set something completely different. If you fill in a
homepage address the web browser will start, if you fill in
an e-mail address the e-mail application will start.

Paint
For independent picture creation
Free creation with Paint. You may also choose another
picture processor or any program at all.
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Create words

For word finding, semantic/dynamic aphasia
You can work in two different ways. 1: Pick out words with
the help of the letters in a given word, for example nice
from principle, 2: Create new words containing a given
affix or short word, for example bathtub from bath.
Afterwards you may see words suggested that you could
have thought of. You get scores for words that are found in
the Lexion word base.

Games
For attention, concentration
A very useful game. Solitaire is suggested as the default.
Select the exercise and press F6 to make the setting. You
may set something else besides games: if you fill in a
homepage address the web browser will start, if you fill in
an e-mail address the e-mail application will start, and so
on.

Pitch
For nonlanguage, auditory, sequential processing,
frequency awareness, severe bilateral or non-dominant
temporal lobe damage
Each face is singing a tone and you should click on the face
that sang the highest or lowest one. High and low can be
mixed or only one feature may be selected.

Mouse chase
For manual dexterity/motor function, eye-hand
coordination, apraxia
You can perform different tasks to practise using the
mouse. Aim, click, double-click, move and paint. At the
same time you will get disturbed by the little mouse that is
running by, which you should try to get into the mousetrap
to earn extra scores.

Memory
For visuomnestic ability, verbal memory
The Memory game. Find two pictures the same, then the
cards stay face up. The number of cards can be set. Can
also be set to show text.
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5
SEND THE EXERCISES
The possibility of sending the exercises to a user for training somewhere else than at
the teacher’s/speech therapist’s, is a unique feature of Lexion. Exercises may be sent
by e-mail, diskette, USB memory, or a self-made CD.

Mini-Lexion
There are two versions of Lexion, one complete version for the teacher or speech
therapist, etc., and one minimized version, Mini-Lexion, that the user (pupil/patient)
installs, for example, at home. The versions are found on different CD-s in your Lexion
package.
Note
To let the user install Mini-Lexion at home on a private computer, is not regarded as
unauthorized distribution. To duplicate the CD is forbidden. You may order extra CD-s. To supply your
users with Mini-Lexion is thus allowed. Sending exercises to your own users is regarded as authorized
copying. To let the user install exercises, created by Lexion, at home in a private computer is not
regarded as unauthorized distribution. Sending exercises to your own users is thus permitted. You must
supervise and train users in how to use of Mini-Lexion on their home computer. The user must be an
official recipient of your services (school, educational institution, etc.) or must have been referred to
you (clinic, hospital, private practice, etc.).

Lexion may send a user’s archive with its exercises, exercise properties, and lists. The
exercises may be sent home and installed in Mini-Lexion. Practise may then take place in
the home. Exercises may be sent by e-mail, diskette, USB memory, or a self-made CD.
In order to install and run the exercises on a computer other than your own, the user must
have either the so-called Mini-Lexion (for example in the home) or the whole of Lexion
(for example in a classroom) installed in his computer. Mini-Lexion is a standalone
program capable only of installing exercises and then letting the user practise. No
adjustments can be made to the exercises on the target computer.
When sending exercises you will also be offered to make a printout of the installation
directions that you may send home with the user if you cannot accompany him yourself.
The user must bring a CD with Mini-Lexion and the delivery medium that you have
prepared along with the installation directions. Or, the user brings the Mini-Lexion CD
home, installs it, and then waits for the exercises to arrive by e-mail.

Send the exercises
Lexion may send the exercises of any user, except the one called -L-. You or the user may
then install them on another computer where Mini-Lexion or Lexion is found, and the user
can carry out the practice there, for example in another place in the school or in the home.
Anyone can borrow and install the Mini-Lexion CD; it is fully permitted from a legal point
of view.
Before sending exercises, make sure that the user to receive the material is the current user by
going to the User archive and select the user in question. You also should have finalized all the
adaptations needed for the user.
Then select the menu Exercise and the command Send the exercises..
The procedure consists of 4 steps:
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Include

Check if you would like to include pictures, recordings and exercise instruction texts and
exercise instruction recordings. Nothing needs to be copied if all of this already exists on
the target computer. If the complete Lexion or the Mini-Lexion has been installed and you
have not created any pictures, recordings or exercise instruction material yourself for the user,
you do not need to include anything at all.

If the user has many exercises selected in the Lexion menu and you want to include any of the
pictures or recordings, a countless number of diskettes would be needed. In this case, if
possible, use a USB memory stick instead, or burn a CD, (see below). If you have no USB
memory or cannot burn CD-s and have to use diskettes, specify pictures or recordings only, if
the user has two or three exercises and you yourself have created corresponding pictures or
recordings, hopefully a reasonable number of diskettes will then be sufficient. Click Next to
continue.
Password

Specify if a Password should be included on the target computer. If the user does not have
a password you cannot check the option. If the user has a password on your computer it
might be unnecessary to bring the password protection home, where the user is the only
user of the computer and Mini-Lexion. If the exercises are to be installed in a place with
several Lexion users it might be wise to include the password protection. (If the user does
not bring along a password but would like to get one later at the new place, then at the new
place start Lexion with the teacher’s/speech therapist’s heading in the start menu - called
Mini-Lexion - go to the user archive window, select the user, click on Password, and make
up a password.) Click Next to continue.
Medium

Confirm if you want to copy the exercise material onto a diskette or if you plan to place
it on a USB memory stick, or burn it on a CD, or if you want to send the material by email. Click Next to continue.
Installing instructions

Specify if you wish to print the instructions for use of Mini-Lexion to send home with the
diskette and the Mini-Lexion CD. You can also choose for the instructions to be put on
the medium or included in the e-mail message. You might like to make the text more
personal, and you can do this by editing the text in question with the Edit button that is
visible at this step.
Click Create to finish the delivery of the exercises (if using a diskette, you will be told if
more diskettes are needed), the USB or CD folder or the e-mail file. If you chose e-mail,
your e-mail application will appear when the message with the attached file is ready to be
sent.
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Install and start Mini-Lexion
We have also described this in the Installation booklet. The computer must have
Windows 98/2000/NT/ME/XP/Vista and approximately 500 Mb space available on
the hard disk in order to install Mini-Lexion. You insert the Mini-Lexion CD in the
CD drive. If the installation does not start automatically you select Start: Run, and fill
in “e:SETUP”, where e is the drive letter of the CD drive.

Install exercises
After the installation, Mini-Lexion will start automatically and ask you to install exercises
so that the user may immediately use the exercises. Mini-Lexion can be started with the
‘Mini-Lexion’ shortcut in the Start menu or on the desktop. If Mini-Lexion doesn’t
automatically request that you install exercises (when for example a user is already
installed in Mini-Lexion) you select the menu File: Install (see picture on next page).
However, if the adaptations come with an e-mail message, see below. When the exercises
have been successfully installed, a new shortcut is created in the Windows Start menu,
under the heading Lexion-Users, for starting the program in the future. The shortcut
brings you directly to the new exercise archive.

Install exercise diskette
If Mini-Lexion is already installed, start it. Click the diskette button, or open the File menu
and select Install: exercise disk. Insert the diskette in the drive. (Insert the first diskette if
there are more than one.) Tell Mini-Lexion that the drive is called A:, if it hasn’t already
guessed that. Click OK. You are told that the diskette belongs to a user with a certain name.
Click OK. Files are now copied from the diskette into Mini-Lexion. When ready, click
Cancel if you have no more diskettes, or click OK if you have more diskettes. Now you are
ready to start exercising. A new shortcut has been created in the Windows Start menu in the
group ‘Lexion - Users’, for starting to use exercise in the future.

Install exercises sent by e-mail
After having installed Mini-Lexion it will start automatically and ask you to install exercises.
Cancel the dialog box and exit Mini-Lexion. Start your e-mail application. Open the e-mail
containing the attachment; e.g. “jennifer.ept”, (i.e. the name of the user and the extension
“ept”). Double-click on this attachment. Ask to open it (not save it to disk). The exercises will
install themselves automatically into Lexion. A new shortcut will be created in the Windows
Start menu in the group Lexion - Users, with which to start exercising in the future.

Install exercises from USB memory
If Mini-Lexion is already installed, start it. Click the diskette button, or open the File menu
and select Install: exercises from USB. Insert the memory stick into the computer. Click
OK. The drive letter of the USB port must be specified. If it is not specified earlier, use the
Browse button to look for the USB drive letter. It might be e: or f: or some higher letter
depending on the number of drives in the computer. Click OK. You are told that the
exercises belong to a user with a certain name. Or, if you are told that there are several
users on the USB, then select one of them. Click OK. Files are copied into Mini-Lexion.
Now you are ready to start exercising. A new shortcut has been created in the Windows
Start menu in the group Lexion - Users, with which to start Mini-Lexion in the future.

Install exercises from a CD
If Mini-Lexion is already installed, start it. Click the diskette button, or open the File menu
and select Install: exercises from CD. Insert the CD into the computer. Click OK. Use the
Browse button to look for the drive of the CD. On that drive, double-click on the folder
(which should have the name LexionfilesNameDate). Click OK. You are told that the
exercises belong to a user with a certain name. Click OK. Files are copied into Mini-Lexion.
Now you are ready to start exercising. A new shortcut has been created in the Windows Start
menu in the group ‘Lexion - Users’, with which to start Mini-Lexion in the future.
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Start Mini-Lexion after installing the exercises
The user will start Mini-Lexion with the personal shortcut in the Start menu under the heading
Lexion - Users. You must not use the shortcut ‘Mini-Lexion’ under the heading Lexion, (it will
lead to the empty user “-L-“ that cannot be used for anything except as a basis for installing
exercises). The shortcut is there only for security reasons in case you did not want to install the
exercises immediately after the Mini-Lexion installation, but at some later time.

New exercises for the same user
If later on you want to create new exercises with new levels of difficulty etc, do exactly as
before. Start Mini-Lexion on the user’s machine. Install the exercises into Mini-Lexion by
clicking the diskette button in the Mini-Lexion main menu, or with the function Install in the
File menu, and install the exercises. Or install the e-mail attachment as described above. The
new exercise properties will replace the old ones.

Several users in the same Mini-Lexion
A Mini-Lexion may contain more than one user, for example several siblings practising at
home on the same computer. You install Mini-Lexion once, thereafter you install on the
computer as many users as you wish by using different sets of exercises (or e-mail attachment
files). The users must have different names.

Check the homework
When you want to monitor progress at home, ask the user to open the Results window
where all the results charts are to be found. There you click on the diskette/e-mail button.
Then all the results including the logbook will be transferred to you.
When you have received the results from the
user on diskett or USB, insert it onto your
computer and click File: Install: results disk
or results from USB. Specify the drive. Or, if
the results were sent by e-mail, the easiest way
is to double-click on the attachment in your
e-mail application, and ask to Open it (not
Save to disk). Then the information from the
user’s archive will be copied into your Lexion
and the new results will be appended to the old
ones. You select user and go to the Results
window to study how work has progressed at
home. Or you open the logbook, if it has been
turned on, and can view exactly what the user
has worked with.
Each time the user sends his results to you, that (Mini-) Lexion will be emptied of its results.
One should take good care of the delivery. It is possible to regret having moved the results
with an Undo button in the logbook.
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6
LEXION ASSESSMENT
Which proficiencies may be tested on a computer?
The computer allows perception of picture, text and sound. These perception channels
can be used by themselves or in combination with each other. In Lexion Assessment we
have chosen for the test subjects to work with all these perception channels in various
combinations, depending upon what process we want to test. However, we are not yet
able to assess the test subject’s spoken language by computer assisted testing.
We have been designing, experimenting, rejecting, consulting, and redesigning the tests
for several years. The test items found in Lexion Assessment have been tried out and
standardized. We have now established that the results indeed demonstrate whether or
not the test subject shows signs of weakness in the processes being assessed by the test.
In all testing, instructions are of the utmost importance. For this we have created
through animation the relaxed and patient Lex Testor, who catches the test subjects’
attention in an irresistible way, and keeps their attention alive for a surprisingly long
time. This enables you as the ‘real’ test administrator to focus your attention on other
important observations during the test procedure. One observation that you have to
make is to interpret the test subject’s reaction to the instructions given by Lex Testor.
The younger the test subject, the greater risk that the test subject does not understand
the instructions.
Ingvar Lundberg (Höien, Lundberg 1999) describes the problems of identifying and
predicting the preschool child’s future difficulties in reading and spelling ability. The
testing of preschool children always allows for uncertainty. Some children can be
inattentive, lacking endurance, or may have misunderstood the instructions.
The test subjects act by clicking on objects or moving them on the screen. The keyboard
may also be used.
When the test is completed, Lexion will suggest appropriate exercises based on the
test results.

Why computer assisted testing?
The use of Lexion Assessment means a standardization of the test situation. The test is
always carried out in the same way. The same ‘person’ gives the same instructions
every time. Lexion Assessment compiles the results and suggests exercises. Though it
might be difficult to test, for example, the phonological ability of preschoolers, it is of
great importance that these abilities are stimulated, and that it is done with the capability
of each individual child kept in mind. Therefore we consider it important that these
abilities be tested, and for the test subject to have these abilities stimulated using
Lexion, as well as with other activities.

Testing ethics
Testing a child’s abilities must be based on respect for the child and for the sacrifice made
by the child. Assessment should result in reasonable and sensible activitie being
prescribed, irrespective of the age of the test subject. An assessment should always have a
purpose. To begin with, the purpose is to identify people with reading and spelling
difficulties, and the underlying causes. Another purpose is to give test subjects a
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description of their strengths, and then inform them of what they need to practice, and
how to go about it.

Linguistic awareness phonological awareness
It is normal for children between the ages 4-6 to begin to discover that some words sound
alike. The child says, “Mum, ‘sing’ almost sounds like ‘ring’” and wants very much to
convey this discovery to the parents. The child has started to explore the formal side of the
language. He reflects on how a word feels in his mouth, and becomes aware of the fact that
the spoken language does not only convey thoughts, wishes, requests and questions, but
that the words also change their meaning by a slight change in their form and structure.
“Dad, if I change k to p, carrot becomes parrot”.
This realization that the spoken language has both meaning and form is of the utmost
importance for discovering the role of the letters in the written language.
Children who are introduced to letters without this understanding run the risk of starting to
read in ways that are ineffective. They might develop reading skills that are based upon
ineffective strategies.
By Lexion Assessment we wish to make assessments of these abilities in a simple and
efective way.

The path to automatised decoding
Several models have been designed to describe the development towards automatised
decoding. We focus especially on the model described by Ingvar Lundberg and others
(Höien, Lundberg, 1999).
Reading is not only automatised decoding; it also works in conjunction with comprehension.
Both processes are dependent upon each other. In order to attain comprehension, the decoding
ability needs to have reached a certain level. Research shows that weak comprehension is
often caused by difficulties in decoding words confidently and rapidly.
When decoding individual words, two approaches are mainly used: the orthographic approach
and the phonological approach. When a child has understood the orthographic approach, he
has access to the meaning of the word only by looking at it. The child has manipulated the
words several times, and in that way created an identity of the word that makes the meaning
easy to find, regardless, for instance, of the type of letters with which the word is written. The
phonological approach is used when the child is working himself through an unfamiliar word,
i.e. he needs to assemble sounds into a word.
Linguistic, phonological, and phonemic awareness are essential, in order to develop these
skills.

The stages of reading development
• Pseudo reading
• The logographic-visual stage
• The alphabetical-phonological stage
• The orthographic-morphemic stage (Höien, Lundberg 1999)
We designed Lexion Assessment with the intention of answering the question, “What stage
of reading and spelling development has the child reached?”This will eventually form the
basis for the selection of exercises. But first a presentation of the developmental stages of
reading:
Pseudo reading

Children who appear to be reading by 4-5 years of age have become interested in texts, in
the same way as they are interested in the everyday events around them. They can say that
on the package it says ‘cheese’, because they know that the package contains cheese. They
have no ability to analyse the letters or to understand the purpose of the letters. The
context is a sufficient clue a clue.
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The logographic-visual stage

Children who enter this stage have begun to find the graphical characteristics of the words,
and how these differentiate the words. The purpose of the letter as a part of the word, and the
fact that the part would be a phonological piece, is still wrapped in mystery. The sequence of
the letters in a word is of less importance. The child can learn to recognize a limited number
of words, but does not manage to learn new words with this approach, unless he has help.
The alphabetical-phonological stage

At this stage the child has begun to take an interest in the letters themselves, and that, in one
way or another, they represent parts of the spoken language. Phonological awareness is the
basis for this knowledge. When the child divides a word into sounds/phonemes, this is yet
another aspect of the knowledge that may be called ‘phonemic awareness’.
“Phonemic awareness refers to the ability to divide words into the phonemes that make up
the word. Phonemic awareness facilitates the learning to read, and the learning to read
supports further development of the phonemic awareness. In order to recognize graphemephoneme correlation it is necessary to be able to isolate the units of the written language,
when it comes to both orthography and the flow of sounds.” (Höien, Lundberg 1999.)
This phonological approach enables the child to decode words and to derive their meaning.
This then leads to the child starting to pay attention to the structure of the word, and
gradually a more precise and economic decoding is developed, that characterizes this last
stage of word decoding, i.e. the orthographic-morphemic stage.
The orthographic-morphemic stage

This stage is characterized by precise and fast decoding. It may be called whole-word
reading. This approach is based on the child’s ability to quickly and automatically switch
between various sub-strategies that, by themselves or in conjunction, create the whole word.
With this, the child has fast access to the meaning of the word. Basically morpheme- based
segmentation is being used, which means that the child ‘recognizes’ the smallest significant
parts of the word. When a child is decoding a word for the first time, for example the word
‘thermometer’, it is enough for the child to split the word apart into ther--mo--me--ter. Then
the visual imprinting of the structure of the word begins.
Thus, it is important that we make a distinction between logographic word image
decoding and orthographic whole-word reading.
Logographic decoding is built on the learning of word images, and orthographic decoding
is built on a gradual development of the decoding process, from phonological-phonemic
awareness to morpheme based whole-word reading.
The purpose of Lexion Assessment is to decide, through quantitative
results in combination with qualitative observations, what
developmental stage a test subject has reached, and to create
adequate exercises based on these findings.

Testing, in brief
When working with Lexion Assessment you will go through the following steps.

Selecting test subjects and test parts
In preschools and schools Lexion Assessment is used mainly with a specific child who is
suspected of having difficulties in learning to read and spell, or is likely to experience
difficulties in the future. Lexion Assessment can also be used as a screening tool for test
subjects of any age, when you are about to introduce a new stage into your teaching, or when
estimating that the individual should have arrived at a certain level of skill. Finding the
appropriate test is based on the test administrator having discovered that a child may not
have learned what is being taught at the moment, with regard to reading and spelling. If a
child for example does not manage to blend sounds, and is trying letter by letter and cannot
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come up with the word, it is appropriate to use the tests Phonological awareness and
Arrange sounded words. These test parts show whether the child has a sufficient
phonological and phonemic awareness to manipulate the word parts without actually seeing
them in writing. This awareness is needed before the teaching of letters is introduced.

Test procedure
Before testing it is important to inform the test subject about the purpose of the test. You
start by explaining what will happen in each of the test parts, according to the instructions in
this manual. If the test subject does not understand, or does not manage the first two items
(the introductory items), the test is discontinued. This shows that one or more of his
strategies are not mature enough for that Lexion Assessment test to take place.
During the actual testing no guiding words, signs, or facial expressions must be given,
however much you would like to help. A neutral attitude is required.
Lexion Assessment tests:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

linguistic/phonologic and phonemic awareness
the segmenting ability at word, syllable and phoneme level.
the assembling of words and syllables, and the blending of phonemes
sequencing
short term memory
letter-sound correspondence
reading comprehension
reading
writing/spelling

Some of the test parts are ‘subtests’, which means that a certain process can be tested
further with more or less supplementary support. On page 60 we show this in more
detail.

Analysing the results
When a test has been completed, you may read and analyse the test results immediately. This
quantitative account will show how the test subject managed item by item, and in which
way each one was solved. Also wrong answers are shown in detail. The summarized results
are shown as horizontal bars, each test part by itself, or as an integrated profile of all of the
test parts for that test subject. There are two light blue lines corresponding to the upper and
lower border of the normal distribution. The results that lie between these lines are within
the norm for individuals of the same age, points that lie below the lower line result in a
diagnostic statement and a suggestion for appropriate exercises.
At the same time as the test subject is solving the tasks, the test administrator notes down, on
an Observation form, any additional remarks about the test subject’s conduct and mental
strategies, that Lexion Assessment for natural reasons is not capable of registering. These
notes provide further information, important for the qualitative assessment.

Exercises are created automatically
If the test subject’s results lie below the norm; i.e. below the lower light blue line in the bar
chart, you can have Lexion create customised exercises. These exercises are selected
according to the process being investigated by the test, and where the results lie in the bar
in relation to the norm. With this information Lexion automatically creates a user archive
consisting of a number of (approx. 5-10) exercises, ready to be used straight away.

Additional measures
If the Lexion Assessment results indicate a complex pattern of learning difficulties, it may be
appropriate to supplement the assessment by using other manual (i.e. non-computer based)
tests.
For the younger children, you should always consider the possibility of working with the
children in groups, with exercises similar to those that Lexion provides.
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When standardizing on 6-year-olds, we noted that the variation in amount of phonological
awareness was extremely large. Following discussions with teachers we found it useful to
organise children into groups that reflected their level of knowledge and educational need.
This boosted the children’s confidence.

Testing
Preparations
Before starting to examine the test subject you need to make some preparations: Make sure
•
•
•
•
•
•

that you are seated in quiet surroundings with minimal distraction,
that the light of the computer screen does not clash with any other light in the room or daylight,
that the sound quality of the computer is good,
that the test subject has had enough computer practice to be able to handle the mouse
and to type on the keyboard,
that the test subject is comfortably seated and at a suitable distance and height to all
the parts of the computer,
that you have got an Observation form and pen handy; Observation forms can be
found in Lexion assessment and printed out. You may photocopy them freely.

Create a new test subject
First click the button New test subject in the
Lexion Assessment main window. The dialogue
box New test subject is shown. Here you fill in
the name of the test subject. Children may fill in
their name themselves. If they can do this you
check this off on the front sheet of the
Observation form. Then click OK.
Then you will get to the window
Personal data.

There you may fill in the data about the test
subject and other relevant background
information. When you have finished, you
click OK. Preferably fill in Name,
Unit/School and Group/Class at once. You
may fill in the rest of the information later on,
particularly if you have a test subject waiting
at the computer.
(You may also go to the Language status,
either before or after testing. You can read
more about Language status on page 83.)
Make sure to follow the Data Protection
Directives of your country before entering
sensitive personal data into Lexion.

Select a test
Select the test that you want to use for the test subject. Make sure to select the test
corresponding to the age of the test subject. This is important for the result to be compared
with the right norms.
Also make sure, that the test subject you just created is still selected in the list of the subjects
to the left.
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Start the test
Then click the button Start test in the Lexion Assessment main menu. A box will
appear on the screen.
Now you ask the test subject to sit at the
computer. You ask: "Can you read what this
says?" pointing at the text. Depending upon
how the test subject answers, you make notes
in the Observation form. Then you ask the
test subject to click the OK button.
Then follow the instructions for each test in the following chapter about Test descriptions.
If you need to discontinue the test before it is completed, you (not the test subject) should
press Esc on the keyboard. Next time the test subject comes to be tested, the test will
continue where it was interrupted.

Answering test items
The test items will be answered in one of the following ways, depending on the type of task:
Select

Click the correct alternative, or type the corresponding
number on the keyboard.
Arrange Drag the items with the mouse and place them in the correct
order, preferably in the target field on the screen. Some
items will need to be put in place and some might be
redundant. With the keyboard, select with space bar, and
move with arrow keys. If the order of all items is obvious to
the test subject, right-clicking on the items will move them
into sequence. When finished, click "Ready" or press Enter.
Write
Type the correct answer with the keyboard. Then press
Enter or click the button ”Ready”.
Point
There are small buttons placed in the picture. Click the
button that is in the correct place. Or type the
corresponding number on the keyboard.
Speak
The screen shows nothing and the test waits for the test
subject to say something orally. When ready, you, not the
test subject, press the Plus or Minus key (or Home or End
key) for a correct or wrong answer respectively.
Read
When a reading task is presented, click the Ready button
when the text has been read.
To listen to the question once again or to look at it, click the button Again. You will not
get any score deduction (in the Lexion Assessment tests) for repeating the tasks. You may
repeat the question only once for each test item.
If the test subject still doesn’t know how to answer the test task, and doesn’t want to make
a random guess, it is okay to leave the task unsolved and go on to the next one. To go on,
click Ready or press Enter. Zero points are given for an unsolved task.

Interrupt the test
If for any reason there is not sufficient time to finish the whole test on one
occasion, you can interrupt the test. You may continue some other time.
To interrupt a test, press the Esc key.
When you interrupt the test the logbook will appear. In the logbook window
you may change your mind about interrupting and carry on, or you may
complete the interruption, by clicking the appropriate button. You may fill in
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a little note about the reason for interrupting, so that it will be stored in the
logbook. After interruption the test subject may leave the computer.
The main window will appear. The test subject has now got a purple flag,
and the test subject’s interrupted test a red flag. This means that the test is
uncompleted by that test subject.
When on a later occasion it is time to continue the testing, you start the test
in the usual way. The test continues where it was interrupted.
Lexion Assessment will automatically interrupt the test when the test subject
does not manage three consecutive tasks. The remaining test items will then
automatically be marked with zero points, without further test items having
to be answered. The time marks for the zero scores will be the time for these
tasks according to the norm. If there are further series in a test, the test will
go on to the next series. If the test does not have more series, the test will be
ended.

Complete the test
When the test subject has completed the last test item in Lexion Assessment you
may hear a little applause or something similar. The test subject will get a blue
flag and the test a green flag.
The test subject may now leave the computer.
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Test descriptions
Each test is available for a range of ages. The contents of the tests may be
identical for some ages, but it is important that you find the right age group
when selecting a test, as each age has its own standardization values.
Each test has its own corresponding Observation form.
In this chapter we will describe the different tests, without any consideration
for the age group. In the Lexion Assessment main window you can find the
button About the test, which also leads you to information about the different
tests.
Each age has its own colour in the list of the different tests. The corresponding
colour appears in the group column in the list of names, where you have entered
the test subject’s group or class (1 for Year 1, etc.), see Personal data, page 92.
Some tests are subtests of other tests. If an individual performs poorly in a
principal test, or does not manage to complete it, there is good reason to make a
subtest instead. When getting good results on a principal test there is no need to
make a subtest. Lexion Assessment will in its statements tell when a subtest is
appropriate.
There may be new norms available for the tests. You may download these from our
homepage, see page 94.

This is a list of the current principal and subordinate tests:
Phonological awareness 6-9
Spoonerisms 10-16
Phonological awareness 10-16
Arrange sounded words 6-16
Find picture for sounded word 6-9
Arrange sounded letters 7-9
Arrange letters 7-9
Arrange syllables 10-16
Reading 7-16
Reading comprehension 8-16
Spelling 7-16
Remember picture sequence 6-16
Remember number sequence 7-16
Remember pattern sequence 6-16
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If you have the word ‘letter’ and add the word ‘box’, what word do you get?
What is the real word of ‘colicepar’?
If you have the word ‘letter’ and add the word ‘box’, what word do you get?
Build a word with the white labels /c/…/a/…/t/
Point at the picture tha fits the word /s/…/u/…/n/
Build the word /s/…/u/…/n/ with the letters on the screen
Build the word ... with the letters on the screen
Build a word from the parts so - fa
Point at "Tesco”
Point at the picture that fits the word that you just read (‘insect’)
Write the word ‘sun’
Place the pictures in the same order as I said the words
Place the numbers in the same order as I said them.
Place the figures in the same order as you first saw them
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Phonological awareness 6-16
From 10 years, this test is a subtest of Spoonerisms 10-16 which is the principal test (from 10 years).

Purpose: The purpose of the test is to assess the test subject’s ability to handle parts of
words at word, syllable, and phoneme level, without actually seeing any text in writing. The
result shows the test subject’s ability to focus on formal aspects of language.
You instruct: You will first meet a figure called Lex Testor and he will talk to you. You must
listen carefully and do as he says. If you do not understand what he means, you may always
ask me, and I will help you.
After the computer has said “Hi” to the test subject, your helper Lex Testor will step in. He says:

Are you ready to do some
exercises?
Good. Let’s start.

Now the first test item appears.

Each test starts with two introductory tasks that do not give any scores. Lex Testor says:
If you have the word letter, and then you
add the word box, what word do you get?
Click on the right picture.
You might add: Can you find the picture that best fits the word that we get?
If the test subject answers correctly, Lex testor confirms that he is correct and praises him. If
he answers incorrectly, he will have another try. He will hear the same instruction from Lex
Testor again.
If a six-year-old child answers this task incorrectly, you are permitted to visualize the
building of the words with word markers (paper strips).
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Spoonerisms 10-16
Subtest: Phonological awareness 10-16
Purpose: Spoonerisms for 10-16 years replaces Phonological awareness as the principal test.
The latter was found to be too easy for this age group, even if the test items were made more
difficult. To create a more demanding challenge for these pupils, the test Spoonerisms was
constructed, which also tests phonological ability. Word parts are manipulated. The target
words are compound words. The test subject would hear, for example, bootfall, and should
find out the real word football by letting b and f change places. Such operations put high
demands on phonological ability. The challenge is even greater if the false word parts in turn
are real words, e.g., wallhay is trickier than ningerfail.
Instruction: It is important that the test subject, before the test begins, gets a hands-on
instruction about the principles of the test. You need four empty paper strips serving as
markers for the word parts. Use bootfall/football as an example. Make two wide strips for oot
and all, then two narrower ones for b and f.

(Nothing should be written on the strips.) Arrange the strips according to the illustration. Tell
the test subject: “Listen to the word bootfall, have you ever heard it before? Look, if I
separate these two labels from the other two, and point at these first two ones, then they will
be boot (now pronounced with a short o as in ‘foot’!). What are these other two? And you separate
the strips like this:

Right, fall. What is the first sound of boot?” If the subject now replies bee as in the letter name
of B, then explain: ”Well, that’s the name of the letter, and how does it sound?” If the subject
persistently repeats the letter name bee, explain that you are looking for the sound [b]. Do the
same with the second pair of strips, f+all.
Now you continue with the smaller strips representing b and f. Swap the strips and ask: “If I
move this small strip and let it change places with this other small one, then we will get a
real word, can you guess which one?”

Hopefully the test subject will come up with the answer football. And you can start the
Spoonerisms test.
However, if the test subject, after all these instructions, will not come up with the right
answer, or does not even understand your instructions, then the Spoonerisms test can not
be performed. Instead, use the Phonological awareness test for the same age.
Lex Testor starts by explaining:
Now you are going to think in the same way as
we have just explained (referring to your
instructions with the strips). I say a word, and it
sounds a little strange. But if you let two
sounds, in the beginning and in the middle,
change places, it will become a real word.
-What is the real word of ‘colicepar’?
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Every other task demands that the test subject speaks the answer, and every other one that
the test subject clicks on the correct picture out of four.
When an oral answer has been given, you (not the subject) press the + key (Plus key) on
the right of the keyboard, or the Home key if you have a portable computer. This indicates
that you have found the oral answer to be correct. If the test subject says an incorrect word,
press the Minus key or End key. If the test subject does not know at all, let him click on
the Ready button on the screen.

Here the test waits for the subject to speak the word
police car.

The following task is to find the corresponding picture
out of four.

Make notes in the Observation form of any incorrect oral replies.

Spoonerisms are named after the Reverend William Archibald Spooner (1844-1930) who
was Dean and Warden of New College in Oxford, England. He is reputed to have made
these verbal slips frequently:
fighting a liar – lighting a fire
our queer old Dean – our dear old Queen
a half-warmed fish – a half-formed wish
you’ve tasted two worms – you’ve wasted two terms
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Arrange sounded words 6-16
Subtest: Find picture for sounded word; Arrange sounded words; Arrange letters
Purpose: This test examines the child’s ability to identify phonemes in a phoneme sequence,
and to create a blending from these into a word. The child should say the word, and then build
the words on the screen with white labels, each corresponding to a phoneme. This puts
demands on synthesis at a phonological-phonemic level of awareness. The ability to segment
and blend is based on active segmentation, which, for example, is used in spelling.
You instruct: You will hear sounds that will make up a word. Then you will see labels on
the screen. If you click on a label you will hear a sound. You have to build a word with the
labels. Click on OK and we will start.
When the test subject has clicked on OK in the Hi dialogue box, your helper Lex Testor
appears on the screen, saying:

You will hear sounds and you must try to
arrange them in the order that they were
spoken.

You can see white labels on the
screen. Click on a label to listen to
its sound. Try to build a word with
the labels: m—o—n—ey. When you
think that all lables are in the right
order, click the button “Ready” in
the lower right corner.

You should remind the child to say the word before starting to build it. If the child cannot
say the word, it indicates that the child cannot manage the sound blending. The reasons for
this might be that:
•
the child hasn’t got sufficient phonological-phonemic awareness,
•
his short term memory does not give sufficient support to remember the sequence,
•
discrimination at phonemic level is too weak,
•
or a combination of the above difficulties.
Here we recommend that you also observe how the child solves the task, and that you make
notes on the observation form. The following variations of behaviour have been noted when
trying the tests out.
The child does not hear what the word will be and therefore cannot build the word.
The child says the word but cannot build it. Does not manage to segment after blending.
•
The child says the word and builds it correctly. Repeats the blending aloud or silently to
himself, before the next label is put in place.
•
The child says the word and randomly clicks the scattered labels and immediately finds
the right place for each one.
The child’s responses indicate how well a phonological-phonemic awareness has been
established.
•
•
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Find picture for sounded word 6-9
This test is a subtest to Arrange sounded words which is the principal test (from 7 years).
Purpose: This test is used when the child does not manage to say the words of the test
Arrange sounded words after presentation of the phonemic sequence, or if the child does
not manage to build the word with the labels. In this test the child gets guidance through
the support of pictures.
You instruct: You will hear sounds and you should say what word they make. Then you
will see pictures and you should click on the picture that best fits the word that you have
come up with.
Lex Testor will say:
Now I will say a word. It sounds
a little strange. Click on the
picture that best fits the word:
s—u—n.

Here you might note down how the child creates the blending. Encourage the child to
say the word aloud before clicking on a picture. It might happen that the child says the
word correctly, but points incorrectly or that the child says the word incorrectly, but
points correctly.
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Arrange sounded letters 7-9
This is a subtest to Find picture for sounded word which in turn is a subtest to
Arrange sounded words.
Purpose: Here the child is asked to build words with letters, but the stimulus word
is segmented into sounds. The child does not have to segment the words, but only
make a synthesis of the word, and relate that synthesis to letters.
You instruct: Now you will hear a word as sounds. You should try to figure out
what the word is, and then build the word with letters.
Lex Testor will appear, saying:
Now we are going to build words by
arranging letters. You will hear the
sounds of a word. Then you must try
to build the word with the letters on
the screen.
Build the word: s—u—n.

Note whether the child uses sounds or replaces the sound with a letter-name;
whether the child builds the letter sequence in the right order; whether the child
omits a letter; whether the child needs to listen again.
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Arrange letters 7-9
This is a subtest to Arrange sounded letters which is a subtest to Find the picture for
sounded word which is a subtest to Arrange sounded words.
The child that masters the test Arrange sounded words, shows that his phonologicalphonemic awareness is working and also demonstrates that ihe can manage the blending of
phonemes into words and the segmentation of words from its own blending. This indicates
that the child has a functioning short-term memory on this level. But what will happen if we
engage letters? Many experts claim that the first steps into phonological based letter
managing starts by writing.
The child’s phonological-phonemic analysis of words evolves through his own production
of consecutive letters. It may then be established that children often mix letter names and
sounds when writing.
Purpose: With this test, we wish to test the child’s ability to build words with letters. The
child will hear the word as a whole word, and needs to be able to segment the word in
order to build the word with the letter labels.
You instruct: Now you will hear a word and then you will see some letters. You should
build the word you heard with the letters on the screen. When you have finished building
the word click the button ´Ready´ at the very bottom to the right.
Lex Testor says:
Now we are going to build words by
arranging letters. You will hear a
word. Then you must try to build the
word with the letters on the screen.
Build the word cat.

Here it may be interesting to note in what way the child works on the sounds in the
segmentation phase; whether the child uses letter names (builds lmn instead of
lemon); whether he uses the phonological-phonemic approach whether the child
builds the letter series in the right order, or omits a letter.
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Arrange syllables 10-16
Purpose: The test has two series. In the first one you build a word from a number of
syllables. In the second series there will be superfluous labels that sound almost like the
correct ones. Both series test phonological ability; the latter also tests discrimination. The
test reveals the ability to segment words into syllables and to rearrange syllables into a
word. The distracting labels of the second series contain syllables similar in vowel quality
or other distinctive features. A test person with a weak phonological ability may repeat
the word correctly but still be unable to find the right pieces. The effort needed to focus
on phonological aspects may also tire the test person as the test is progressing.
Instruction: Lex Testor will say a word. There are empty labels on the screen,
representing the syllables of the word. Click on the labels to listen to the syllables.
Then arrange the labels so the syllables form the word that Lex Testor said.
Lex Testor affirmatively explains:
First, I say a word. Then you will see empty labels on
the screen. When you click on the labels you will hear
the different parts of the word. Your task is to arrange
the labels in order to build the word with the parts that
you hear from the labels.
Now, build the word sofa.

The words contain two syllables up to six.

In the first column of the observation form, note the exact wording of the arranged
syllables. In the second column, note if the test subject speaks correctly but
arranges wrongly, if labels are omitted, etc.
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Reading 7-9
Purpose: To test the child’s reading (decoding) capability. The child will hear a
word, and shall then match it with the written word.
•
•
•
•

logotypes
short simple words
words with omitted letters
non-words

The reading of logotypes shows whether the child has reached the logographicvisual stage. The reading of short simple words reveals if logographic decoding of
common words has begun. Reading words with omitted letters and non-words
reveals whether the child has begun phonological decoding.
You instruct: Now you will read words. You will hear the word and then you
should point to the same word on the screen. If you did not quite hear the word
you may listen again.
Lex Testor says:
Now you are going to read.
I will say a word. Then you will see
four words. You must find the word
that I said.
Find the word ‘Tesco’.
.
The test starts, as all the other tests, with two instructional tasks and then continues with five
tasks in logographic reading. Encourage the child to read aloud.

Then, five tasks of reading simple words follow, which can be read either
logographically or phonologically.
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Then Lex Testor says:
Now, one letter will be missing in the words. But try to find the word anyway.
The intention is to identify the children that have not left the stage of logographic
decoding in favour of phonetic decoding. Children that have not managed decoding in
the previous tasks, but encounter problems here, are most certainly logographic
decoders.

To decode the following words phonological decoding is required. Here it will be
confirmed whether the child has attained this stage.

It is worthwhile noting down in the Observation form how the child tries to
solve the tasks.
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Reading 10-16
Purpose: Tests reading skills. The word spoken must be matched with one of four
alternatives written on the screen.
The test is divided into:
•
•
•
•

decoding simple words
decoding words with gaps
recognizing words spelt correctly
decoding words and texts with jumbled letter sequences.

The demand on decoding ability gradually increases with each test item.
The reading of simple words shows if whole-word decoding is present for common
words. Reading words with gaps or swapped letters shows if phonological
decoding is present.
You instruct: You will hear a word. Then you have to pick the right word that
is written on the screen.

Simple short words

Words with gaps

Words with nonsense or misspelt options

Sentences with distracting alternatives

Texts with jumbled letters and…

multiple choice questions

When testing Reading at this age, there are texts with jumbled letters inside the word (the
first and last letter being intact). These texts are surprisingly easy to read, but due to the
disordered letters the reader is forced to use phonological decoding, or perhaps make a
comparison with a possible whole-word representation that already exists in the reader’s
mind.
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Reading comprehension 8-9
Purpose: To interpret an examination of a child’s comprehension of text requires
consideration of several elements that take part when a text is understood. The child must
have reached a certain level of automatised decoding, which means that attention can be set
free in favour of interpretation of the meaning of words, i.e. demands are put on vocabulary.
Besides this the child should possess necessary grammatical ability, i.e. ability to interpret
the words that are chosen, and how the words have different meaning according to inflection.
In the comprehension tasks we test the basic competence in:
•
•
•
•

decoding and comprehension of phonetically spelt words that are matched with pictures,
the reading of somewhat longer phonetically spelt words that are matched with pictures
the reading of shorter sentences, where pictures are to be matched or the missing word to be filled in,
the reading of longer sentences with questions and answers

You instruct: You will now read words and then you should click on the picture that best fits
the word. If you do not manage to read the word, you can go back and read it once again.
Lex Testor says:
Now we are going to read. First you will
read a word. Then you will see some
pictures. You must find the picture that
matches the word.
Here is the word for you to read:
First the word is shown. Click Ready when the word is read. Then four pictures are shown.

Stimulus text

Answer alternatives

At the eighth task there will be short sentences, and later on longer sentences where a word
will be missing, and finally texts where a question is to be answered. Each time the method
is being changed Lex Testor will appear to give new instructions.

Stimulus text

Answer alternatives

Note down if the child does not reach the conclusion of the sentence, says another word, says
non-words, listens again, says the right word but chooses the wrong picture, or chooses a
wrong picture that is similar or completely wrong.
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Reading comprehension 10-16
Purpose: The test items for 10 to 16 years are adjusted to the comprehension skills and types
of texts that children of this age are expected to master. As children have their individual
approaches to decoding and comprehension, it is interesting to find out where the difficulty
lies. From a teacher’s point of view it is important to distinguish these causes, to be able to
supply the adequate training, as well as the appropriate exercises in Lexion.
The reading comprehension tasks assess the competence in word and sentence
comprehension, vocabulary, contextual knowledge and logical-arithmetical
understanding:

Word comprehension

Alternatives

Sentence comprehension - word formation

General knowledge Word with explanation

Contextual knowledge, text with questions

Logic, arithmetic

Alternatives

Alternatives

The instructions are almost the same as on the previous page.
The Observation form has columns for Decoding, Comprehension, and Other. Note, for
instance, poor decoding and good understanding, or good decoding and poor
understanding, or decoding and understanding both poor. And of course, whether poor
decoding results in poor understanding.
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Spelling 7-16
Purpose: The child shall write from dictation. He will hear whole words, and needs to
remember the word, segment the word into sounds, and then find letters on the keyboard
corresponding to the sounds of the word.
You instruct: Now you will write words. You will hear a word that you should write in the
small text box that comes up on the screen. If you want to listen to the word again, you click
the little button that you find to the left on the screen ”Again”. When you have finished,
press Enter or click the button “Ready“ at the very bottom to the right on the screen.
Lex Testor explains:
Now we are going to write
words. I will say words and
you write them.
Write the word ‘pot’.

The words are gradually getting more complicated. Note down if the child sounds
out the word, or if the child uses letter names when searching for the letters.
The tests for 10-16 years have more difficult tasks, especially towards the end. Some are
hard to spell, some are nonsense words. Some have swapped sounds; these must
intentionally be written with swapped spelling while, at the same time, the picture of the
normal word is shown (see the example with ‘mokney’ below); the purpose is to decide
whether the test subject manages to analyse the word phonologically, although there is a
swap in it, and reproduce the word without being distracted by the picture shown on the
screen.

Note if there is an incorrect repetition and incorrect spelling, or a correct repetition but
incorrect spelling. For the nonsense words, note if the test subject repeats correctly but
writes incorrectly, or if he says a real word instead of the target nonsense word.
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Remember picture sequence 6-16
Subtest: Remember number sequence.
Memory may be divided in two parts when it comes to reading and spelling, i.e. the long-term
memory and the short-term memory; the latter is also called the ‘working memory’.
The long-term memory can be divided into:
1. semantic memory, where knowledge about the world is stored
2. episodic memory, the memory of personal experiences,
3. procedural memory, how to proceed technically when writing
4. perceptual-representative memory, memory of what letters and words look alike
(Höien, Lundberg 1999).
Problems with the short-term memory may manifest themselves, among other things, in
difficulties remembering a phoneme sequence when reading and writing, or remembering a
sentence that has been decoded, where the memory of the first words disappears when decoding
the latter words in the sentence.
Purpose: The purpose of this test is to measure the child’s ability to keep a series of nouns in
the short-term memory. Lex Testor will say a few words. The words are then presented as
pictures on the screen, and should be arranged in the same order as they were spoken.
You instruct: You will hear a few words. Try to remember them and in what order they are
spoken. Then you will see pictures on the screen and they are pictures of the same words that
you heard. You should place the pictures in the same order that you heard them.
Lex Testor starts by saying:
Here are some memory tasks. First I
will say a few words. Then you see
pictures of the words. You must arrange
the pictures in the same order as I said
them. Now, let’s begin.

You may very well encourage the child to repeat the words aloud after Lex Testor has
spoken them. Note if there are pictures that the child does not understand.
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Remember number sequence 7-16
This is a subtest to Remember picture sequence.
This is a memory test that implies a lesser amount of semantic support than Remember
picture sequence. The child has to memorize a series of numbers. The number of figures
increases after every other test item.
Purpose: To measure the child’s ability to keep a series of numbers in the short-term
memory. Lex Testor will say a few numbers, and the figures that are displayed on the screen
shall be arranged in the same order as they were spoken.
You ask the 6-year-old: Can you count to ten? Do you know what the figures look like?
If the child answers no to both these questions, the test should not be carried out.
You instruct: You will hear a few numbers. Try to remember every one and in what order
they are said. Then you will see the figures that you heard. You should place the figures in
the same order as you heard them.
Lex Testor says:
Here are some memory tasks.
First I will say a couple of numbers. Then you
will see the numbers. You must arrange the
numbers in the same order as I said them.
Now, let’s begin.

Notice how the child repeats the numbers and note it down in the Observation form. Also
observe and note down if the child does not understand all the numbers.
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Remember pattern sequence 6-16
This test examines the child’s visual memory. It is not a subtest to Remember picture
sequence, as it can be used without any connection to the result in that test. The picture
material is meant to contain as little semantic information as possible. The pictures show
formation of semicircles that in combination with each other create patterns that the child
should remember.
Purpose: To measure visual memory without any phonological strategies being involved,
i.e. the pictures should hopefully be almost impossible to name.
You instruct: You will see patterns that do not mean anything. First you will see a pattern
that you should try to remember. Then you will see parts of that pattern scattered around.
Try to put them together again so they become the same picture that you first saw.
Lex Testor begins:
Here are some memory tasks.
You will see some patterns. Then you will
see the patterns again, but spread
around. You must arrange them in the
same order as you saw them at first.

Stimulus screen

Response screen

Note if the child tries to name the pictures in any way, and note this down in the
Observation form. You may very well ask the child how it is thinking when trying to
remember what the stimulus picture looked like.
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Test results
Results summary
Select a test subject in the list of names in the Lexion Assessment main window. Then
click the button Results to see the results of that subject.
The test results are
displayed in three
different windows.
They may partly
overlap. Click
somewhere in a
window to bring it to
the foreground.

The result table
In the table of results, the wording of each test item and its statistics are displayed.
If the current subject has completed several tests, these will be shown in chronological
order.
In the drop-down list box in the upper
left corner you decide whether you want
to view the results of all the tests or only
a particular test. The occasion number of
a test for the current test subject will be
specified within parentheses. If the test
subject has completed the test 7 yrs
Reading twice, these two test occasions
will be shown under the headings
7 yrs Reading (1) and 7 yrs Reading (2).
The columns of the result table have headings. If a heading is not completely visible or if
some other cell in the column does not show all the text, hold the mouse over the text, and
the whole text will be shown, or you will see an explanation of the contents of the column.
-1- etc.
Series

Task
Answer
Max
Points
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The sequence number of the test in chronological order, and thereafter the item
number of the test items.
In front of each test the name of the test is shown, within parentheses the occasion
number of the testing, and the date of testing. Every item belongs to a series. A
test can consist of several series. Each series will get its own bar in the profile
window. If the item is labelled an instructional task, no points are given.
The description of the test item.
The test subject’s answer, the alternative that was selected or singled out, what
order was assorted, or what was written.
The maximum points for the test item.
The achieved points for the test item.
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Deduc

Repet

Resp time
Index

Time deduction. There might be point deduction if the normal response time is
exceeded. It is predefined in the definitions of the test whether deduction is to be
made. No deduction is made in the tests provided in Lexion Assessment.
Repetition. There might be deduction of points if the Again button is being used in
the test item. If deduction is not given, the repetition will be marked with (r). It is
predefined in the definitions of the test whether deduction is to be made. No
deduction is made in the tests provided in Lexion Assessment.
Response time. The time it took to solve the task. Notice that the time is always
specified in minutes:seconds, for example 7:12 = seven minutes and twelve seconds.
The results index, or number of points in percentage of the maximum for this
series. The amount shows the index for each series and the average index
percentage for all the series, or for the test as a whole if there is only one series.

The profile window
The same results as in the table are shown
here in graphical form in horizontal bars. If
there are several test occasions for a test, or
different tests, they are shown each one in its
own window frame with a summary graph
on the last page. You select a page with the
buttons in the upper part of the window. The button marked S corresponds to the summary
page with all the test occasions gathered in a graph. The length of the bar is clarified also as a
percentage. If the test is standardized, the norm values are shown as light blue markers
within the bar. The average will be a purple line between these markers, and the area within
the markers is the normal distribution . The dots in the foot of the bar tell if the test subject
has taken too long to answer the test tasks. Read more about this in the sections about Lexion
Index and Standard values on pages 80 and 81.

Suggested exercises in Lexion
In this window you will read the Lexion statement if there is any. And above all, with a
special button an exercise archive in Lexion will be created based on the test results,
which is the primary reason for carrying out the Lexion Assessment.

The statement, or opinion, is based on information stored in Lexion Assessment
regarding the current test and the current test result. There is a special statement about
the test result, if the result indicates severe difficulty, another if it is moderate, and so
on. If the result is within or above the norms, it will be regarded as satisfactory and no
measure will be suggested.
In the right hand border, as well as in the profile window, the results are shown for the
current testing as points and the so called Lexion index (see the following chapter).
The button Create exercises allows you to create an exercise archive in Lexion, based
on the current test result. If there is no statement it is not possible to create exercises.
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If you have tested an individual in several of the Lexion Assessment tests, the statements
will be displayed separately in this window and you select with the buttons 1, 2, etc, at
the top of the window. As an alternative, you can select the test you want to view in the
list box at the top of the Result table window. For each of the test results you can create
exercises in Lexion.
You may create up to nine different archives in Lexion for a certain test subject. If
George had difficulties with more than one series of a test, two users will be created in
Lexion, George1 and George2. The first George contains exercises for one of the series
and the second George contains exercises for the other series.
If you reassess George at a later time, perhaps the test result will improve, but Lexion
Assessment will still suggest new exercises for George’s new level. Then new exercises will
be created, named George3 and maybe George4, etc.
It might be unnecessary to keep all the old George users. Although it is possible to create
nine archives for the same George, you probably had better delete the older users, if
George has finished using these exercises, before you create new exercises for him with
Lexion Assessment. To delete archives in Lexion when they have served their purpose,
select the user you want in the Lexion user Archive, and click Remove.
If you have created exercises for a test result, and then in Lexion remove the exercise
archive by mistake, then you can go back to Lexion Assessment and create it once again
if you wish.
If Lexion has George1, George2, and George3, and you delete George2, then Lexion
Assessment next time will fill in the available space and create a George2.

Print results
In the list box of the result chart window,
select one of the tests if you want to print
the results of only one particular test, or
‘All’ tests if you want a print-out of the
results of all tests. Click Print.
You may choose from several printing
options. You may check the actual printout beforehand if you click the Preview
button.

Lexion index
For those interested in statistics we describe below a little about
the result computations in Lexion Assessment.
In the upper right corner of the profile window the result for the
current testing is shown in terms of points and so-called Lexion
index. The points are the test subject’s points and within parentheses the maximum
number of points. The Lexion index scale is a six-graded scale from 0 to 5. The
percentage value 50 of the result table will be transformed into Lexion index 2.5
according to this index scale.
The Lexion index scale is a crude point scale. No transformation table is being used.
Lexion index scale is a scale where 0 is the worst and 5 is the best, while the average
can be anywhere on the scale, depending upon the age of the test subjects in the
standardization group, and so on.
It is common to look at the test results from the Stanine scale point of view. We have
not designed any transformation tables for converting the Lexion Assessment values to
Stanine values. The Stanine scale is defined as a scale based on dividing the normal
distribution graph into nine scale steps, where the fifth step is the average on the scale.
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We have avoided the Stanine model for the reason that the tests have been standardized
on randomly selected (normal) test subjects while on the other hand they will mainly be
used on individuals with various degrees of difficulties or handicaps.
Thus: You have to relate a test subject’s results to the given norm and not to
the scale midpoint.

Norm values
The tests in Lexion assessment are standardized with regard to scores and time. The
standardization is based on a normal population for the age group concerned.
The purple line in the bars indicates the mean value. The two light blue lines indicate the
borders of the the normal distribution. The line to the left indicates the mean value minus half
a standard deviation and the line to the right indicates the mean value plus half a standard
deviation, the space in between the line is called the distribution measure, or spread. If the test
result, the tip of the bar, ends up within the markers the test subject has exhibited normal
performance.
If the bar starts with a yellow, orange and a red
dot respectively, the test subject has exceeded
the mean time with 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 standard
deviations respectively.
If a test is not standardized, no norm values will
be shown in the bars.
Click Update under Help in the main window to download the latest norm values, see
View norms, page 94.

The Logbook
The logbook is normally turned on but
can be turned off in the Lexion
Assessment main window. You bring up
the logbook by right-clicking a test
subject’s name, and selecting Logbook.
The logbook notes the time of testing,
what is answered, what the answer
should have been if it was wrong, score
points, and whether the test was
discontinued, etc.
The logbook window is a simple word
processor. You can enter your own notes
in the logbook. Click Save when you have
made your changes.
The logbook may be printed.
If the logbook is extensive, you may need
to use the search function to find what you are looking for. Use the key F3 to repeat the same
search many times.

Compare results
If you have a test that has been carried out by a number of test subjects, and you would
like to see a comparative summary of their results, you right-click the test and select
Compare test subjects.
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For example, you can make an account of the Castle Hills Primary School, Year 1, then
the same school Year 2, and compare the results. Start by selecting the school in the list
box of units, select Year 1 in the list box of groups. Then click, for example, the ‘By
subject’ button. Then select Year 2 in the list box of groups. Check the option ‘Add new
text every time’. Click the ‘By subject’ button again.
Or select all test subjects by ‘Select all’, to view for example the average for each one of
them. Or select two individuals to view their average results.
If you click the button ‘All’, all summaries will be presented in sequence in the text
field, first the mean values, then by task, and finally by subject.
Check ‘Replace with new text every time’, if you only want one summary to be entered
in the text field. If you check ‘Add new text every time’, the previous presentation will
not be erased, but followed by the new one.
The statement will be displayed in the text field. You may enter your own comments
wherever you like in the statement and then print everything with the Print button.

View norms
The tests, having been standardized, are shown with information about the basis of the
standardization, and about the current norm values. To find this statement you rightclick in the list of tests in Lexion Assessment’s main window.
This information shows the number of
individuals being the basis of the
standardization, the average values for the
test, the average total points for the test, as
well as the standard deviations.

*** 8 yrs Reading ***
Date of norming: 5 October 2004
Norms based on 33 test subjects
Series
1

Points
89

St-dev Time
8,6
1:31

St-dev
0:39

The standard deviation is used to
Mean value
89,33
St-deviation
8,58
show the amount of distribution, or
Mean response time
1:31
spread, i.e. how closely the
St-deviation
0:39
observations are gathered around its
average. It is not enough to have an average as the only measure when describing a test
result; a description of the distribution is also needed.

Update norms
In the View norms window, click Update to download the latest norms to all the tests. This
function is also found under the Help button in the main window. It is important that you check
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for new standardization values now and then. The existing tests are standardized continuously.
The more test subjects being tested, the more reliable the standardization values will be.
You have to be connected to the Internet. Your security system may prevent programs
to download files. If you are allowed to download files you will be notified about the
date of the new norms. If you already have these norms you won’t need to update,
otherwise, let the norms be downloaded. You also have to confirm that the old norms
are to be replaced by the new ones.

Language status
The language status form is used when appropriate. You should be familiar with the
language status procedure. The wording of this form is typical of the speech therapist’s
assessment of a child with speech impairment or reading and spelling difficulties. If you
do not plan to perform a language status, you need not read this section.

Some children with dyslexia also have speech impairment. A language status can then
be a valuable contribution to the complete assessment. You may read a little about how
to proceed in practice at the end of this section on page 86.
The language status form

At the top of the ‘form’ there is information about name, personal data, unit/school,
administrator, date and speech status occasion. The personal data is automatically
derived from the personal data form. There may be four occasions for an individual.
Don’t forget to adjust or add the appropriate date in the middle green field.
View of status occasions

The view is valuable when having done
several status occasions, or when
wanting to simply see how many
responses that are correct and how many
that are wrong for the specific occasion.
The bar of the summary is both green
and red corresponding to the number of
correct and incorrect answers. If the bar does not reach 100, all the tasks of the status
have not been completed yet. The current occasion is shown in lighter colours.

The speech status part
The first part of the form contains the repetition status; thereafter the real language
status will follow. The speech status part contains sections for vowels, consonants,
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consonant combinations, assimilations, swaps (metatheses) and reductions (omitted
sounds).
Remember that there are two scroll bars in the window. You must scroll the inner one to
see the bottom part of the speech status form. Scroll the outer one to get to the language
status part.
When the test subject repeats correctly, you only write a plus sign in the column. In fact,
you need not press the plus key, but merely press Enter. If the cell is empty, and you
press Enter, Lexion will interpret that as a correct answer and a plus sign will appear
and you will automatically get to the next cell! (The key F5 has the same function, but
with the difference that even if something is written in the cell, it will be replaced by a
plus sign).
Whenever the test subject speaks incorrectly, you write the whole word or the
pronounced phoneme, the phoneme combination, etc. in the column. Press Enter to go
to the next cell.
An entry is usually done in phonetic transcription. You cannot make phonetic signs with
the computer without having to get a special typeface. Lexion Assessment cannot
presume that you do have a phonetic typeface, so we suggest that you use a transcription
by using the common signs in a way you decide. If you hear the word ‘bird’ being
pronounced ‘bard’, then you write in the whole-word column ‘bard’ and in the phoneme
column ‘ar’ for the long ‘ur’. The following illustration shows only some parts of the
form:

If you are uncertain and cannot hear what the test subject says in spite of several
repetitions, you may fill in a question mark (the F6 key), or write what you think you
hear, followed by a question mark.
If the target phoneme is omitted, you write the whole word in the whole-word column,
and a slashed zero (Ø) in the phoneme column (use the F7 key). If the word ‘ball’
becomes ‘all’, you write ‘all’ in the whole-word column and Ø in the phoneme column.
If on the other hand the consonant combination ‘gl’ is pronounced ‘l’, then you should
not write ‘Øl’ but merely ‘l’.
In fact, the slash in the zero sign should slant the other way, but usually there is no such sign on
your computer. You should write an turned the right way when you are using pen and paper.
You can make a print-out of an empty speech status form and fill it in by hand.

When the test subject is not able to repeat anything at all, you note that down by a
minus sign (the F8 key).
A sign that is important to use, is the apostrophe [‘] for a glottal stop, see the examples
‘water’and ‘hat’ in the illustration above. The glottal stop for medial and final [t] is a very
common pronunciation in many dialects in the English. If you regard this pronunciation as
normal for your region, you might not consider it ‘incorrect’, and then you mark it with a
plus sign.
Remember that you move between the cells by Enter or arrow keys. Also after pressing
the keys F5-F8 focus is automatically moved to the next cell.
Vowels

First there are two or three columns, the whole-word columns, where you fill in the test
subject’s response word. The columns concern the vowel in the long and short and
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diphthongal form. Then there are a few narrower columns, the phoneme columns, where
you summarize your notations by stating only the tested vowel. See the examples ‘ee’, ‘e’,
and ‘ur’ in the illustration above.
A diphthong is the phonetic term for a glide from one vowel sound to another,
pronounced as a single syllable. An example of a diphthong in Modern English is the
sound eeoo, or in linguistic notation, /iu/ in the word you, and in the first syllable of
beautiful and future. The same goes for the examples fear, pain, road, in the illustration
above.
Consonants

There are three whole-word columns where you fill in the test subject’s whole response.
The columns concern the consonant in the initial, medial and final position of the word.
Then three phoneme columns follow where you summarize your notations by stating only
the tested consonant. Some consonants do not exist in all positions, e.g. ‘h’ and ‘ng’.
Consonant clusters

A number of consonant combinations are tested. In the columns you fill in how the
actual combination is pronounced. If ‘Glenn’ becomes ‘Lenn’ you write ”l” (not ‘Øl’).
Assimilation tendency

The test subject’s tendency to assimilate neighbouring phonemes is tested. If ‘carpet’
becomes ‘parpet’, the ‘k’ has been assimilated into ‘p’ which is found later on in the word,
regressive assimilation. If the word becomes ‘karket’ the assimilation has occurred in the
opposite direction, progressive assimilation. You fill in the whole word in the column. It is not
enough to write “p”, because then you do not know what has been assimilated with what.
Swapping tendency

You test the tendency to swap sounds in words. ‘Goblin’ may become ‘boglin’. You should
fill in the whole utterance in the columns. It is not enough to fill in only the two letters, as
swapping may also occur between phonemes that are not adjacent, (‘goblin’ becomes
‘boglin’ or ‘golbin’) or may occur together with a reduction or an assimilation (‘bobin’).
Reduction tendency

Here the tendency to omit sounds or syllables in words is tested. ‘Banana’ may become
”nana”. The unstressed part is often the one lost in a reduction.

The language status part
In the language status, which does not claim to represent a complete linguistic
assessment form, you specify the linguistic observations that appear during the speech
status part. Here you enter information about the intelligibility of speech, about the
vocabulary and grammar, etc. and other observations about overall communication.

Load and Save
You can create four speech status occasions for a certain test subject. The first time you
complete a speech status you save it as occasion one by clicking S1. Every time you come to
the speech status form, the results of this occasion will then be shown. Next time you want to
create a new speech status you click New. Then the form is emptied and you can fill in a new
status. This you will then save as occasion two with the button S2. Every time you get to the
speech status window, you will get the latest status, i.e. occasion 2. If this is not completed,
you would probably want to continue to fill in that form, and then you will have to save the
notations with the button S2 until it is completed. Should you like to look at occasion one
you click L1 to bring it up. Click L2 to collect the second occasion and so on. Or click New
to create status number three, which you then save as occasion three with S3.
The current status occasion is shown in lit colours in the View status occasions chart.
Print

The print-out looks similar to the form on the screen. You will need 2 pages. You
have to collect each speech status occasion with L1, L2, etc., and make a separate
print-out for each occasion. One View status occasions chart will be included at the
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end of the print-out, regardless of the occasion being printed. There must however be
two occasions for the test subject for the chart to be included (it is meaningless to
view a survey when there is only one occasion).
If you print an empty speech status you can fill it in with a pen, when you want to
use phonetic transcription.

Practical advice when making a speech status
First talk with the child for a while about any topic. Parents may be present but
instruct them to be quiet and still, and not to try to help the child in any way.
If you do establish a good rapport during the conversation and you are sure that the
child will participate in the repetition procedure, then explain exactly what will
happen, that you will say words and that the child should repeat them and that you
will press a little key on the computer keyboard after each word.
If, on the other hand, the child is anxious and shy and fidgets about in the chair, you
can explain that you will play a game. The ‘taking turns game’! “First I will say
something, then you will say something. You can say the same thing as I, can’t you?
And then we take turns and we will see who will keep on longer, you or me! And I
will press a little on the computer so that we will know how many we managed.”
When you are ready to start, pretend to take time to come up with a word that is
funny, then you say according to the form the word “bee” and you look keenly at the
child or maybe even point at the child to indicate it is its turn.
Try to find funny gestures to accompany each word, so that it doesn’t get boring.
When you say “fear”, shrug a little, when you say “cup”, pretend to be drinking hot
coffee, etc.
If you think that the child cannot go through the whole test, go down vertically
through the speech status so that you at least cover one instance of each phoneme.
Try to sneak into using the computer as smoothly as possible between each
repetition. The child should not be seated so that it can see the screen.
If it is getting too hard towards the end, you can skip the second half of each of the
consonant clusters, assimilation tendency, etc. If you need to discontinue in the
middle, you may do so and continue some other time.
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7
FUNCTIONS
All functions are arranged here as in an encyclopaedia. You will probably not need to
read all in this section, as many of the functions are mentioned earlier in this manual.

Shortcuts to Lexion
The shortcuts with which to start Lexion are located on the desktop or in the Start
menu group ‘Lexion’. The Lexion CD installation creates two shortcuts, and the
Lexion network client installation creates two more shortcuts. The shortcuts have the
following labels and effects. Your network administrator may have removed some
shortcuts that are not needed on your system.
Shortcut

Effect

Lexion -L-

Opens the teacher’s/therapist’s archive -L- and presents the
welcome screen asking what you want to do.

Lexion Archives

Lexion Login

Lexion Direct

Shows the archives window from which to select a user.
In a network pupils or patients may use this shortcut.
Shows a login window where to enter the name and
password, then presents the user’s exercises.
Automatically opens the exercise archive of the user with
the same name as the current registered Windows user
without asking for a password. If there is no such archive,
the user has to select an archive from a list.

When entering the -L- archive, Lexion starts by
asking what you want to do. You select one of the
entries and Lexion will go to the corresponding parts
of the program.

Enable toolbar and menus
The teacher’s/therapist’s tool bar is invisible
and the menu bar disabled when a user starts
the program by means of the personal shortcut
in the Windows Start menu. In that mode it is
possible to enable the toolbar and menu bar.
•
Press the keys Alt+M. State your password if
any.
To hide the toolbar and disable the menu bar again:
•
Press Alt+M or click Close menus in the File menu.
Instead of pressing Alt+M you may right-click with the mouse in the top panel of the
Lexion main window.
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The user archive
Click
or press F2 or select User Archive in the File menu to get to the user
archive where you can do the following.

Select a user
Select a user and click OK. Or double-click on the user’s name.

If the network administrator has prevented users from being shown in the list, there will be a
button visible with the label Select user… A user is selected with this button instead of from
the list. You have to know the name and password of the user that you are going to select.
If the user has several personal archives, the label with
the user name on the top panel of the Lexion main
window is extended into a drop-down box containing,
e.g., Jennifer, Jennifer1, Jennifer2, etc. This drop-down
box is then used by Jennifer to conveniently switch
between her archives. No password has to be given
when she uses the drop-down box.

Create a new user
Click Create a new user. State in seven steps (each step is described with pictures on
page 25):
1 The name of the user
2 Select one of the four options on how to adapt exercises:
• By using Lexion Assessment
• By searching the List database
• According to a predefined profile (ready-made exercises)
• According to another existing user
3 Password
4 Shortcut icon in the Start menu
5 Shortcut group name in the Start menu
6 User description
7 Path for storing the results in a network

Click OK when you have finished with the last step. If you end up in Lexion Assessment, see
page 57. If you come to the List database, see page 97. If you wanted a predefined profile, or
wanted to let the user inherit the settings of someone else, then the creating of a user and the
adaptation is finished.
Some of these seven steps may be affected (mandatory or disabled) by the settings done by the
network administrator.
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If you want one and the same user to have several exercise archives to choose from, then name
the archives Jennifer1, Jennifer2, etc. When the name is followed by one numeric character in
this way, Jennifer may easily select among her archives herself with the drop-down box
described above.

Create profile
Select the desired user’s name. Click Create profile to make a predefined profile based on
the user’s settings. Such a profile then serves as a model when you create new users or
wish to change the model for an existing user. You have previously seen that Lexion has a
number of profiles already, such as ‘Year R Term 1’, ‘Beginning to read’, or ‘Aphasia acoustico-gnostic (sensory)’ and many others.

Change name
Select a user and click Change name in order to change the name. You might have misspelt the
name or you might have got a new user with the name of an existing user and then you would
need to change the first user from ‘Charlie’ to ‘Charlie Brown’, for instance.

Remove a user
Select the name of the user you want to delete. Click Remove to delete the user and all of the
information regarding the user from the hard disk. If the user is present in Lexion Assessment
he will not be erased from there. For practical reasons, you must go to the assessment window
and remove him separately from there. It may be that the exercise archive that you are
removing may have been created by Lexion Assessment as a result of a test, and you may later
want to recreate the user based upon other test results in Lexion Assessment.

The use of passwords
When creating a new user you will be
asked if you wish to give a password to
the new user. The user has to state this
password when starting Lexion with the
personal shortcut in the Start menu.
Thus no unauthorized user can enter
someone else’s exercise archive.
You may create or change a password
at a later time. In the user archive,
select the user you want, and click
Password... You will see the current
password and may fill in a new one.
You may also use this function when
you just want to help a user who has forgotten his password.
To delete a password, select the name of the user and click Password... You will then see the
current password. Delete this so that the text box is empty and then click OK.
If you consider passwords necessary it is important that you give yourself a password! Select
-L- (yourself) in the list and click Password… Fill in the password you want for yourself.
Your password will be prompted for when you start Lexion and when somebody presses
Alt+M to bring up the menu bar and toolbar buttons.
Passwords are stored on the hard disk in encrypted form.
In a network, the use of passwords is controlled by the
network administrator. As a rule passwords are mandatory in
a network.

Should you forget your password, ask your network
administrator, or note the number in the title bar of
the password window and contact us. We will then
tell you how to retrieve the password.
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Create a shortcut
The user is allocated a private entrance to Lexion in the Start menu, see picture on page 28.
If you skipped that possibility when the user was created, you may do that afterwards by
going to the user archive and click the Shortcut button.
Lexion wants to know what icon is to be associated with the shortcut. The shortcut title in
the Start menu will be Lexion’s name of the user. Specify an icon and click OK.
You will then have to decide the name of the shortcut group (see picture on page 28). The
default suggestion will be the name Lexion – Users; you may also make up another group
designation. When you have made your choice, click OK.
Network
When Lexion is used in a network you should not create a shortcut in
the Start menu. It will be visible only in your computer. All users have to start their
own Lexion with the special shortcut that already exists in all client computers that
have got the Lexion client installation. (See Installation folder.)

Change user description
Click About… Add a text if you forgot or skipped this when the user was created. Or change
the existing text. Save the text when finished.

Change network path
In the user archive, click the Network button. Specify a new path for saving the user’s results.
Do not state anything here if a network is not present. If there is a network and you have
agreed with the network administrator where to store the user’s results, then you will here
specify the target for storing the results. The network administrator might also have decided
once and for all what target to use (see Installation folder); in that case this function is disabled
when you run Lexion.

Lexion Assessment
Create a new test subject
When you want to start working with a new
subject, click New test subject.
Fill in the name and click OK.

The Personal data window will appear. Fill in unit/school and group/class (year). Use
only the figure “1” if the subject is in Year 1, etc. The group column in the list of names
of the main window is very narrow and will have a colour indication (see picture below)
only if you type in the figure “1”. If you write “Year 1” instead, the idea of colours will
not work. For a Reception year class you may write an R or Ry or rY, or 0 (a zero). You
can fill in the remaining information fields some time later on.
Click Ok when you have entered all data. The new test subject has now been entered
into the list of names in the Assessment main window.

Select a test subject
The unit/school that the test subject
belongs to is found in the first column
and the group/class in the second
column.
Click the name of the test subject to
select it as the current test subject. If
you have problems finding a certain name, type the name on the keyboard, and it will
automatically be found and selected in the list of names.
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Select a test
Click on the name of the test in the list on the right.

Start a test
Click on Start test. The selected test subject is the current one. The selected test is
started.
A test subject may be tested any number of times with different tests and also any
number of times with the same test.

Performing the test
Each test always starts with a few instructional tasks for which there will be no points given.
These tasks are just to make sure that the test subject understands the principles of the test.
Select
Arrange

Write
Point
Speak
Read

Click the correct alternative, or type the corresponding number on the keyboard.
Drag the parts with the mouse and place them in the correct order, preferably in the target
field on the screen. Some parts will need to be put in place and some might be redundant.
With the keyboard, select with space bar, and move with arrow keys. If the order of all parts
is obvious to the test subject, right-clicking on the parts will move them into sequence. When
finished, click “Ready” or press Enter.
Type the correct answer with the keyboard. Then press Enter or click the button ”Ready”
There are small buttons placed in the picture. Click the button that is in the correct place. Or
type the corresponding number on the keyboard.
The test waits for the test subject so say something orally. When ready, you, not the test
subject, press the Plus or Minus key (on laptops the Home or End key) for a correct or wrong
answer, respectively.
When a reading task is presented, click the Ready button when the text has been read.

To read or hear the question once again the button Again is clicked. This can only be
done once in each task. To continue to the next task, (whether the task was solved or
not) the Ready button is clicked or the Enter key is pressed.

Flags
blue
purple
green
red

The test subject has completed the test and no test is uncompleted.
The tests are marked with a green flag in the list.
The test subject has one or several tests uncompleted; these are
marked with a red flag in the list.
The test has been completed by the test subject. If no tests are
unfinished, he/she has then got a blue flag in the list of names.
The test has been started by the selected test subject, but not
finished. The test subject has got a purple flag.

Help
Click Help in the Main window to select any of the following help topics.
Contents
Table of contents
Introduction
Introduction to Lexion Assessment
Tips
Tips and suggestions
Support
Sending questions via e-mail
Search
Search for a topic or word in the help texts
Home page
The Lexion home page
Courses
Courses in Lexion, with details on our home page
Update
Update norm values, etc. for Lexion Assessment via the Internet
About Lexion Assessment Version and authors and those who have kindly been assisting with
the standardization of the tests

Check the homepage now and then for updates. You might also find other valuable
information. You must be connected to the Internet in order to update. See also page 94.
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About the test...
Read a short description of the current test. Test descriptions are also found on p. 60
in this manual.

Observation form...
You print an observation form when you need one. If you don’t have a printer, you may
install Lexion temporarily somewhere where a printer is available, print out the forms,
make photocopies from this set of forms, and then uninstall Lexion.

Settings…
The Settings button gives you the following options.
About Lexion Assessment…

Version and authors and those who have kindly been assisting with the standardization of
the tests.
Colour…

Select colour of the top panel. Or double-click directly on the top panel a few times to
change its colour. The colour you choose will be valid from now on.
Style…

Select a larger typeface of the lists of names and tests in the Assessment main window.
Or double-click directly on the lists’ heading a few times to change the typeface. Also
select whether you want to add or remove colouring in the list of the tests, For example
you may want all the six-year-old children’s tests to have a colour of their own, etc.
Password...

It might be wise to have your own password for Lexion Assessment so that only you
can get into this part of the program. By having a separate password for the Assessment
part, it is possible to arrange that only some teachers/therapists can access the
Assessment part, while others may access the exercise part of Lexion only.
With installation on a network a password is essential. Passwords are also necessary
when making a schedule (see page 95).
Should you forget your password and cannot enter the Assessment function, note the
number in the title bar of the password window and contact us. We will then tell you
how to solve the problem.

Right-click in the list of names
Results...

Or click the Results button. The results of the selected test subject are displayed. If the
test subject does not have a flag there are no results.
Logbook...

The default option is that a Logbook is being kept of the test subject’s answers and and
the way in which he answers questions. If you do not want this, uncheck the option in
the lower right corner before starting the test.
Reset Results...

If you started testing by mistake or for some other reason want to delete the results and start all
over, the results can be reset to zero. You might also want to delete results of fictitious test
subjects that you created in order to test a new test of your own making.
Personal data...

You will get to the form for the personal data of the test subject. See page 94.
Language Status...

You will get to the window with the form of the test subject’s speech and language
status. See page 83.
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Send a test subject...

If you want to send information about a test subject to a colleague or another computer of
yours, it is easy to do so with this function. All the information is packed into a file that
you may send via diskette or e-mail. An example of when this might be considered is when
you want to send results to someone who wants them for standardizing one or several tests.
Send a test subject by diskette:
Right-click on the name of the test subject. Select Send George Smith… if that is his
name. Cancel the e-mail window. Copy georgesmith.cab from the lexion4\provia\email
folder onto a diskette.
Send a test subject by e-mail:
You should be connected to the Internet and have an e-mail account. Right-click the
name of the test subject. Select Send George Smith…if that is his name. Fill in the
recipient’s e-mail address and click Send. When your e-mail application has started,
check if Lexion managed to attach the file georgesmith.cab to the mail. (Otherwise,
attach the file georgesmith.cab manually to the e-mail message, which is found in
lexion4\provia\email folder.) Then send the e-mail.
Receive a test subject:
The recipient of the cab-file should double-click on it and ask to Open it. It will install
itself automatically into Lexion. If a test subject by the current name already exists, you
will be asked if the delivered test subject should replace the existing one.
Send norm values:
If you send us a test subject for standardization purposes, your selection of test subjects must be
by random choice. The group of test subjects should be a group of randomly selected persons
corresponding to an average population of that age. The test subjects must have completed the
full test; incomplete tests cannot take part in the standardization. If you have written critical
information in the personal data you must erase all information except for the name and year of
birth before sending the material. With only the first name and year of birth the material is not
sensitive and you will not violate any laws and you do not need the permission from the test
subjects or their parents in order to send it. However, you may need permission from the parents
when you are going to test children who normally do not need any ‘tests’.
Change unit/group…

If you want to change or supplement information about the personal data regarding unit
and group you can do so either here or in the Personal data window. Unit&group can be for
example school&class or hospital&clinic or some other system that you decide.
Change name....

If you want to change the spelling of a name of a test subject you do so here. The
alteration will then be reflected in all forms and result statements of the program.
Remove...

When deleting a test subject all the test data connected to that subject will disappear
from the Assessment part of Lexion, but not from the exercise part of Lexion.
Undo remove...

If you decide it was a mistake to delete a test subject, it is possible to retrieve the test
subject with this command.

Right-click in the list of tests
Edit test...

You can edit the selected test. See page 96. You may only edit your own tests. The tests
that are delivered with Lexion are protected by copyright and therefore permanently locked
and impossible to alter.
New test…

Brings you to the test editor, which is empty and you can begin to construct a new test
of your own. See page 96.
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Schedule test…

If you have a room with several computers and headsets you may assess a whole group of
test subjects at the same time. See page 95.
Send test...

If you have made your own test and want to send it to a colleague, you use this function.
The test and all its associated files, except for pictures and recordings, are stored in a
file that you send via e-mail (or diskette) to the colleague. You cannot send any of the
tests that came with Lexion due to copyrights.
Send a test by diskette:
Right-click the name of the test in the list of tests. Select Send test… Cancel the e-mail
window. Copy the file testname.cab from the folder lexion4\provia\email onto a
diskette. Then send the diskette to the colleague.
Send a test by e-mail:
You have to be connected to the Internet and the e-mail functions. Right-click the name
of the test. Select Send testname. Fill in the recipient’s e-mail address and click Send.
When your e-mail application has started, check if Lexion managed to attach the file
testname.cab to the mail. (Otherwise, attach the file testname.cab manually to the e-mail
message, which is found in lexion4\provia\email folder.) Then send the e-mail.
Receive a test:
The recipient of the cab-file should double-click on it and ask to open it. It will install
itself automatically into Lexion. If a test with the current name already exists, you will
be asked if the delivered test should replace the existing one.
Observation form…

The same function as the button with the same name, see above. However, if you want to
print front sheets to your observation forms, you need to go this way, i.e. to right-click
on the name of the test, and then on Observation forms, and then select, for instance,
!front sheet primary school.not.
Compare test subjects…

The compare function displays the results of all test subjects in Lexion Assessment for
the selected test. See page 81.
View norms...

Our tests are standardized. If you want information about the norm values, a survey of
all the tests is displayed here (regardless of what test was selected when right-clicking).
About the test…

The same function as the button by the same name, see above.

Personal data
In the Personal data window you fill in the test subject’s personal data and other
information. Each text field can only contain a short line of information.
Some fields have drop-down list-boxes. Either you use what’s in the list or you fill in
something new. The drop-down list-boxes become useful when wanting to state the
name of a school with the exact spelling each time. If you write the same thing in
different ways (for example, sometimes Castle Hills Primary School and sometimes
Castle Hills School) the grouping of the test subjects in the personal list of the main
window will be incorrect.
By Unit and Group you can decide for yourself how you want to group the test subjects.
Unit/group can also be school/year, hospital/clinic, clinic/ward, patient group/subgroup,
etc. Each time you add a new unit or school, it will be possible next time to select from
all the previously entered units or schools by means of the drop-down list boxes.
When stating group/class and you want to specify the year, write the figure “1” for year
1, the figure “2” for year 2, and so on, or the grouping and colouring in the list of the
main window will be incorrect. You may perfectly well write “1a, 2c, 3b” etc if you
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avoid using space between number and letter. But do not write for example “Year 1”
because then you will only see the letters “Yea” in the group column for all years, as
there is just room for a few letters in the narrow column. For a preschool class, or
Reception year class, you should write "Ry", "rY", or "0" (a zero).
Move between the fields by means of Enter or the arrow keys. The Tab key is used to
move focus to the buttons on the right side of the window.
From the Personal data window it is possible to get to the Language status window with
the special button.
The personal data are printed out on the printer while printing Results, see page 80.
The following is an example of Personal data:
Name
Birth date
Address
City - Postcode
Telephone
Unit/School
Group/Class
Date of assessment
Administrator
Symptoms write/read
Sympt. speak/understand
Sympt. learning/memory
Medical information
Hearing
Sight
Motor skills
Sensory capacity
Handedness
Family history
Family situation
Mother tongue
Motivation
Interests
Other

Emily Lindberg
3.11.1995
1 Homeway
Hometown, 3X8 B7W
0777-555 888
Town school
1
28.11.2002
Archibald Spooner
Reads certain signs etc, writes her name
Speaks quickly and indistinctly, is lacking r, seems to understand well
Not examined
Born 6 weeks prematurely, early ear infections.
Good
Good
Walks on tiptoe
Not examined
Right-handed
Father had ‘rushed’ speech as a child
A brother in Year 4 (with similar problems)
English
Participates but sometimes restless
Football
Has a computer at home

Scheduling tests
(Advanced)
If you have a room with several computers and headsets in a network, you may allow
a whole group of test subjects to be tested at the same time. By means of the scheduling function you
can decide which test is to be performed and what password the test subjects should state to start the
specific test. When all test subjects are seated at the computers they state the password and their name
and then the selected test will start directly without any other Lexion windows appearing.
Make a schedule
Before scheduling, all test subjects must be entered into Lexion Assessment. Create each test subject
in advance.
Go to the scheduling window by right-clicking the test to be performed.
Select the test subjects to participate in the test. In the drop-down list boxes you can select a whole
unit or a whole group in a single operation instead of clicking one person at a time.
The list of names displays only the names of the test subjects that have not yet performed the test.
(If you still consider that all test subjects should be included in the list of names, while running the
risk of selecting persons that have already completed the test, then press the keys F5 and F6 to
change between showing all test subjects, or test subjects not having completed the test yet.)
When the desired persons have been selected, assign a name and a password to this schedule.
Save the schedule.
Don’t forget that Lexion Assessment itself also needs a password in order for the scheduling to work.
Run a schedule
Fist you start the computers and then you log on as yourself. Start Lexion and go to Lexion
Assessment. When the program stops and asks for a password, you leave the computers in that state.
When all the test persons are seated at their computers they each will need to fill in the password of
the schedule! (Not the password of Lexion Assessment.) Afterwards the test subjects state their
respective names. These have to be spelt exactly as the names in Lexion Assessment’s list of names.
After this the test will start immediately. Now all test subjects will complete their tests.
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When the last task is completed, the Lexion main window will appear, instead of the Lexion
Assessment menu. The test subjects therefore cannot view their own or anybody else’s results.
You should be present in the room while the testing is going on.
When the test subjects have left the room you may re-enter the Assessment main window and view
their results.

Edit test items
(Advanced) The creation of tests is a science of its own. Normally, you would not have the time or
desire to create your own tests, but it is quite possible. There is a tool for that in Lexion also.
Right-click on any test name, and select New test, and you will come to the Test editor. The test
editor is very flexible and powerful, and allows for the creation of almost any type of tasks.
Right-click on ‘Demonstration Test series’, and select Edit test, in order for you to see how an
existing test is constructed. Browse through the different pages and tabs.
It is not possible to open any of the other tests delivered with Lexion. They are locked for
copyright reasons.
Further instructions on test editing are found in the Help function of the test editor.

Select exercises
The main menu shows the different exercises in the form of icons. The user will be allotted a
selection of these icons. You, yourself, -L-, have usually got all the icons visible. A user has
only the use of maybe a dozen or so of the exercises. If you are going to select exercises
manually, first create a new user
based on the neutral profile,
otherwise you will, unwisely,
change the appearance of -L-.

Show and hide exercises
You have to bring forward or
remove exercises in the main menu,
i.e. you don’t want your user to
practise with all the exercises or you
want to enable some of the exercises
you have previously removed.

Click

or press F4.

The leftmost column shows what
group the exercises belong to. The
second column shows the icons of
the exercises and the last column
has their titles.
Select the exercises you want the user to practise with and deselect the ones you don’t want the
user to practise with. Click in the narrow middle column to turn the icons on or off.
If you hold the mouse button down on the name of the exercise you will see a thumbnail picture
of the exercise.
If you want to select exercises with the help of predefined profiles or the list database, see
below.
Otherwise, click OK when finished
If you select exercises in this way, without the help of predefined profiles or the list database,
you will have to go through every exercise to select a list and also set the properties of them.
If you should ruin the appearance of -L-, there is a command in the Exercise menu called
Reset -L-, with which to restore the archive to its original state.
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Use a Predefined profile
If you wish to give a user the predefined settings of one of the profiles, click on
and the Profiles window will appear. There are several profiles to choose
from. Some are intended for patients with aphasia and others for mainstream primary school
education, etc.

When choosing such a profile for your user, a selection of exercises with special lists and
settings are produced automatically and ready to use at once. You may modify the settings as
usual if you don’t find some of them appropriate for your particular user.
A second tab in this window contains the settings of users already existing in your Lexion. By
choosing such a setting, your user may inherit the exercises and settings of another user.
When you have selected for instance the
profile ‘Year 1 Term 1’ for your user, and
you click OK, the Lexion main window will
contain the appropriate exercises for that
educational stage.
Lexion contains profiles for every term from
ReceptionYear to Year 9, resulting in
exercises following the recommendations of
the Primary National Strategy. Also, there is
an excellent series of 68 profiles called
‘Beginning to read’, which is intended for
the youngest pupils who are in the process
of understanding the alphabetic system.

Search the List Database
If instead you choose to select exercises with the help of the list database, click
and the search window of the list database will appear.
You may search several times, until you are satisfied with the result.
You search for an educational idea, for example, the spelling of words with ‘silent E’. This
search will result in a number of lists. The lists are used in various exercises but the lists are
the main objects for the search. The search result shows both what lists and exercises will
be valid for the educational idea searched for.
You may perform a Normal search or an Advanced search.
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Normal search

The normal search function will
probably be sufficient for most
of your needs.
You enter a search string in the
text box, or you select a search
string by opening the text box.
Also, if you want to specify a
certain age level, depress one or
more age buttons. Finally, press
Enter or click the Start the search
button. Lexion will search the list
database to find the text that you
have specified, much like
searching for information on the
Internet. For example, if you enter
the search string “vowel quality” (within quotation marks) and depress the age level ‘3’ (7 years
old) button, Lexion should find about thirty lists meeting that search criterion.
If you enter ‘vowel quality’ without quotation marks, lists will be searched dealing with vowels
and quality but not necessarily both at the same time, Lexion will, for example, also find lists
about consonant quality. If you enter ‘vowel / quality’, Lexion will find lists about ‘vowel’ or
‘quality’. The string ‘vowel #quality’ or ‘vowel –quality’ will result in lists about vowels but not
about quality. Click on Search tips... if you want to be reminded about these conventions.
The level buttons have neutral figures 1-9 so that the pupil, who is perhaps standing behind you,
will not easily be able to interpret the meaning of the buttons. Each time you place the cursor on
the buttons an explanatory key will pop up.
Advanced search

To get to the advanced search option, first click the button
Advanced search.
There are fields for User category, Level, and Exercise area but
you don’t need to complete all these fields in order to perform a
search. If you enter ESOL in the User category field, Lexion
will search for ESOL education in that field of the database
only, and not in the Exercise area field.
If you select Level 3 (7 years old) only, you will find all the
lists matching that level. Such a search result will probably be too wide. If you select adjective
in the third field you will find a few lists dealing with adjectives. Such a search result will
probably be too narrow. You may specify search conditions in two or more fields. To specify
Level 3 with the level buttons and at the same time vowel quality in field three will probably
give a suitable search result, for example thirty lists that will be used in ten different exercises,
which may be just right for your user.
The level buttons have neutral figures 1-9 so that the pupil, who is perhaps standing behind you,
will not easily be able to interpret the meaning of the buttons. Each time you place the cursor on
the buttons an explanatory key will pop up. It is possible to depress several level buttons at the
same time if you would like to search in a larger age range.
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Search results

The thirty lists (in our example
above) that were found through the
search are specified in the next
window. You see which exercise is
associatied with which lists. As
often many of the found lists belong
to the same exercise, you will have
to decide which one to use in that
particular exercise.
Check these thirty lists to see if they
correspond to your educational idea.
If you click on a list you may read
the database information below. If
you are not pleased with the overall
result, click New search and you
may make the search all over with
new search conditions.
Before Lexion can make an
adaptation you must say which of
the lists you want for the exercise
that has got several lists allotted at
the search. Go through the listing
and select one list for each exercise.
If you don’t want any of the lists for
a particular exercise, click on the
exercise name to cancel the exercise.
If you want a print-out, click Print
when you are ready with your
selections.
Advanced: To copy the listing, press Ctrl+C
and paste it into a document or an e-mail
message.

When you are ready, click OK.
The user archive is created.

Personal properties
Adaptations that will be valid universally for all exercises for the current user, are called
Personal properties, e.g. what response sound Charlie will hear when having answered an
exercise task.
Use

or press F5. The window with personal properties has six tabs.

Response when correct
Response when wrong
The first two tabs are about response signals when the user has answered a question
correctly/incorrectly or solved a task in a correct/incorrect way. Check one of the following:
Beep: A simple beep or a ting-a-ling sound.
Sound file: A cheerful/gloomy sound file will be played, stated in the field Current sound file.
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Sound file random: A cheerful/gloomy sound file is selected randomly from the selection of
sounds that you
have made in the
field Current sound
files.
If you do not
choose Beep, click
the Select sound
button. A file
browser will appear
to the right. There
you search for a
sound file that suits
as a response signal.
Note that positive
and negative files and opening music files are mixed. Click once on the sound file and click
Listen to check how it sounds. When you have decided upon a sound file, double-click it to
enter it into the field Current sound file. If you have selected Sound file random, repeat
selecting a sound file until you have several sound files entered into the field Current Sound
files.
If you want to record your own sound files, select Record. Don’t invent file names that have a
space. To delete a sound file from the field Current sound file(s), click within the field and
delete with Delete or Backspace, as in a word processor.

Opening music
When Lexion is started (and ended) you will hear a short musical melody. Here you may
decide with a check-mark if there will be any music or not when the user starts his Lexion. If
you decide to keep a check-mark you may choose a suitable sound file with the Select sound
button. Note that positive and negative sound files and music files are mixed. Double-click it
to enter it into the field Current sound file.
Advanced: If you, in addition to this, would like to change the finishing snatch you have to find or fabricate a
sound file, name it End.wav and place it in the Lexion4 folder. Lexion will use that sound file at exit regardless of
who has been practising.

Exercise instructions
When an exercise is started, directions on how to run the exercise might be needed,
especially if the user is unfamiliar with Lexion or the new Lexion exercises.
In the fourth tab you may say if the instructions should be shown: never, automatically
the first time an exercise starts, or the first three times that a certain exercise starts.
Regardless of your settings one may always bring up the instructions with the F1 key or
button during the exercise. Also confirm if it should be presented by being
the
spoken, written, or both.
Every list in Lexion is associated with its own exercise instruction text.
See page 114 on how to create an exercise instruction for a list of your own.

Numbering
Many exercises in Lexion consist of a question and multiple choices. These choices are
usually numbered in order to show what number key to press when answering with the
keyboard.
In the fifth tab you decide whether the numbering function should be on or off.
If you remove the numbering feature you must use the mouse to click on the answer
alternatives. However, it is quite possible to press a numeric key though the numbering is
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invisible. It is also always possible to step through the alternatives with the Space bar and
answer with the Enter key.

Amount
In the properties of each exercise you may set a maximum exercise amount, which means that
each exercise may have a different maximum exercise quantity, counted in minutes or number
of tasks. If you would prefer to set maximum exercise quantity universally, so that it is valid
for all the exercises of this user at the same time, you will decide that in this setting.
If you specify that you want to disregard locally set times or quantities, you will also have to
specify the exact time or quantity that you want to be valid generally. Then all the exercises
will be given the same maximal exercise quantity, thus overriding the locally set amounts.
There will be some exceptions made to the time you specify here. If you specify a certain
number of minutes, some exercises will get double the number of minutes and some exercises
triple the number of minutes. If you specify a certain number of exercise tasks, that will then
be the amount in all the exercises without exception.
The following exercises will get double the number of minutes: Hangman, Word Chase, The
Doctor, Mouse chase, Answer in microphone, Text and questions.
The following exercises will get triple the number of minutes: Write a story, Create words.

Save Personal properties
Select OK when you are ready to save the Personal properties. What has been set in the
different tabs will be saved for the current user.

Properties
When customising exercises with
the help of predefined profiles, the
customisation will probably not be
conclusive and perfect. Some of the
properties might have to be
adjusted more precisely. This is
even truer if you searched the List
database.
Select the exercise in which you
want to change the settings. You
click the exercise icon to select it
(or you click with the right mouse
button if the function Start with a
single click in the Exercise menu is
on).

or press F6. If you
Click
make a right-click, choose the
Properties command in the popup
menu.
The property window has three or four tabs depending upon the exercise.

The List tab
You select a list in the first tab of the Properties window. To edit lists you must go to the list
editor, see page 104.
Drop down the list box and select a list. At the same time the database information of the list is
being shown as well as a thumbnail picture of what the screen looks like when practising with
the list.
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Every time you change to another list in the drop-down box, the properties in the other
tabs will be modified.
Every list has or should have ideal properties and an ideal exercise icon and title. These are
activated each time a change in the first tab is made and will alter the settings in the rest of the
tabs. Therefore first make your choice in the List tab, then in the other tabs. Otherwise you will
have to do everything all over
several times or you will not get
the desired settings.
The Internal word base often exists
as an alternative among the lists
depending upon whether the
exercise is designed to use the word
base or not. Exercises such as J and
NG, Fill in the letter, Hangman,
Word chase, Out of sight, etc, may
use the word base. You may choose
between a word base with only
primary forms or with both primary
forms and the most common
inflected forms.

The Properties tab
The second tab contains properties
for features that are unique to the
actual exercise. There are, for
example, only a few exercises that
have the unique property called
‘number of alternatives’.
Drop down the boxes to change the
settings.
When there are questions you have
to use the Help button in order to
get the explanations to the
properties that apply to the current
exercise. All the properties that
may be difficult to understand are
explained in the onscreen help.

The Settings tab
The properties that are seen in the
third tab apply to elements that recur
in all exercises but the settings only
apply to a specific exercise. There
are exercises where as an exception
some of the following settings are
removed. All the settings being
made in this tab will be reflected in different ways in the various fields.
Maximum time or items per session

Specify how many minutes an exercise session will be going on in case the user himself does not
interrupt the session. Or specify the maximum number of tasks before the exercise should stop.
The dial will show how many minutes you have chosen, if you chose minutes. You may also set
minutes by dragging inside the time indicator with the mouse.
You may also set the maximum exercise amount in Personal properties (page 101). If you specify
a time there, that amount will override what you specify here in the local exercise properties.
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Item sequence

Specify whether the tasks shall be presented in random order or in the exact order in which they
are written in the list.
Show the Reveal button?

Without the Reveal button the next task will appear whether you answer right or wrong.
If you only specify ‘Yes’, the Reveal button may be used but then the next task will come up.
If stating ‘Yes try again’, another chance is given to solve the task.
Not all exercises have a Reveal button. In exercises with multiple choices it is not necessary.
There you have to guess until the answer is right. In the exercise Write a story the button is
replaced by a spellchecking button.
Speech type

Specify if the exercise should be silent, use recorded speech, or synthesized speech (if
available).
Text case

Select lower case letters, upper case letters or the same format as in the text in the list.
Text and colour

Font: The typeface and its size and style to be used for the texts of the exercise.
Text colour & Text background: The colour of letters and text backgrounds in the exercise.
Back colour: The colour of the background of the exercise window, or…
Back picture: A picture to have as the background of the exercise window, or…
Colour1 & Colour 2: Use a colour gradient as the background of the exercise window, i.e. a
colour that shifts from one shade (colour 1) to another (colour 2).
System colour: Let Windows itself decide the colours of the exercise window. (May be set in the
Windows Control panel under Screen settings.)

The Clock tab
If the exercise is a clock exercise
you can design the clock face in the
fourth tab.
Clock face settings

It may be interesting from an
educational point of view to choose
whether the clock shall have figures
or not. There are controls for typeface, the thickness of the hand
outline, hand width, minute and hour
points and the size of the figures.
With zero values you let minute
points, hour points or figures
disappear completely from the clock
face.
Along with the usual buttons
,
, and
, the
following special buttons can be
found in the Properties window:
The properties will revert to the settings that applied when you entered the Properties
window.
The properties will conform to the settings that are found in the ideal properties of the
current list. (Read about ideal properties on page 116.)
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You can select another user’s settings for this particular exercise. You use this button if
you want Charlie to have the same settings as George in this exercise.
A shortcut to the list editor, if you for example want to control the content of a list of a
text.

The List Editor
A typical exercise uses some language material. You can easily study or choose the material
yourself.

Select a list in the List editor
You may select a list in the Properties window as described in the previous section, but then
you cannot see the content of the list. To view and choose at the same time, you should go to
the List editor.
Every time you switch to another list in the List editor and exit with the OK button, the
properties of the exercise will be reset. Every list should have ideal properties and an ideal
exercise icon and title. These will be activated every time when changing lists. Therefore,
make your choice of list first then change properties if necessary! If not, you will have to
repeat it all over several times or you will not get your desired settings.
Select the exercise for which you want to edit lists. You click the exercise icon to select it.
If the function Start with single click is turned on in the Exercise menu, you right-click on
the exercise icon.

or press F7. If you made a right-click on an exercise, select the command Lists
Click
in the menu that popped up. The List editor will appear. The list that will be visible is the
current one. Study the list, make any changes you want in the list, or write a new list. For
this, see below. Or choose some other list in the list box that you would care to have instead.
If you don’t intend to edit, make your selection and click OK.
If you want to edit a list, go to the following sections.

Create lists
Writing new text for the different exercises means unlimited possibilities for you to
customise the practice for your user. We have tried to include as much material as possible
to avoid you having to write your own lists. But you have always got that possibility,
should the need arise.
While working on the lists you may also create pictures and recordings. If the exercise is
supposed to show pictures, you will need to combine pictures with the text. The same goes
for recordings.
The different exercises demand that the lists have to be constructed in different ways.
Always remember to ask for Help when wanting to write a list and wondering how it should
be made up. Then you will get examples. It is also easy to follow the model of the existing
lists. If you try to save a list that has not been made up correctly you will get instructions on
the screen.
A number of tools are available when writing a list. You can ask the Generator to pick the
words out of the word base. In the Picture bank you can look for words of a certain topic,
e.g. when you want to make a list of animals.
After writing a list, the information about it has to be entered into the List database. Nothing
forces you to enter it into the list database; the program works fine just the same. But it would
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be an advantage if your new list could be found when making a search in the list database.
You must decide.
Further, you ought to give the list its ideal properties. That is done in the List editor with a
window that looks similar to the previously described Properties window.
We start by explaining what the List editor looks like.

The spreadsheet
The list is shown in a spreadsheet.
Every row in the sheet contains an exercise text that is usually associated with a picture and a
recording. The text may be a phoneme, a letter, a word or a sentence.

The columns in the sheet correspond to the various modalities of the exercise item.
• The column Text contains the wording of the text.
• The column Picture contains the picture of the exercise text in the form of a file specification.
If it says bmp\bicycle.jpg this means that the file that contains the picture of the bicycle is
named bicycle.jpg and is found in the folder Bmp next under Lexion’s own folder.
• The column Sound contains the recording of the exercise text in the form of a file
specification. If it says wav\bicycle.wav this means that the file that contains the recording
of the word ‘bicycle’ is named bicycle.wav and is found in the folder Wav.
• The column Synthesizer pronunciation contains the pronunciation modifications of the
exercise text for the speech synthesis. You write the wording of the exercise text with such
a spelling that the speech synthesis will say it correctly. In some exercises this column is
also used for a Clue that will facilitate the task.
The two middle columns have other purposes in one of the mathematical exercises.

When Lexion is making an exercise task from the material in the list, chance will usually decide
which row Lexion will pick. Then the text in the Text column or the picture in the Picture
column is picked and presented on the screen. The sound in the Sound column is played over
the loudspeaker. Or in the case of speech synthesis the text in the fourth column is spoken, or if
the column is empty, the text in the Text column will be spoken. Lexion may place some
randomly selected alternatives on the screen if the exercise is of the multiple-choice type.
Sometimes a picture is to be chosen as in the exercise Find the picture, sometimes a text
alternative as in the exercise Word and Picture.

Types of lists
The lists have different structures depending on, for example, whether the lists use answer
alternatives. A list may be unindented or indented. An indented list may be restricted or
unrestricted.
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Unindented list

The straight left aligned list is the most
elementary type of list. The example to the
right is from Write the word. It is rewarding to
generate words for these lists, to pick words
from the picture bank to accompany them (see
below) and they are in general easy to write.
You don’t need to think about how to make
answer alternatives; Lexion will find that out
on its own, if necessary.
Indented restricted list

A list that is indented always has first a row
without left margin indentation of the text
column, then one or more rows with left margin indentation. The example is taken from the
exercise Rhyming words. Here it is the rule that the question will be without indentation, and
the answer alternatives, three of them, with indentation. Should a list for Rhyming words
diverge from this, the exercise will not work. In other lists the rule may be that the indented
lines should be one, two or more in number.
Here it is also very important that the
correct alternatives come first and the
incorrect ones last among the indented lines.
(When Lexion makes an exercise task the
answer alternatives will always be placed
randomly on the screen.) The incorrect
alternative number three for example in line
four in the picture, “day” relates in a
misleading way to what is the correct
answer; this is called related alternatives.
Indented unrestricted list

In other exercises the number of answer alternatives written with indentation is optional. In
these two examples from the exercise Synonyms one list has one answer alternative and the
other four alternatives. Regardless of the number of answers the list is called unrestricted.
The question text must be written
without indentation, then the right
answer is written with indentation
and then several misleading related
alternatives, also indented, which
are incorrect. The related
alternatives make the exercise
somewhat more deceptive,
compared to the exercise showing
alternatives that do not have any
connection.
If in the exercise Synonyms we choose the first list enjoy, like, etc. and we set the properties to
three answer alternatives, Lexion will ask what enjoy means and randomly select the
suggestions like, respect and famous as answer alternatives in a random sequence. These
alternatives have no connection. In the Property window this is called random alternatives.
Should we try to select ‘related alternatives’ in Properties, Lexion will not manage to show any
as they do not exist in the list, and Lexion will be forced to create random alternatives.
If in the exercise Synonyms we choose the second list instead, demonstrate, show, etc. and set
the properties to four related answer alternatives, Lexion will ask the meaning of the word
demonstrate and present the related alternatives show, march, refuse and take apart in a random
sequence. If we set the properties to two random alternatives, demonstrate will be shown with
the alternatives show and perhaps injury, which do not even belong to the same word class, and
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the task will be quite easy to solve. If we set the properties to seven related alternatives, Lexion
will discover that the list has only got four. Then Lexion changes the exercise into random
alternatives.
Decide which exercise you want to make the list for and go to the List editor. Look carefully
at the current list to understand and to be able to follow the same structure when writing your
own list.
Select the command New...in the File menu.
Think of a name for the new list. Each list
must have a description. (With the assistance
of the description, Lexion will invent a
suitable file name for storing it on the hard
disk.)
An empty sheet will appear where you can
begin editing the new list.
Look up the instructions in Help if you need
information about the structure of the list.

Edit the Text column
In the text column, click on the cell that you want to fill in. Write the new contents with the
keyboard.
To make a new row

Click in the text cell in front of the row where you want to insert the
new row. Press the Enter key. At the very bottom of the sheet there
is always an empty row in the initial position, in where you can
begin to write.
Click on

to save the changes of the list to disk.

Edit the Picture column
If the picture does
not yet exist, see
below on Creating
your own pictures,
page 111. Doubleclick in the picture
column cell where
you want to specify
or change a picture.
When doubleclicking on an empty
cell in the picture
column Lexion will
automatically try to
find a picture that
fits. If it succeeds,
the specification will spring into the cell, depending upon what is stated in the corresponding cell
in the text column. A file browser will in any case appear on the left side of the screen.
When clicking once on a picture file in the file browser, you will see the picture in thumbnail size
above the browser.
If you hold down the left mouse button on the thumbnail picture it will appear in original size.
When double-clicking the picture file in the file browser, the picture specification will automatically spring into the cell in the Picture column (see illustration).
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If you click in a cell in the picture column where a picture specification is already written, you
will see the picture in the thumbnail display.
If you double-click the thumbnail picture, the picture will appear in the Paint application and
you can make changes if you want to.
The F7 key

If you have written something in the text column, where the letters match those of a picture
file, click inside the adjacent empty picture cell and press F7. The picture specification will be
filled in automatically. Or double-click in the empty picture cell. The file browser will open
simultaneously and you can see whether the picture file exists or not, or find a picture file with
a similar name. If you select the whole column (click on the title of the column) and then press
F7, all such automatic specifications will be done at once in the whole column.

Edit the Sound column
If the recording does not yet exist, see below Making a new recording, page 111.
Double-click on the cell where you want to fill in a sound specification. When you doubleclick on an empty cell in the sound column Lexion will automatically try to find a recording
that matches, and if there is one, the specification will enter the cell, depending on what is said
in the corresponding cell in the text column. A file browser will appear in any case to the left
button if you want to record something new (page 111).
of the screen. Click on the
When clicking once on a sound file in the browser you may listen to the recording.
When double-clicking the file the file specification will enter into a cell in the sound column
automatically. It works exactly as in the picture column (see illustration above).
If you click on a cell in the sound column where a sound specification already exists, you may
hear the recording through the speaker.
The F7 key

If you have written something in the text column that matches the file name of a sound file,
click inside the adjacent empty picture cell and press F7 and the recording specification will be
filled in automatically. Or double-click in the empty sound cell. The file browser will open
simultaneously and you may see whether the sound file exists or not, or find a file with a
similar name. If you select the whole column (click the title of the column) and then press F7
all such automatic specifications will be done at once in the whole column.

Edit Synthesis pronunciation
As we explained earlier, the speech synthesizer speaks the text in the Synthesis pronunciation
column. If the column is empty, it will take the text in the Text column.
If you do have a speech synthesis installed, always double-click in the cell of the last column
to listen to the pronunciation of the text in the first column. If the pronunciation is
unsatisfactory, write the text with a deceptive spelling in the pronunciation column so that the
pronunciation will be improved. While editing in the pronunciation cell, press F9 or doubleclick in the cell to continuously listen to the pronunciation of what you have written.
If you, for example, notice that the word ‘Marseille’ in the text column is pronounced in a
dreadful way by the synthesized voice, you may rewrite that word in the pronunciation column
with the spelling ‘Mars-A’: a surprising spelling but, nevertheless, it works. If you notice that
a word is stressed in the wrong way, you can often change this by using a hyphen in a strategic
place in the word.

Let’s make a simple list
Before we explain the details we will try to write a short list for Write the word. Select the
exercise in the main menu, and then click
. We will see the current list. We won’t make
any changes in it. We want to create a new list.
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Go to the menu bar and click File. Select New list.
Fill in a description of the list we plan to make. Write ”A short List” or something like that.
The spreadsheet is empty. The text cursor in the first cell under Text is twinkling. If it is not,
click once in the cell.
Write ant and press Enter. Write bed and press Enter. Go on until you have written ten words or
so.
We now want to tell what pictures Write the word will show the user, who is going to write the
names of the respective pictures.
We can specify pictures or sound in two different
ways. We will start with the easiest one.
Click in the picture cell to the right of ant. Press F7.
That hopefully went well. The cell should now read
bmp\ant.jpg. That means that Lexion found an ant
with the extension name jpg in the bmp folder that is
Lexion’s picture folder. What is written in the cell is
now called a ‘picture specification’ or a ‘picture
reference’. The F7 key will not work if column one
reads e.g. Volkswagen and you only have bmp\car.jpg
as an appropriate illustration. F7 only works when the
text and the picture file name contain the same letters.
There is another way to create a picture specification in case F7 wouldn’t work. Move the
mouse cursor to the picture cell, next to bed. Now double-click in it. (For now, ignore that
bed.jpg automatically appears in the cell.) You will see a long list of picture files to the left.
Scroll down until you find bed.jpg or bed.bmp. Double-click this file name. The picture
specification will enter the cell.
Try to fill the whole Picture column with picture specifications in any of the two ways we have
described. Only move the selection to the next cell and scroll down the file list. Double-click in
a picture cell if the file list disappears; it disappears when clicking the other columns. Or else
use F7 in every cell.
When filling column three with sound
specifications, we will do so in an even
more elegant way.
Click the column title Sound. The
whole column should be highlighted
with inverted colours. Press F7. In the
whole column wav\ant.wav, etc. will
appear, which means that Lexion found
the utterances ant.wav etc. in the folder
wav, which is Lexion’s folder for
‘wave’ files.
If any of these cells should not be filled with picture or sound specifications with the assistance
of the F7 key, you will have to search the file list to the left until you find a suitable file, or
perhaps you would make your own pictures or recordings. The file browser will always open
when double-clicking or hitting F7 in a Picture or Sound cell.
Now we consider the list to be completed. Store it on the hard disk with the

button.

Then click
to make the new list into the current list for Write the word. Start the
exercise Write the word and watch the new list working.

Save the list on disk
Click the disk symbol to save the new list, or changes in the list, to the hard disk.
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Print the list
Click the printer button to print the list. You will be asked to specify which of the columns to
be included in the print-out.

Cutting and pasting in the cells
You may select an area in the spreadsheet, copy it or cut it out, and paste it somewhere else in
the list, in another list, or even in a list that belongs to another exercise. What you have copied
or cut remains in the ‘clipboard memory’ until you exit Lexion. You can exit the list editor and
re-enter while what was copied or cut remains in memory. You cannot paste the clipboard
contents into another application, e.g. your word processor.
Select

Select a cell
To select a cell, click in it once.
Select a row
If you click on the row number the whole row will be highlighted and you will see the picture
in the thumbnail display and hear the sound file over the loudspeaker. The row may be deleted
with the Delete key, cut out with Cut in the Edit menu (Ctrl+X), copied with Copy (Ctrl+C) or
replaced with Paste (Ctrl+V). To select several rows, drag the mouse in the row number
column. To move the row selection down or up, press 2 ↓ or 8 ↑ on the numeric keyboard
(while NumLock is on), then you will see the picture and hear the sound of the next row.
Select a column
If you click the title of a column the whole column will be highlighted. The content of the
column may be copied, cut, replaced or deleted. To select several columns, drag the mouse
in the title row. When a column (the second or third) is selected you may, for example,
select Automatic filling (F7).
Select an area
To select an arbitrary area of cells, drag the mouse from the upper left cell to the lower
right cell in the area you wish to select. Avoid as much as possible cutting and pasting in
such areas as you must select areas of exactly the same size on both occasions. The
method might be unreliable.
Select everything
If you click in the upper left corner cell, the whole spreadsheet will be highlighted.
Everything can be copied, cut, deleted or replaced.
Copy/Cut

When you have selected the desired cell or cells, use Copy or Cut in the Edit menu (or the
keys Ctrl+C or Ctrl+X).
Insert

If you have copied or cut, and then want to insert this somewhere else in the list, just click in
the cell in the text column in front of where you want to make the insertion. Then use Paste
(Ctrl+V).
Replace

If you have copied or cut, and then want to have this replace a highlighted area in the
spreadsheet, the area that has been copied or cut must be of the same size as the highlighted
area, otherwise some of the cutting will not fit. If, for example, you replace two rows with five
rows, you will lose three rows. We do suggest instead that you first insert the five rows and
then delete the two rows.
Move the grid borders

To change the size of a cell row or cell column, place the mouse cursor in the column of row
numbers or in the row of column titles, catch the border of the grid and pull it to where you
want it.
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Create your own pictures
Scanner or camera: If you use a scanner or digital camera you can click the scanner portion
of the button for your own software to be activated by Lexion, for this purpose. Work at your
pictures and store them in the Lexion folder BMP. We suggest that the pictures be stored in
jpg-format in the size 340x240 or somewhat larger if you have a big screen. You can change
the specified scanning/drawing software by holding Shift down and clicking on the scanner
button.
To draw in Paint: Double-click in the picture column, and in the file list select the picture
template256.bmp. It represents an empty white sheet of exactly the same size that Lexicon’s
pictures need to fit nicely on the screen in the various exercises. Double-click this template
picture in the thumbnail display. The drawing program Paint will appear with the template
picture ready to be painted. When you have finished painting, select File: Save as… and give
the picture an appropriate name, preferably with the exact wording of the object for the F7 key
to work. It is convenient to store the pictures in the folder BMP directly under the Lexion
folder. Exit Paint and enter the picture specification into the list as usual. If you want to
register your new picture so that it will be included in the Picture bank, see ‘About the Picture
bank’, page 112.
Animating pictures
(Advanced) You will have noticed that there are moving pictures in Lexion. Let’s take the pig as an
example (that already exists in the program).
Drawing a picture: Double-click in the picture column on the row that you want to make an
animated picture. Select the picture template256.bmp. It represents an empty white sheet of exactly
the same size, as Lexion’s pictures need to fit into Lexion. Double-click the template picture in the
thumbnail display. The drawing program Paint will appear with the template picture ready to be
painted. When you have finished painting, for example a pig, select File: Save as… and give the
picture an appropriate name, for example pig.bmp. It is convenient to store the pictures in the folder
BMP, directly under the Lexion folder.
Drawing an alternate picture: For
the picture to be animated an
alternate picture of the first one is
required. If, for example, you want to
draw a pig that waves its tail, change
the tail a bit so that it differs in angle.
The first and the second picture of
the pig should differ only in the
shape of its tail. The two pictures
pig.bmp
pig.bmz
should, if they are exchanged at even
intervals, give the impression of motion. When ready, select File: Save as… and save the drawing with
the same name as the first one but with a ‘z’ as the last letter instead of a ‘p’, that is pig.bmz, and store it
in the BMP folder. Don’t forget to place quotation marks around “pig.bmz”, or else Paint will stupidly
name the file pig.bmz.bmp.
Exit the Paint application and enter the picture specification into the list, as usual. You only need to
specify the file pig.bmp, Lexion will find the alternate picture automatically. If a picture with the
extension .bmz exists, the bmp-file will be animated.

Making a new recording
If you do not find a recording to enter into the sound column, double-click somewhere in the
sound column and then click the microphone button. The recorder application will appear.
Make your recording. Cut away initial and final silence! Then select File: Save as… and save
the recording under an appropriate name, (preferably the exact wording for F7 to work) and
store it in the folder WAV directly under Lexion’s folder. There must not be spaces in the
file name! A space has a special meaning to Lexion; it will be interpreted as two separate files.
So, if you have recorded “hot dog”, please save it with the name hotdog.wav with no space.
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The F7 key will compensate for the lack of spaces and finds the right file anyway. Exit the
sound recorder. Enter the sound specification into the cell of column three as usual.

The Picture bank
The Picture bank helps you to create lists. With the
button you can go to the picture bank
and get words with corresponding pictures. You specify a word category, for example animals,
and place them in the Collection window and then perhaps another category and collect some
more. When you have a collection of pictures that you are pleased with, you ask that the words
be entered into the list. The words will be entered in the text column, the picture specifications
in the picture column, and if Lexion finds recordings for the words they will also be entered into
their column. In most cases the Picture bank knows how the list should be structured and places
the words in an appropriate way. You may sometimes need to supplement the list with for
example words that rhyme or are opposites etc.
In the Picture bank you
can choose categories
in different ways:
File: Shows the pictures
in their alphabetical
order according to the
names they are stored by
on the hard disk.
Index: Shows the
pictures in the order in
which they are indexed
in the picture bank.
Here you can see all
the synonyms of each
picture.
Alphabet: Shows all
the pictures in
alphabetical order.
Class: Shows the
pictures arranged into different word classes. To find a class, drop down the yellow list box and
select a class.
Topic: Shows the pictures in different categories; flowers, animals, transport, etc. To find a
topic, drop down the yellow list box and choose a topic.
Having chosen the classification method, the pictures may be selected on the left of the
screen. You may also conveniently change pictures with the picture switch buttons. The
picture switch buttons << , < , etc. switch pictures in the order and selection that is shown
in the current classification. As soon as you choose to change pictures the index disappears
in order not to obscure the picture.
+ The Plus button: You collect the pictures you want to have in a collection window. To
place a picture in it, select the picture so that you will see it, then click the Plus button.
When you have finished collecting, click the button Enter into list... Then, exit the Picture
bank with OK and you will see how the words are being added to the list.
Registering pictures

If you want your own pictures to be included in the Picture bank, click on Reg... Then click
New and wait until the unregistered pictures appear in the list. Specify Denomination for this
picture. Also, select a Class and a Topic for it by using the existing ones from the drop-down
lists, or you may also invent new classes or topics. Save it all with Add … Then click New
again to register the next picture. There are instructions in the window. Finally Close.
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Generate words
The word generator also assists you in finding words for your lists.
By means of the ‘water tap’ button you will get to the generator. Specify the conditions for
what the words should look like and Lexion will generate the words with the help of one of
the built in word bases that you can choose from.
In the fields, specify the conditions. If you do not specify anything at all in a field, all
conditions will be included. Likewise if you specify ‘zero’ or ‘none’, all lengths and syllable
structures will occur in the result. Also select what word base to use. You may also wish that
the words that are found will correspond to a picture or a recording; if so, check those options.
When the generating is completed, the words will be entered into the list, picture and sound
references will also be filled into the spreadsheet provided you did want picture and sound.
Usually the generator knows how the list should be constructed and places the words
accordingly. You have to check that the generator selected the correct pictures and sounds;
sometimes you have to supplement the list with for example a rhyming word or an opposite.
Example: You want
words that have a
voiceless plosive in
initial and medial
position and of the
pattern consonantvowel-consonantsilent e, for example
tape, pike, cape, etc.
Select p t c in the
first field; nothing in
the second field; p t
k in the third field; in
the fourth field, Final
letter, you specify e,
and in Syllable
pattern the model
CVCV. Click OK.
Lexion will find
about fifteen words. Accept and have them entered into the spreadsheet. Then, return to the
Generator and select c in the first field; in the second field a o u; in the third field p t k; in the
fourth field e; and in Syllable pattern CVCV. Click OK. Lexion will find some five additional
words that you also enter into the spreadsheet.
You had to do the search in two operations, as
you did not want any words with c before a soft
vowel like in the word ‘cite’, then the c would not
be a plosive. Well, you have now got some wellchosen words and it all took half a minute.
Edit the word base
(Advanced:) If you want to control the content of the
Lexion word base you have to use the command Edit
word base in the File menu of the List editor. You may
want to add or delete words or make other changes.
Primary forms/All forms: You can see the words either
as ground forms or also with their inflected forms.
Show words beginning with... Click the initial
letter of the words that you want to edit. It is not
possible to edit when all the words are displayed
(220000 words if ‘All forms’ is selected).
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If you want to see whether a certain word is included in the list, select Ground forms or some initial
letter, and write the word in the text box. The list will automatically browse to the point where the
word is or should be.
Replace: The selected word is replaced by the text in the text box.
Add: What is in the text box will be added to the word base.
Remove: The selected word is removed from the word base.
When changing the initial letter or exiting the word base with OK, the changes, if any, will be saved.

Exercise instructions
When an exercise is started, the user may need to read or hear directions on how to manage the
exercise. How to present the exercise instructions is decided in Personal properties (page 100);
they may be shown automatically every time an exercise is started, only the first three times, or
only by clicking the question mark button. They may be presented in writing, spoken or both.
In the List editor you click the ‘lamp’ button to edit the text and the recording of the exercise
instruction.
To the left you will see the default
text of the exercise instruction for
all the exercises. If you do not edit
any instruction for the current list
the default text will be shown.
To the right you write (or change)
the instruction text of the current list.
When there is a specific exercise
instruction text and corresponding
recording for the list, this one will be
shown instead of the default text and
the default recording.
Every exercise instruction text can
correspond to a recording so that
the user can listen to the instruction instead of reading it. At the bottom it will be shown with
green or red whether there is a recording or not.
The default text has always got a recording.
Write a text and use the various buttons to Save and Record the text. Lexion will assist you
when you want to record and will tell you what to say and how to name the recording. It is
important for various reasons that these filenames do not include spaces. Recorded
instructions must be saved in the mp3 format.

The List database
There are two ways to get to the list database to edit it.
• Within the List editor, use the
lists of the current exercise.

button. There you can edit information about the

• In Lexion’s main menu, select File and List database. There you can edit the information
about all the lists in Lexion at the same time.
The database information

Every list has an information text describing the purpose of the list, content and management.
Furthermore, the list is categorized according to three synchronous criteria.
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User category
Reading and writing difficulties, Aphasia etc.
Level
Age 5, etc.
Exercise area/Aphasia type
Comprehension, Spelling,
Motor aphasia, etc.
Finally a thumbnail picture of
what the screen looks like,
when the list is in operation, is
stored in the database
Enter
information into
the List database

Drop down the box of list
names and select the list that
you want to fill in or alter
information for.
When information about a list
is missing in the database,
e.g. when you have just
created your own list, there
are three empty headings: Purpose, Content and Operation. You can fill in your text according
to the headings, or delete the headings and make your own text in your own way. When an
information text already exists you can make changes or additions to the text.
Categorising the list

If the list is new and is lacking any information, then the category fields are empty and the level
buttons are all in undepressed state. If the list already has information it is possible to make
changes. Drop down the boxes and find appropriate descriptions or write new descriptions that
you invent yourself. Take care to use information that is searchable and consistent. Don’t
make variants such as ‘mathematics’, ‘arithmetic’, ‘calculation’, but always use the same word
form. Also don’t use exclusive terms that seem to have a similar meaning, for example
‘calculation’ and ‘multiplication’. These have to be stated at the same time in the same field
(inclusive). Otherwise the whole idea of a database is foiled. Therefore, always first scroll the
list box to find a term that fits and you will be sure of finding one that has been used before and
that works.
So as not to embarrass any pupils, we have made a table of levels, seen in the adjacent picture,
and it is good if you stick to this when creating your database information.
When your user is a child of 8 you select accordingly ‘Level 4’ if that is what the child ought
to have. When designing the database we assumed that if a list is suitable for a child of 7 with
no or mild reading and writing difficulties, it has got the classification “Level 3”.
Further on, if a list is very neutral and of wide use, we
will state several levels at the same time, for example
Level 5,6,7,8,9. It should be possible to find the list by
any of these levels when searching the database.
Remember that you can depress several level buttons at
the same time, if the list is suitable for a wide range of
levels. The buttons have got the numbers 5-17
corresponding to the last column in the adjacent
picture. In the search function the same buttons have
the numbers 1-9 to camouflage their meaning to any
pupil sitting next to you.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9

Reception
year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5-6
Year 7-8
Year 9-11
Upper sec
-Adult

5 years
6 years
7 years
8 years
9 years
10-11 years
12-13 years
14-16 years
>17 years
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Specify a thumbnail picture

If you have made a new list that resembles a list that already exists, it is rather easy to find a
thumbnail illustration in the list of pictures in the lower right corner. Pick and choose until you
find one that is suitable.
Advanced: However, if you have made a list that radically differs from other lists, you might want to
create your own thumbnail picture and add that to the list database. You need to own and be able to
handle more advanced picture editing software that can shrink a picture and save it in the bmp or jpg
format, and you should be accustomed to finding, loading and saving things on the hard disk.
1 Select the exercise, go to Properties and select the list for which you want to make a thumbnail
picture. Don’t set too small a typeface or you won’t see any details when it is shrunk.
2 Start the exercise. Solve the task halfway through if possible to give an illustrative impression.
3 If you wish, hide the Windows task bar so that it will not disturb the picture.
4 Press the key PrintScreen, or better, Alt+PrintScreen. End the exercise.
5 Start your picture editing software. Select Edit: Paste. A screenshot will end up in the
picture editor. Shrink the picture to 184x134 pixels (or thereabouts: the ratio x/y should
be about 4/3). Save the picture under the same file name as that of the list and in jpgformat or 256-colours bmp-format in the subfolder REG in the Lexion folder. If the name
of the list is exer0001.lst, then the thumbnail name should be exer0001.jpg, etc.
6 Find the list in the Lexion list database, then find the thumbnail file in the Thumbnail
examples list. Save the information.
Save the list database information

Click the Save button to store the new or the altered information. Now the editing of this
database information is finished.
Some other features when editing the list database:
Restore: Undo changes. All the information that you have entered about this list will be restored to the
information that existed when you brought up the information of this list in the first place.
Copy/Paste: If you have two different lists that work in almost the same way in an exercise, most
probably the database information will look almost the same too. Copy the information from one of the
lists, select the other list and Paste the information from the former list into this list. The whole window
including the thumbnail picture, will be copied and pasted. Make any of the small modifications
necessary to distinguish between the first list and the second list. Then Save.

The following features are available only if you have entered the List
database via the File menu in the Lexion main window:
Search…You will get to the search function of the list database. Notice that it is better to go to the
search function via the ‘chef’ button if you want to make an adaptation! In any case there is a search
button here for you to be able to check if search operations will work after you have entered new
information into the database!
What exercise? Tells you what exercise a list belongs to.
Print: The whole list database will be printed. Thumbnail pictures are not printed. Warning: It takes a
lot of time and a lot of paper! The choice is there for those of you who would rather be reading in the
hammock than sitting at the computer.

Ideal properties
You will get to the Ideal properties window by clicking the ‘key’ button found in the List
editor.
When do you need ideal properties?

When you have created a list yourself you should ‘lock’ ideal properties to the list. This means
that you will automatically get the right title, icon and properties, when the exercise is
assigned this list in the future.
Why are there ideal properties?

Many of the exercises have a great number of lists. For a certain list there is one appropriate
setting, for another list there is another appropriate setting. A list can often become absurd
with the wrong setting. Take the following example from the exercise What answer?: Select
the list Capitals of Europe and test the exercise. You will see a text question (a country) and
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five answer alternatives (capitals) that are not related to each other in any special way. Change
to the list Prepositions… and test the exercise. If the list Prepositions would get the settings of
Capitals of Europe you would see a text question and five related answer alternatives of which
one is identical with the question… There are a countless number of these examples. Thus, it
is important that a list has got ideal individual settings, which are automatically assigned to the
exercise when a list is selected.
Lock ideal properties

We assume that you have created a new list and want to lock ideal properties to it.
You have to be in the List editor. Select the list for which you want to create ideal properties.
button. You will get to a window that resembles the Properties window, in
Click the
any case the last three tabs, and that is handled in exactly the same way.
The Icon&Title tab

Specify which icon will be the ideal exercise icon in the main menu when this list is being used
in the exercise.
Write an exercise title that will be the ideal title in the main menu when this list is being used in
the exercise.
The Properties tab

Set the ideal properties in the same
way as you set the usual properties.
Click Help if you wonder about
something.
The Settings tab

Do the same thing here.
The Clock tab

If a clock exercise is the current
one there is a clock tab, if not, the
tab is disabled. Set the properties
in the usual way.
Save ideal Properties.

Click
to save the settings.
Click OK in the List editor to get to
the main menu and to test the
exercise. You might want to change
some setting. It is important that the ideal is perfect, as it will always be applied when the list is
being chosen in the future.
When do you need to set the usual Properties?

After having selected a list for an exercise, it is still not certain that the ideal properties will
suit your particular user. Maybe your user ought to have sound in that exercise, etc.

button to the usual Properties window and select a list in tab one, it
If you go with the
will get its ideal properties immediately. Turn to the other tabs and check that the sound, that
we took as example, is on. Turn the sound off if you want it off for your user, in spite of it not
being off in the ideal properties. With OK you save the properties of the exercise.
This setting is valid until you go to the Properties window again and change to another list.
Then if you return to the list you had before, you will notice that the sound, which we took as
an example, is on again.
Just as properties can be modified in this way after a list has been chosen, icon and exercise
title can be modified after a list has been chosen. The change is valid until you choose another
list for the exercise.
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Comments
You might sometimes want the user to
have a comment of some kind if the
answer is wrong. If the exercise presents
the alternatives The dog bit him and The
dog bited him, and the user answers
wrongly, you might want the program to
tell the user that we say: ‘bite—bit—
bitten’, etc.
Several exercises allow you to add
comments in the lists so that they will be
shown when needed. It will be seen in the
Help of the List editor whether the current
exercise will give you the possibility of
commenting or not.
You write the comments in the same text cell as the one of the text to be commented. In the cell
that says The dog bited him you write after the text a semicolon (or the # sign) and after that the
actual comment:
The dog bited him; We say: bite—bit—bitten

If the user chooses this alternative a text
box will appear with the explanatory
comment.
It is also quite possible to add comments
to the correct alternatives, but it would
usually seem unnecessary and probably
quite irritating. In the exercise Odd one
out we do have a list where the comment
is attached to the correct alternative. The
exercise goes: ‘Which one doesn’t fit in
(bear, sheep, horse, cow)?’ When
answering wrongly, nothing happens.
Upon a correct answer, the comment says:
‘Yes, this is a wild animal.’

Advanced...
Send a list to a colleague I

(When there are no self-made pictures or recordings)
You might want to send your list to a colleague. If you haven’t attached your own pictures or
recordings to the list you only need to send the list itself. You do so with the function Send the
list > in the File menu of the List editor. Follow the instructions on the screen. If you use a
diskette or a USB memory it will automatically be filled with the right contents, and an
instruction to the recipient which exercise the list belongs to. If you send by e-mail the
recipient just has to double-click on the e-mail attachment and Open it, and the list will be
installed automatically.
When someone receives a list by diskette or USB, the receiver inserts the medium, selects
Receive a list via diskette/USB in the File menu of the list editor, browses to a:\ if it is a
diskette, or to the folder of the USB memory where the material is stored. Then the material will
be copied into Lexion. There will be a message saying what exercise the list belongs to. Then it
is important that the actual exercise is the right one. If not you will have to leave the List editor,
select the right exercise, and enter the List editor again! And then you try the transfer again. (As
you can see, using diskette/USB is more complicated than using e-mail.)
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Send a list to a colleague II

(When there are self-made pictures and recordings)
On the other hand, if you want to send a list with your own production of picture and sound
files to a colleague, most likely you will have to copy it all onto a USB memory or a CD.
Create a new user in Lexion with the profile 00Neutral. Give it the name of the colleague,
for instance. Click the ‘chef’ button and select the exercise with which the list will be used,
and deselect all other exercises. Go to Properties and select your list for the exercise. Select
Send the exercises in the Exercise menu. Check both picture and sound to be included.
Specify the USB memory (or in case of a CD, the temporary hard-disk folder) as the target
for the operation. Let Lexion work until finished. (In case of a CD, burn both the folder and
its contents onto the CD.) The colleague inserts the USB memory or CD, goes to the File
menu in the Lexion main window, selects Install: exercises from USB or Install: exercises
from CD.
Import a text file

It is possible to import a text file from any other program. You probably have to modify it a
great deal before it will look according to the directions of the exercise. Select Import text file
in the File menu of the List editor. A file browser will appear on the left of the screen. There
select an appropriate text file to import. The contents of the text file will be placed in the text
column of the list editor. You have to arrange pictures and recordings yourself.
Transfer a list from another exercise

Sometimes a list may fit several exercises at the same time. Select Transfer from another
exercise in the File menu. A file browser will appear on the left of the screen. There select a
suitable list from another exercise to add to the collection of possible lists for the current
exercise. Note: The lists are not all of the same type; some lists will not fit the actual exercise.
Use this procedure only if you are sure that there is a list that is appropriate to use or if you
know how to modify it.
Hide a list

If you don’t want a list to be included in the collection of possible lists for the exercise, you
may exclude the list from the collection. It will stay on the hard disk and it also remains a
possible list for other exercises. Select Hide current list in the File menu. If you regret hiding a
list you can bring it up again by using Transfer from another exercise (see above).
Erase a list

If you have made a list by mistake or for some other reason want to erase it from the hard disk,
you may do so by selecting Erase current list in the File menu. This move cannot be undone
(unless you own some Undelete software). If you erase a list that is in use in other exercises,
those exercises will not work either.
Maintenance

If at any time you need to set your lists, pictures and sound files in order on the hard disk,
select List maintenance in the File menu. You will get an extremely thorough account of the
state of Lexion and all of its thousands of files. For example you will find out which files are
unnecessary and no longer in use.

The Logbook
You may ask the Logbook to enter what is happening when your user is practising with Lexion.
If you also want your settings of a user’s properties to be documented, you will have to ensure
that a logbook is kept of such things. Each time you change a property of an exercise,
information is entered in the logbook about what has been done and when.

Click

or press F8 to get to the Logbook.
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Specify if a logbook should be kept
•
•
•
•

when properties are changed
when lists are selected
during exercise
during exercise, only wrong
answers
• when exercise ends

Click OK to save changes of
the settings or the content of
the logbook.
Click Print to print the
logbook.
Click Results summary to
see a table of all the exercise
sessions that have taken
place. The table shows less
than the logbook but more
than the graph of the Results
window.
It does not take very long before the logbook is filled up and then it cannot display the
information in the normal way. Then the logbook will automatically be opened in the WordPad
application, where you may read the contents of it, or print it instead. (If you change the text of
the logbook in WordPad, please remember that it has to be saved as a text file and not as a docfile!) You may also edit the contents of the Logbook. You can delete all the contents of the
Logbook with the Delete button. Your changes will be saved when clicking OK. If Mini-Lexion
is the current program, the Logbook will be available but the Delete button disabled.
We say more about Results on page 121.

Appearance
You can decide what colours Lexion’s main menu shall have for your user. You can also
adjust colour and typeface of the labels, presence of group buttons and scroll bar, etc.
Use the ‘chalks’ button or the F9 key to get to Appearance. Or right-click somewhere in the
main window where there is no icon, and select Appearance in the popup menu.

The Appearance tab
Show group buttons: If the group buttons in the left margin aren’t needed, remove them.
Show scroll bar: If the scroll bar in the right margin is not needed, remove it. Sometimes
the main menu is shrunk due to the small number of exercise icons and the scroll bar not
being needed.
Transparent labels: When they are not transparent
you can choose their colour. If they are transparent
you may have interesting effects together with the
background colours (second tab).
Title font: Applies to the text of the labels. Here you
might help those who have difficulty seeing small text
on the screen.
Foreground/Background selected: Decide the colour
of the label in the single selected exercise.
Foreground/background unselected: Decide colour
of the other, non-selected labels.
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The Background colour tab
Colour scheme: Drop down the list of colour schemes and find a suitable one. Normally you
leave the window with OK. However, if you want to create new colour schemes…
Create a colour gradient (a colour changing from one
shade to another): First click on the button Colour 1 and
decide a colour for the top field in the miniature main
menu. Then click on the button Colour 2 and decide
another colour hue of the first colour or any colour.
When you are finished with one of the colours a colour
gradient will be seen through all the fields of the
miniature main menu.
Set individual colours for each group: Click directly in
the field that you want to give a colour. Set the colour.
Repeat until you have chosen colour for all the eleven
fields. Then avoid the buttons Colour1 and Colour2, as
they will immediately ruin your new colours.
Save the colour scheme: When you have saved the colour scheme with an appropriate name,
it will from now on be available in the list. The background colours in tab two and the label
colours in tab one are included in the colour scheme.
Remove the colour scheme: The current colour scheme can be removed if you decide that the
colour scheme you chose was not right.
Texture: If you want, also select a special texture and tint to be added to the colour scheme.

The Background picture tab
Background picture: Drop down the list of pictures and
scroll until the preview field shows a suitable background.
Do not use picture..: Remove the check-mark here if
you want the chosen background picture to be used.
Otherwise you will get the colours that apply in tab two.

Save the appearance
When the settings of all tabs are ready, save the new
appearance with OK.

Create your own backgrounds
Advanced: If you have a picture editing software and know
how to find, load and save things on a computer, do the
following. Make a picture. The size is not important, Lexion
will tile the image to fill each area. Save the picture in the format jpg or 256 colour bmp. Place the picture
directly in the Lexion folder, not in any of the subfolders. Thereafter it will be available in the
background picture list box.

Results
The results are always available, both for the user and for you. You can go to the Results
window from the main menu and from within an exercise.
You cannot change user in the Results window. (A user shall not be able look at the results of
someone else.) First go to another user.
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The Results window
The result is stored when an exercise is ended and at least five tasks of the exercise have been
solved.

A value is added to the chart. The value corresponds to the percentage of the correct number
of answers in relation to the total number of answered tasks. If 15 out of 20 tasks are done
correctly the value will be set at 75. To find out afterwards how many correct and wrong
answers were made, you have to go to Results Summary in the Exercise menu or in the
Logbook. If the Logbook has been on you can see the figures directly in the log, but it will
probably be easier to look at them in the summary.

Send and receive results
With the diskette\email button in the Results window, the user, if working at a distance
from you, may send his results to you. Results may be sent by e-mail, diskette, or USB
memory. The charts, the summary, and the logbook will be sent. When you have
received the results you install them into your Lexion to study them.
If you receive the results by e-mail, double-click on the attachment in your e-mail
application, ask to Open it, and the results will install themselves automatically.
To install results from diskette or USB memory, use the File menu and select the
command Install.
The results are installed into your Lexion as a new user name if it did not exist earlier. If
the user name already exists in your Lexion the installed results will be appended to the
existing results in your computer. Every time a user sends results they disappear from
the computer to be finally gathered on your computer. It is important to take good care
of the sent results. The Logbook, though, will remain as a copy on the user’s machine.
If the medium or e-mail should be lost for some reason, the user can click an undo button
in his/her logbook to restore the results that had earlier been transferred to the lost
medium or email. After the undo operation a new attempt may be made to send the
results.

Summary of results
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The table with the summary of results may be obtained in different ways:
• In the Logbook with the button Results summary.
The current user’s summary is shown.
• In the Exercise menu, the command Results summary.
The current user’s summary is shown.
• In the File menu, the command View users, and there the button Results summary.
All users’ summaries may be viewed or printed in the same table.

Print results
With the Print button the results will be printed. You can print the present chart of the Results
window. You can also print the chart of the Summary window. As you have already seen, you
can print the Logbook.

Delete results
There is no Delete button in the Results window for the simple reason that your pupils or
patients should not be able to erase results themselves. Only the teacher or speech therapist
can delete results charts. To delete all the results for a certain user, select “(All)” in the first list
box and then press the Delete key on the keyboard. You can also erase in the Summary
window with the Delete button, as in the picture above. The Logbook is not deleted but all the
information that is shown in the Results window and the Summary window will disappear.
If the current program is Mini-Lexion, the logbook and summary will be available but all the
deleting functions are disabled.

The menu bar
The menu bar of the main window is enabled only if you are working with the program
yourself. For other users the menu bar is
disabled. We shall here pay attention to
some of the functions of the menu that we
have not mentioned before, and that are not
also represented as toolbar buttons. To get
information about all toolbar buttons and
menu commands, go to the Help function
and find the topics Toolbar button, File
menu, etc.

The File menu
In the File menu there are several
possibilities to get a survey of what is
happening in Lexion. All the surveys
can be printed out.
View users

This survey shows you all the
users present in the Lexion user
archive and what exercises they
use. Here the button Results
summarys, that gives you a chart
of all the users’ exercise results,
is found again (in the Logbook
you could only see those of the
current user).
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View exercises

The window contains two tabs.

Existing exercise titles shows you all the exercises that can be found in association with
every list in Lexion. For each of the titles you will find out the name of the list and in which
exercise it occurs.
Users using the exercise shows you the various exercises and their default titles, which users
are using the exercises and what titles the exercises have if not the default ones.
View exercises - printable

Then you will get almost the same
information but in a single long table.
View lists

shows what exercises are using the
particular list that you specify.
Backup/Restore

You may consider a Backup of all users
and test subjects, as well as the lists, e.g.
for security reasons, or in case you are
moving Lexion to another computer, etc.
You later use the Restore command to retrieve the users and lists from an earlier Backup.

The Global menu
Speech synthesis settings

If you have installed speech synthesis on your machine you need
to specify what type you have in order for it to be used by Lexion.
Specify which speech synthesis you have got. The speechsynthesisers nowadays are usually connected to SAPI.
You must also go to the Voice settings and set the voice quality
or language.
Close all windows with OK to save the settings.
Via Clipboard is another option for
using speech synthesis. This is
appropriate if you have got a speech
synthesis of another brand or one that
does not connect to SAPI. If the maker
delivers an application that allows any
program to get to the speech synthesis
through the Clipboard, then Via
Clipboard should be selected. When the
application is active everything that is
copied to the clipboard will be spoken
by the speech synthesis. If you select Via
Clipboard Lexion will automatically send text to the clipboard to be spoken. With the button
Path… you may further automatise this alternative. You will get to the setting of the path for the
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Clipboard application. For the application to be automatically activated by Lexion (so that you
won’t have to activate it yourself before starting Lexion) the path can be specified here. If you do
not state a path, Lexion will not find the application, and you have to start it yourself every time
before starting Lexion. The application is installed with the maker’s other files somewhere on
your computer. In the specification the path as well as the name of the application have to be
specified. The exact path is dependant on where you chose to install the speech synthesis
software.
Select sound recorder

If you do not specify your own favourite recorder, Lexion will activate the standard recorder
(sndrec32.exe) every time you want to make recordings for your lists. Your favourite recorder
will not appear when your users make recordings in the exercises Dictation and Answer in
microphone. In those exercises automatic recording takes place.
Select icon editor

An icon editor is used if you would like to create your own icons to increase Lexion’s own
supply. If you have specified an icon editor you may activate it by clicking an icon in Lexion
at the same time as you hold down the keys Ctrl+Alt. If you don’t have any icon editor and
would like to have one, you may easily find a few good ones on the Internet.

The Personal menu
Almost all the functions in the Personal menu exist as
tool buttons or are available by right-clicking on details
in the main menu.
You may change the icon and title also by right-clicking
the icon or exercise label respectively.
Arrange icons

After having dragged the icons to your favourite
positions, you may arrange them back in their original
order by the function Arrange icons. You can drag the
icons in arbitrary order within their groups. To lock
icons in their new positions, turn on Start with single click in the Exercise menu. The icons
may only be moved when the single-click state has been turned off.
The Arrange icons function is performed automatically after every visit to the Appearance
window. Hence, make the Appearance settings before you move the icons.
Smaller/Larger group

You may decrease or increase the size of the group sections in the main menu. More
convenient are the key combinations Ctrl+S and Ctrl+L.
Show eyes

On a portable computer or some screens it is difficult to see where the
mouse cursor is. Select the function Show Eyes and it will be easier to find
the cursor. Intended for users with visual impairment. For these users
there are additional ways to improve the visibility of the cursor through
settings in the Windows’ Control panel.

The Exercise menu
All the functions here apply to the current user. The
following functions have not been mentioned before:
Use someone else’s settings

This function is the same as the Profiles button in the Select
exercises window.
For the current user you may select a predefined set of
exercises, a profile, depending upon the problems the
user has got. In the list of predefined profiles you may
find a suitable choice for the user. Otherwise you may
take what seems most likely and then for each exercise
go through its properties and adjust them. It is also
possible to go to the List database and search for lists
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that will suit the user. The predefined sets will save you a lot of work. The selection of
exercises along with their lists and their properties are included. The profile that is chosen
will be registered in the Logbook whether it is on or not.

One tab contains predefined profiles of different aphasia, dyslexia, or mainstream education
settings. Another tab contains existing users of Lexion that your current user may inherit
settings from. Select a tab and drop down the list box and select a source. Then click OK.
Reset -L-

This menu command exists only when -L- is the current user. This leads to the same dialogue
as in the previous menu command but you can only perform one thing with this: the settings of
-L- are restored to the original state that they had when the program was newly installed.
Start with single click

It is common to expect a Lexion exercise to be
started when clicking once on the exercise icon.
If you or other users agree, and want to change,
select the command Start with single-click. The
setting applies to the current user.
Note: When single-clicking is activated, you
cannot select an exercise without starting it.
Therefore you have to get used to right-clicking
on the exercise icon, when you want to select it
and go to its Properties or Help or Results or go to
the List editor. By right-clicking we mean that you aim at an object and click with the right hand
side mouse button. When right-clicking, a menu pops up where you say where you want to go.
When single-click is activated you cannot drag icons and move them in another order. This has
to be done when single-click is disabled. When you have finished rearranging, you lock the
position of the icons by activating single-click.
WiViK window size

Lexion can be adapted to the WiViK
Onscreen Keyboard, or any brand of
onscreen keyboards. When activating
WiViK windows size, Lexion will be
placed in the upper part of the screen
so that WiViK will fit in the lower part
of the screen. WiViK is a keyboard
replacement software (virtual
keyboard) that is manoeuvred with the
mouse or any other pointing device.
With the menu command you then
activate the window size of WiViK on
Lexion and all of its exercise
windows, so that these only take up
the two upper thirds of the screen.
See, for instance, www.wivik.com.
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The Help menu
In some versions of Lexion, when the -L- archive is the current one, the menu command
Change licence information is available in the Help menu. There you change the licence
number if you have requested a new one from your reseller, for instance, if your organization
has changed its name, or some other reason.
If you, for example, want help on a certain exercise you can
select it and press the keyboard combination Shift+F1. Or, it
is probably easier to right-click the exercise icon and select
Help on the exercise… from the popup menu.
Information about exercises and lists shows a detailed listing
of all the exercises’ various titles and their current lists.
Introduction and Getting started, etc. guide you directly to the
various topics of the help text.
Support shows you the various retailer addresses.
In Find help about... you may write an optional search string
for something you wonder about and thereby get to the
corresponding help topic.
Update Lexion… You may download the latest version of the
Lexion program files. We constantly improve the program and
correct errors reported to us. The download can also be used
to update Mini-Lexion.
You may also reach the Lexion homepage or send an e-mail to us.
This Manual is also available in the program, for instance, if you want to print out a copy of
your own.
About Jennifer... shows the information text about Jennifer that you wrote when you created the
user, see page 27.
About Lexion informs you about the people who have created Lexion
and those who deserve sincere and warm thanks for their assistance
during the development of the English adaptation of Lexion.
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